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NPDGarnrna is a low euergv nuclear physics experiurent that is ill t,he finirì stages of

preparation for a high precision measurernent of ,41., the paritr,-r'ioìating correlat,ion betweeu

gamma-ray uromentum direction and neutron spin directiou in the re¿rctiolt ¡l +p---¡ d-1.y.

Of crucial itnporta,nce to this experiment a,re the l¡ea.m uronitols, 3He ionization cha,mbers

that monitor the a,pparatus by observing the flux of t,he polarized pulsed tìeutron beam. In

this thesis, it is verified that the beatn monitors a,re sirnple, relia,ble, low noise detectors that

are very effective at monitoring tlie rate of neutrons incident on thern. These properties allow

them to provide continuous knowledge of the beam polarization tìrroughout a,n asyrnmetry

tneasurement by observing the time of flight-dependent l¡ea,rn flux dowustreatn of the beam

polarizer. The 3He content of these bea,rn monitors was ureasured. a,ud a N4onte Carlo

calculation was performed to determine the average amount of energy deposited in the

chambers per detected neutron. It was verified that, the beaur rnonitor signals ca,n be

interpreted to reproduce the known tirne of flight dependence of beam flux frorn the neutron

source, and that the neutron bearn polarization can be rneasured at the 2Voleve\ from direct

measurenents of the transmission of the bea,m through the beam polarizer. An absolute

calibration of the beam monitors was atternpted by comparing the bea,m monitor signals

to a Monte Carlo calcuìation of the beam flux. This calibra,tion, which is not important to

analysis for the NPDGarnma experiment, gave rise to a discrepancy that will lequire further

rneasurernents in order to be resolved.
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THE MOTIVATION BEHIND THE NPDGAMMA

EXPERIMENT

7.7 Introduction to this chapter

The NPDGanmìa experiment is a low-energy, high-precision nuclear phvsics experiment

that, through measurement of a parity-violating observa,ble in a simple system, aims to pro-

vide a bettel understanding of the weak interaction between hadrons (strongly interacting

particles which are cornposed of quarks).

One of the most fundamental ploblerns of nuclear physics is an accurate descripiiou of the

interuucleou potential. Significant advances have been made in this area by representing the

strong interaction between nucleons (protons and neutrons) in terns of a rneson exchange

tnodei, discttssed for example in reference [1]. However, despite five decades of investigation,

an equivaìent model for the weak interaction between nucleons has not been rigorously tested

by experiment.

At the level of noncomposite fermions (leptons and quarks), the weak intera,ction has

been successfully rnodeled in terms of the exchange of W and Z bosons. However, knowledge

of the weak iuteraction in hadronic systems has been lirnited by the inevitable involvement

of the strong interaction. For this reason it is useful to take advanta,ge of a feature that

only the weak interaction is known to exhibit: it violates parity symmetry.

Due to the relative size of strong and weak probability amplitudes, paritv-violating

asymmetries are typically superposed on parity-conserving signals that are rnany orders

of magnitude larger. As a result, the rneasurement of such asymmetries is slowed by the

requirement for high statistical precision and the by the need for an extremely careful study

Chapter 1



of svst.euraLic effects.

One solutiou to this problenr has been to look for signals in svst,enrs where the paritv-

violatillg effect is rnagnified by strucluraì effects in courpìex uur:lei. The unfortuna,te con-

sequelìce of this approach is that the observables ¿rl'e interpreted iu t,erurs of quantum ure-

cha,nical rnatrix elements for which the wave funct,ious of the s)'st,ems urust, be known. The

very cotnplexity wìrich urakes the parity-violating eflects more nleasLrrable gives rise in rnany

cases to conflicting interpretations.

As a solution to tìris probìern, it is necessary to perform difficult but placticable mea-

sttremeuts iu simple systems. For the case of intemucleon inter¿rctions, the siurplest system

is one cotnposed of two nucleons: the proton-proton (pp) or neut,ron-proton (np) system.

Parity violation has been observed to the level of 7 standard devi¿rtions in the pp systern [2]

but has not to date been observed ir-r the np systenl.

Mea,surements of parity-violating asvmmetries in The np systern a,re necessary for isolat-

ing important parameters in the theory of the hadrouic wea,k interaction. The goal of the

NPDGamrna experiment is to measure such an asymnletry to a precision tha,t will allow for

a rneasuÌement of the coupling constant associa,ted with weak pion exchange (as discussed

itr section 1.6.2). In doing so, NPDGamrna wiÌl provide an irnportant test of current models

of the hadronic weak interaction.

7.2 Quantum rnechanícs and the pañty transforrnatÍon

The parity (also referred to as spatiaÌ inversion) transformation, n, is a

mathematical operation. In classical physics, zr tra,nsforms a systern such

of the position vector r is conserved and its direction is reversed:

r -5 -r.

Itr quantum mechanics, physical systems are described in terms of states lrl) that exist

in a linea,r ket space. Observabìes are described in terms of Hermitian opelators ,4. Expec-

tation values of ,4 are determined by computing the inner product þþl1l'r/) where (úl is

the bla vector dual to l,r/).

linear and discrete

that the rnagnitude

(1.1)



The notation used to describe the action of r¡' on state vectors is:

Tlie l'esult of zr in the quantum mechanica,l case is to transfonn the expectation value of the

position operator i so that it converts to its negative:

As equation (1.4)

unchanged while

Now consider

ovel'all space:

also illustrates, this is equivalent

the position operator becomes its

the projection of zr lrl) onto l@),

r 11þ)

(,þl"t

þl,lrÏînþþ) : -þþlil,,/') : ('/l (-i) I'i)

where lr/) is an eigenket with eigenvalue r/ e ft3 of the operator î 1. Using tìre icìentity

kþlAl1þ): (QlAÏ lr/)*, which applies for an arbitrary quantum mechanical opera,tor A, it

follows frorn (1.5) that n is Hermitian:

\ó1"1,þ) : I ,r,

I ,r,

to stating that the state vectors remain

negative.

which can be calculated as an integral

From the point of view of a physical observation, two successive parity transformations

must be indistinguishable from the identity operation. This leads to the requirement that

12 : erp(i,0)11 where I is an arbitrary real number and ll is an identity operator. Without

Ioss of physicaÌ generality, it is possible to choose erp(i,0) : 1, and thus to arrive at the

result that ¡' is unitary:

_ _-17T:r( -. (L7)

n lr') (r'ltþl dr' :

- "')*("'ld). d"'

(1.2)

(1 3)

I ,r,

: (ólr

- "')("' lrþ) dr'

(1.4)

1At this stage, care is taken to distinguish between the Cartesian coordinate r and the operator
f. For the rest of this chapter, observables are Ìepresented as operators, and so such a distinction
is no Ìonger of importance. The use of the caret to denote an operatoÌ is therefore dropped.

l,þ).

+

(1.5)

(1 6)



Flermitian operators may only have l'eal eigenvalues, and unìtary opera,tol's may onìy

ha,ve eigeuvalues of uuit uragtritude. As a consequence, the eigenvalues of zr are restricted

to *1 or -1. States with parity eigeuva,lue f1 are referred to as paritv-even, and states

with parity eigenvalue -1 a,re refelred to as paritv-odd. Simila,rly, ops¡¿¡ot's a,r'e referred to

as pa,rity-even if they cornmute with a or parrity-odd if they anticornmute with ¡.

7.3 Vectors and pseudovectors; scalars and pseudoscalars

In quantum mechanics, an operator V with components % is said to be a vector operator

if the expectation vaìues of V¿ ale a,ltered a,s:

where U(Â) is a unitary transformation that corresponds to rotatioll of conventional vectors

by a matrix with Cartesian elements -R¿r'. Angular momentuln, linea,r momentum and

positiou operators are vector operators.

It is ofben useful to ciassify operators further in terms of how they transform under a

parity transformation. It has already been stated (equation (1.4)) that the position operator

is odd under a parity transforrnation.

It can also be shown that the linear momentum operator p is odd under a parity trans-

formation:

(:üur@)vu(R)lü: t R¿¡ (tþlv¡lrÐ,
j

This statement is true given the facts that 1) momentum is the generator of translations in

position space; and that 2) translation followed by parity is the sarne as parity followed by

translation of equal magnitude but in the opposite direction.

It can also be shown that the angular momentum operator J is even under a parity

transfonnation:

This statement js true given the facts that 1) angular momentum is the generator of rotations

in position space; and that 2) ihe parity operator commutes with the rotation operator.

zrf pzr : -p.

(1 B)

nIJn: J.

(1.e)

(1.10)



ScaÌar oper¿rloì's are operatol's that a,re unaltel'ed by an arbitrary rotation. Scalar quan-

t,it,ies can ¿rìso bc subdivided iut,o two ca,tegories based on how they behave under a parity

t,t'¿lnsfortnatioti. Soute sca.la.rs sttch as the dot ploduct between an axial vector and a polar

vector (e g. J . p) revet'se sign uuder a parity tra,nsforrnation. Such quantities are referred

t.o zt,s pseudosca.ì¿rrs. Ordinary scra,lars, such as the dot product betweeu lwo vectors of the

sa,lncì type, a.re irlvaLi¿r.nt, under a paritv transformation.

7.4 The IIarnÍItonian operator, tirne development and parity mixÍng

The evolution of ¿ì qua,ntum mecha,nica,l state ket l'r/) between tirnes ús and ú is detennined

by tlre time evolulion operator U(t,f6), the form of which is stated in equation (1.I2). H

is the Fla,rniìtoniatt opera,tot'which for a two bodv system is shown in equation (1.13). The

potential I/ desct'ibes the interaction between the particles. The momentum associated with

the relative coordina,te between the two bodies is given by p and the reduced mass is given

bv p.

The evolution of a, physical system is thus for the most part determined by the potential.

Given that the interaction inside a nucleus is largely described as being between nucleons, it

is therefore uot unexpected that a large effort in nuclear physics should involve an attempt

to improve our kuowledge of the internucleon potential.

The fact that the weak interaction violates parity is equivalent to the statement that

Vu,"oA,, the potential for the wea,k interaction, does not commute with the parity operator:

l,/(¿)) : U (t, t6) lú(¿o))

/ ;q(t - ¿o)\U(t,tù-eïp\#)

n:t+v
2tL"

(1.11)

lV-"o*, nl + 0.

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)



Tlre fact tìrat angular momentum is conserved requires for V"u"n¡ to be invaria,nt with respect

to au a,rbitrary rotation. As such, V.u.ot. is a, scalar operatol and must therefore contain

pser"r<losca,la,r tenns, by the definition on page 5.

Due to the relative strengths of the weak a¡rd strong intera,ctions, the weak Hamiltonian

is often treated as a perturbation that mixes the parity eigenstates of the parlty-conserving

strong Flarniltonian 110. An example is the case of a first order tirne-independent pertur-

batiou. Consider two nearly degenerate eigenstates lt/a) and lú-) of ËIs with eigenva,lues

.81 and,E- respectively. The difference (E+ - E-) is given by 68. Consider aiso that they

lrave tlre saure angular molnentum quantum number. These states are mixed by V*"o¡, Io

produce the following state:

It is assumed that other terms in the expansion correspond to wide enough energy spacings

that they do not contribute significantly to the sum. Since 7-"o¡ does not commute with zr,

it is possible for the inner product of equation (1.15) to be nonzero, even if lú+) and lr/-)
have opposite parity. In such a case, l/) is of mixed parity.

The concepts mentioned in this section are discussed in more detail in popular quantum

mecha,nics texts such as in references [3, 4, 5, 6].

1.5 Symrnetríes and the weak interactíon

1.5.1 Pari,ty uioLati,on and the weak i.nteracti,on

The conservation and violation of symmetries has played a key role in the deveioprnent

of a,n understanding of subatomic physics. Of historical note is a puzzìe relating to the

existence of two particles, referred to at the time as the r+ and d+ mesons. These two

particles were observed to have the same rnasses, lifetimes and electrical charges, and were

known to be unstable by the weak interaction. However, given their decay products, and

given conservation of angular momentum and conservation of parity, it would not have been

possible for them to be the same particle.

In their celebrated paper of 1956 [7], T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang observed that parity

lù : ltþ+) + \1þ-lV-""nþþ+)
6E lrþ -) (1.15)



conservation in the weak interaction had been assumed from knowledge of the other inteir-

actions, but had trot been iudepeudeutly verified. As a, solution t,o t,ìle so-calìed r-0 plzzle,

they proposed several experiureuts that could be used to confirm whether oì' not palit.t'

was violal,ed b.y tìre weak interaction. IncÌuded in their discussion was t,he obserr'¿lt,ien that

previous beta decay experitnents could not be used to test pzrritv conserva,tion siuce all of

the tneasuretneuts that had beeu lnade were of observables tìra,t are inva,riant under a paritv

trausformation. Only a nleasurement of a pseudosca,la,r observabìe would aÌlow fol' ¿r, cìear

test of parity nonconserva,tion.

In 1957, C. S. Wu et al. performed one of these experiments and thus provided the first

unequivocal confirrnation of parity viola,tion [8]. C S. Wu (who had been consulted bv T. D.

Lee on some experilnental tnatters) and lier collaborators measured a nonzelo dot product

betweeu the average momentutn of beta particles and the a\¡erage spin of the 60Co nuclei

from which they were ernitted.

It is llow accepted that the r-F a,nd d* lnesons a,re the sa,me pa,rticle and ¿rre referred to

as the K+ meson. The decays that gave rise to the initial corìtroversv a,t'e:

Since pions are of uegative intrinsic parity, and since all of the rnesons showu in the above

three reactions are of zero intrinsic angular rÌlomentum, the end product of rea,ction (1.16)

tnust be of opposite parity frorn the end product of reactions (1.17) and (1.18).

1.5.2 A strong interact'ion contert

IÏ
7ç+

K+

The curreut theoretical framework of particle physics, the Standard Model, describes matter

in terms of three generat'ions of spin- | particles (fermions). The three generations a,re similar

in that they all comprise a total of two quarks and two leptons, but higher generations

correspoud to particles of higher mass that decay to lower-generation counterparts via the

weak interaction.

.-*'-0
- 

lt -T/l

n* +no +no

n* +r* -rn-

( 1.16)

(1.17)

(1.18)



Stlonglv interactiug particles (hadrons) a,re coììrposed of quarks. The six aforementioned

tvpes of qualks are dist,ingr"risìred bv a label that is leferred Ioas.fl.auor". At low enelgies, the

descliption of hadronic uat,ter is tvpicallv limited to t,he three least rnassive quark flavors:

the up (r.r), the down (d) and the strange (s). The qnant,um nnmbers relevant to these

three quark flavors a.re i"cospin a.nd st.rrLngeriess, bot,ìt of which are coìÌserved by the strong

interaction.

Il-re introduction of isospin. or' 1. w¿rs ll'rotiva.ted by the observa.tion of symmetries asso-

ciated with the stroug interaction. It rvas not.iced t,hat some stror-rglv-interacting particles

could be separated into groups of simiìar ìllass and with increlnentally varying electric

charge. Exarnples a,re tlle neutron a,nd ¡rroton; the n+, n0 a,nd fi- lnesons; and the t+, t0
and X- ba,ryons. Isospin is a qr"ia,nt,itv that was proposed as a method for labeling these

groups? which are referred to a,s isospiu multiplets.

It has a,lso beetr observed that, processes involviug stronglv-interacting particies some-

titnes proceed independentìy of which particle fron-l an isospin multiplet is participating. As

an exarnple, consider s-wa.\¡e nucleon-nucleon scattering. The two processes:

are dominated by the strong intera,ction and proceed with equal probability. Another exam-

ple is tlrat of mi,n'or ntrcle'i (pairs of nuclei such as lf N and lfrC that can be transformed into

each other by exchanging all ¡:rotons for all neutrons) that have energy spectra displaying

states of the same angula,r tnomeutum aud parity at approximateÌy the same energy.

The idea that the strong interaction is independent of any interchange of particles frorn

the same rnultiplet is rejected, however, by the fact that a third scattering process:

P+P--d, lr'

n1-n---+d+r-

proceeds with only half the probability of that corresponding to equations (1.19) and (1.20).

A sirnilar observation ca,n be made of the fact that the np systern has a bound sta,te whereas

Lhe yrp and nn systems ha,r'e no bound state.

p*n--+d+To

(1.1e)

( 1.20)

(1.21)



This situation is explained by treating isospin in a mathernatically identical rna,nner to

angular momentnln. trach isospin rnr"rltiplet corresponds to a group of totaì isospin 1, and

each member of the multiplet corresponds to a projection 13 of the isospin vector onto an

axis in an abstract isospin space. The fact that these st,rougly bound states of the same f but

different .I3 aÌe ahnost degenerate in energy indicates that the strong interaction is invariant

with respect to a rotation in isospin space. The strong interaction therefore conserves f and

Is in tlÌe same way that it conserves angula,r rnornentlun.

I is thus used to label the sirnilarity of palticles under the strong interaction, while

their distinguishability is preserved by the use of 1e. The nucleon, as an isospin doublet,

can cornbine in pairs to produce an isospin triplet (nn, np and pp), or an isospin singlet

(np). Since empirically the deuteron exists as a spin singlet of even intrinsic parity, Fermi

statistics requires that it exist as an isospin singlet. By rules of isospin conservation, and

by knowledge of the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the relative cross sections

associated witÌr equations (1.19), (1.20) and (1.21) can thus be understood.

At the quark level, isospin conservation is understood as arising from the conservation

of the total number of up quarks and the total number of down quarks. Tl-re similar masses

of isospir-r multiplets is explained additionally in tenns of the sirnilar masses of the r.¿ and d

quarks. Tlre total number of strange quarks is referred to as strangeness or ,S. Quark flavor

in general is conserved by the strong interaction so ,S must be unchanged during any strong

interaction. Like parity, however, neither isospin nor strangeness are conserved by the weak

interaction.

7.6 The hadroníc weak interactíon

1.6.1 Classi,fi,cati,ons of the weak interact'ion

The Standard Model describes the weak interaction between noncomposite fermions (leptorm

aud quarks) in terms of the exchange of massive left-handed vector bosons: the W+, W- and

Z0 particles. The large masses of these exchange particles account for the srnall probability

arnplitudes associated with the weak interaction; their left-handed helicity accounts for the

parity-violating na,ture of weak processes.



This lnodel h¿ls been exteusively verified by experiment. However, aspects of the weak

inler¿rction betrveeu composit,e hadrons (the hadronic weak interaction) rema,iu to be un-

delstood. For exampìe, the 
^I 

: å rlrle, a selection rule that favors AI : å cha,rlnels over

nI : å clt¿r,unels in 4.9 : 1 hadrouic decays, empirlcally exists but is of unkuown clynamical

crligin (see fol exa,mpìe p. 226 of reference [9]). Also, the potential that would be used to

nlodeì weak interactions between cornposite hadrons has not been empirically quantified.

Þ-igule 1.1 is illtended as an illustration of common classifications that are ma,de of the

weak iuteraction. Of these classifications, the purely leptonic, sernileptonic and AS : 1

lia,dl'onic intera,ctions can be isolated by symrnetry requirements as purely weak effects.

Flowever, there is nothing that wouid prevent flavor-conserving hadronic interactions (AS :

0 in fìgure 1.1) such às rLp ---+ np fron passing tìrrough a purely strong channel.

leptonic

l0

AS=1 hadronic

Figule 1.1: Various rnanifestatìons of the weak nuclear interaction. Shown are: 1) the
purely ìeptonic decay of a muon: LL- ---+ e-u*uu;2) the semileptonic beta decay of
a neutron: 77 ---+ p€.-ùs; 3) the strangeness-nonconserving purely hadronic decay of
a .A baryon: 1\ ----, pn-;4) strangeness-conserving purely hadronic neutron-proton
scattering: np ---+ np.

mileptonic

A S=0 hadronic



Experimental studies of the flavor-conserving hadronic ìnteractions a,re therefore hill-

dered by tìre fact that strong couplings are several orders of ma,gnitude grea,ter than weak

conplings. In t,he case of a purely hadlonic flavor-conserviug exchauge, the wea,k cour¡ronent

of the interaction remains detectable only due to its unique parity-violating signzrture. Due

to the weaker na,ture of the weak interaction, a large portion of the experiureutal efl'ort

involves careful studies to elirninate systernatic elrors that could overshadow true parit.y-

violating signa,ls. Experimental studies are also limited by the fact that high flux sources

are required in order to achieve the necessary precision. Theoretical studies on the other

hand are hindered by the fact that calculatÍons of strong interactions are difficult to pelfomr

reliabìy at low energies.

1.6.2 The meson. enchange model of the hadroni,c weak'interacti,on

Bxperimental searches for parity viola,tion in the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction were

begun in 1957 by Neil Tanner [i0] who looked for parity-nonconserving transitions to the

ground state of 160 from a 340 keV resonance of leF(p, a)16O. This transition would have

passed via a emission from a 1* resonance in 20Ne to the 0+ ground state of 160. As such

it is forbidden by parity conservation since the final system (tuo + a) would have olbital

angular molnentum l : 7, and would thus be of negative pality. This transition was not

observed.

In 1964, the first observation of parity violation inside the nucleus was reported. Apply-

ing the rnethod of R. Haas et al. [11], but to a higher precision, Abov et al. [12] observed

an asymrnetry of -(3.7 +0.9) x 10-a in the directional distribution of gamma quanta from

polarized neutron capture on ll3Cd 2, Parity violation in the ly'N interaction became lnore

statistically convincing with the measurernent provided by Lobashov et al. [13] in 1967.

Lobashov's group measured the circular polarization -(6 + 1) x 10-6 of gamtna radiation

from a 482 keV transition of unpolarized 181Ta nuclei. For other early measurernents of

nuclear parity violation, and an early discussion of tl're theory, see reference [14]. More

recent reviews on this subject are provided in references [15, 16, I7].

l1

2This asymmetry is the same as that provided by a nonzero A", in equation (1.35)



A lnesou exchange model has been proposed as ¿r descript,ion of the weak iutera,ction

between hadrons. In understanding this llrodel. it should be consideled that the weak

vector bosons are lirnited by their large masses t,o a rauge tìrat, is t,wo to fhlee orders

of magnitude sma,ller than the femtometer hard-core repulsiou bet,rveeu nucleous. As ¿r

result, the cornponent of the weak N,rV interactiou th¿lt is duer t,o rlirect, \\/ or Z exchange is

essentially zero. In the hadronic weak int,erzrct,ion, thei excìr¿utge stilÌ iuvolves the I4z+ and

Z0 particles, but at only one vertex. The interact,ioll is inst,ea.d nrodeÌed in temrs of ureson

exchange, as illustrated in figure 1.2.

Despite their composite nature) mesons and uucleons ale the degrees of freedorn that

are used when modeling intranuclear intera,ctions, which are ty¡:ically in the eìrergy range

of hundreds of MeV. This assertion that the phvsics be rnodeled in terms of rnesons a,nd

nucleons is inspired by the theoly of the strong intera,ction. Ther model for strong rnesoì1

exchange between nucleons is widely confirmed (see for example [1]). The phvsics of the

interaction is described by the potential which is given a,s a, linear combiua,tion of terms,

each term corresponding to a particular type of lneson excha,nge.

The parity-violating NN interaction is expected to be rnediater<l in a sirnilar manner. In

tlre model for weak exchange between nucleons, the IV+ or Zo couvert into a light rneson

whlch couples strongly at the other vertex. The wea,k boson exchange is collapsed to a point

a,nd becomes a weak meson-nucleon vertex. This idea is illustrated in figure 1.2, which can

be compared to the bottorn right-hand diagram of figure 1.1.

An important trait of this model is that one of the vertices of the exchange is weak

while the other vertex is strong. The couplings at the strong vertex have been determined

experimentally from studies of meson exchange in the strong ly'N interaction. Due to the

presence of the weak vertex, weak mesorì exchange does not corìserve parity or isospin.

Tlre potential Vp¡vc for weak meson exchange is described by the following ìinear com-

bination of terms:

t2

vp¡vc: tynflv,?r
TI LI

Each term corresponds to a rneson p and to a,n isospin excìrange 41.

contribution from each tenn is determined by the coupling constant that

(1.22)

The size of the

is represented by



parity-violating
weak vertex

Figure 1.2: The meson exchange model of the hadronic weak interaction. In this
model, the weak interaction between nucleons is mediated by the exchange of a meson.

One of the meson-nucleon couplings is weak and therefore violates parity and isospin.

The other coupling is strong.

+
rc; Pl o

Afl. fne functional dependence of each term on dynamical variables is givcn by Vrar, which

is a function of space, spin and isospin. A benchmark theoretical prediction of the weak

coupling constants for this meson-exchange potential has been provided by B. Desplanqucs,

J. F. Donoghue and B. R. Holstein (DDH) [18, 19, 20].

A short-range internucleon repulsion has been interpreted from phase shift analysis

of high energy nucleon-nucleon scattering experiments (see e.g. section a.a of 121]). As

is embodied in the Yukawa formulation fol an exchange potential, the range of a viltual

exchange particle is determined by its mass, and decreases with increasing mass. The range

of this short range repulsion corresponds to an exchange particle rnass of abotit 800 MeV.

Thus mesons of mass higher than 800 MeV are neglected in the DDH model. Barton's

theorem [22] provides the assertion that neutral spin-zero meson exchange is forbidden by

CP conservation. Thus, to the extent ihat CP conservation applies, mesons such as the n0

and 4 can also be neglected.

The low mass mesons are shown in table 1.1. The mesons used in the DDH rnodel are the

T* , T- , p*, po, p- and a., mesons. Different projections of the same isospin multiplet do not

contribute different terms to the potential: for examplc, the term for the a'- is not distinct

parity-conserving
strong vertex

i3



from the term for the zr*. Tertns involviug double mesorl exchange a,re neglected. The p

lnesorìs contribute possible isospin exchange of Af :0,1 or 2. The u lnesons contribute

possibÌe isospin exchauge of AI : 0 or 1. The zr+ rnesorìs contribute possible isospin

exchauge of A/: 1. The genera,l expression for the DDFI potential then follows fi'om

equa,tion (1,.22) and is described by six sepa,rate couplings:

v]pg : nlv] + Hlv: + Hlv; + H|v; + Hlv: + H:vJ.

Qualk constituents

Table 1.1: Low mass rnesons. Masses ale stated in parentheses to the nearestNleY lc2.
The r and p mesons are isospin tripìets. The ø and 4 mesons are isospiri singlets of
zelo charge. All of these mesons have negative intrinsic parity.

l"a)

h(l¿a) - t"t))
lr'd)

h (ld,d.) + lua))

I,56 state

For the form of the V,LI, see [18] or the review articles [15, 16]. The pion exchange

potential, which is of particul.ar relevance to the NPDGamma experiment, is given by:

t4

( 140)

( r35)

( 140)

ro

35, state

1T

p+ (76e)

po QaT)

p- (76s)

where zn is tìre nucleon mass) 1 is isospin, d is spin and p- is momentum associated with the

rela,tive coordinate r' : ft - f2. The subscripts 1 and 2 are used to differentiate between

the two nucleons, and the subscript z is used to indicate projection onto the third axis in

isospin space.

It can be seen from equation (1.24) that V] is composed of terms that are proportional

to (drldz)'r", where (ù+ãz) is an angular motnentum and r-is a displacernent. These terms

are tlrerefore altered by a parity transformation. The factor erp(-mnr) larr is the Yukawa

rr $a7)

Isospin

u (782)

1

1

1

(1.23)

¡¡1 t ll ll /1v;: rnlttxr2lz\o1

0
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potential thal w¿rs fìrst appliet,l to desclibe t,he strong interaction. This factor determines

the relationsltip bet,ween t,he lzrnge of t,he int,eractiou a,nd the mass of the exchange particle.

For e¿rch coupìing corìst,¿ull. I)DFI have provided a rea.sonable ra,nge of possible vaìues

and their estinr¿tte of the ulost likely value. The reasonable ra,uge is designed to encornpass

all theoretical uucert,ainties so that fut,ure refinelnents will lead to results iuside the range.

These ra,nges ¿rud best vaiues ¿rre sìrown in table 1.2. From table 1.2, it can be seen that

considelable uncertainty exisls in tìre DDFI predictions, at 100 % or rnore of the best pre-

dicted va,lues. An initiative is currentìy underway to determine these coupling cotìstants, to

provide experimental quantilìcation of the nodel, and to allow for a better understanding

of the model itseìf.

Coupììng

H1

rr2

H1e

H3

H2

H:

Table 1.2: DDFI predicted values of weak meson-nucleon couplings [18]. All nurnbers
ìn this table are in units of 10-6.
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Best Vaìue

1.08

1.59

0.03

1 ttr. ùù

0.80

0.48

Of the mesons that contribute to the hadronic weak potentiai, the pion is of particular

interest. Being the least rnassive of the nlesons) the pion is responsible for the longest range

component of the internucleon intera,ction. As such, it can be expected to provide the most

important contribution to internucìeon parity-violating effects.

Tìre paritv-violating observable to be measured by the NPDGamma experiment is re-

ferred to as 4., and is calculated to be directly proportional to the weak n'l/N coupling

A]. fne relationship shown in equation (I.25) is discussed in [15]. It is assumed that the

.Hr^/ lie within the DDH reasonable range so that couplings other than 11] will contribute

Reasonable Range

0.0 --+ 2.77

-1.59 ---+ 4.26

0.0 --+ 0.053

-1.06 ---+ 7,54

-2.39 ---+ 4.29

0.32 ---+ 0.80



negligiblv to ,4". Otlier ca,lcula,tions 123, 241a,re consistent with this coefñcient of Hf and

rvìth the prediction that coutributious from other trresotìs are small.

Ár : -0.04 s(HI - 0.02H1e + 0.021-I: + 0.041r';)

7.7 Parity-vÍolatíng observables

\\¡ith the exist,ence of parity vioÌation in the weak interaction, nuclear states are not parity

eigettstates. As wa,s explained in section L4, a description of the parity rnixing of strong

eigenstates catr be achieved using perturbation theory, with the extent of the parity mixing

de.termined by the size of e in equation (1.26). The value of e can in turn be determined

using tnatrix eìements sirnilar to the one shown in equation (1.15). Thus, e can be expressed

as a, Ìitrear courbination of the coupÌings Hf;I as shown in equation (1.27). The coefficients

øfl a.e dependent otr the nature of the unperturbecì states and on the pality-violating

potential 3.

The expecta,tion va,lue (A) of the observable ,4 is obtained by calculating a diagonal

tna,trix element of the corresponding operator as shown in equation (1.28). A transition

probability À related to the transition operator 7 is obtained between initial and final

states using the expression in equation (1.29). In the case of a potential that violates parity,

it is possible for the states lù)ót))öz) and for the observable A or transition 7 to be of

rnixed parity.
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( 1.25)

It is possible for the general observable A to be expressed as a sum of both parity-

eveu attd parity-odd terms as shown in equation (1.30). The expectation value of ,4 can

3Although the concept of a parity-mixing amplitude that is proportional to a
ofthe weak coupling constants still applies, it should be noted that equation (1

be used for the rzp system, which has only one bound state.

(A) : @l Alo)

).: l@zlrlóùl'

(1.26)

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.2e)

linear combination
15) cannot literally



then involve a, term that is proportional to the wea,k mixir-rg e a,nd that is thus

courbination of the weak coupling consta,nts. This is expressed in equation (1.31).

be shown in section 1.9, a sirnilar expression exists for the tra,nsition l'a,te betweetr

rurixed paritv.

A:A"r"nlAodrl

(ól Aló) : (rþ rl A",",11þ-) * 2e Re {(rþ-l A,¿aþþl} + O(e2)

An initiative is currently underway to tneasure such pariiy-odd observables and thus to

determine the weak meson-NN coupÌing consta,nts in a variety of systerns. Examples of

such observables include: violation of parity selection rules (e.g. the previously rnentioned

work of Tanuer [t0]); a difference in cross-section of scatteling by palticles of opposite

helicity (e.9. the helicity-dependent pp scattering experiment perfomred at TRIUI\,lF [25]);

linear momentum that is released preferentiaìly parallel to an a,ngular rnomentum (e.g.

tlte NPDGatnma experiment as will be discussed); angular mornentum that is released

preferentially paraìlel to a linear momenturn (e.g. nonzero average ìreliciiy of radiation

from an unpoìarized source [26]); the generation of a rotation about a,n axis of tra,nslation

(e.g. tlie t'otation of a particle's spin about its linear momentum such as the neutron-'lHe

spin rotation experiment that is under development lZ7þ; and parity-violating charge and

current distributions (e.9. anapole moments and electric dipole mornents).

Due to the reìative size of the weak and strong couplings, e is quite small compared

to unity. Observation of the odd parity term in the presence of the even pa,rity term is

difficult. Given this situation, it can be beneficial to look for rnechanisms that enhance

parity-violating signals. These mechanisms often occur in many-bodv systems.

For example, in the case of gamma polarization from unpolarized 18F, enhancernent is

achieved in part due to a pair of energy eigenstates with ôE sufficientìy srnall (see equation

(1.15)). Measurements of the circular polarization of the 1.081 MeV 1 emission from un-

polarized 18F are believed to provide a minirnaì dependence on nuclear models [28]. These

measurements [26, 29] have yielded a null measurement of the pion coupÌing constant of

HI : (0.7 + 2.0)xI0-7, considerabìy lower than the DDH best value.

Another example, measlrrernent of the nonzero anapoìe moment o¡ t336r 
[30, 3t], has
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beerr interpreted to give a lzrrger va,lue of H+ : (2.26 + 0.50 (expt) + 0.83 (theorv)) x

10-6. Unfortunately tìrere is a dilficulty tlue to uucel'taiut,ies associated with rneruy-bodv

wavefuuctions. lVilbuln and Bowrlan [i-]2] point out t,h¿rt the anzr,pole nlt'nllent iuterpretation

rnay be flawed, a,nd that the 133Cs ¿uld 18F measlu'eìnrìnt.s ural' be in agreement with ea,clr

other. In any case, these analyses have pointed out a discrepancy lhaI urust, be addressed.

Figure 1.3 shows a recent sunln.ì¿ìry of culrent experiurent,¿rì knowìedge of .É1], frorn

reference [33]. A sirnilar auaìysis can be founcl in refelence [iÌ,1]. hr 1,his figure, a Ìinear

combination of ã! and äj is expressed in terms of H). DDH best r'âlues are used for

any couplings that a,r'e rìot shown in t,he plot. It sìrouìd be visible fiorn this plot that at

present, significant uncertainty reura,ius in the experimental detemrination of these coupling

constants. This is in additiou to t,he fact that the size of the DDFI reasonable range (see

table 1.2) aìlows for the plot to cha,nge significanth' (see fol exaurple 132]).

1.8 The directÍonal garnrna asyrnrnetry

Given tl,e irnportance of H| to the uuderstanding of nuclear wea,k interactions, and given

the fact that the current experimental situation does not challenge or constl'ain the DDH

rnodel, it is necessary to resolve the Ë11 dilemma by providing a plecise rnea,surement in a

sirnpÌe system. The siurplest intemucleon system possible is the two nucleon systern. Due

to tlre fact that the pp itrtera,ction is purely neutra,l current, pion excha,nge is excluded. It
is therefore necessary to look in the np system.

The goal of the NPDGarnma c¿xperiment is to n-reasure the parity-violating directional

gamrna-ray asymmetry Á" when a neutron and a proton fuse to form a deuteron. This

asymmetry is measured lelative to the direction of t,he neutron spin. A poìarized neutron

beam is therefore used. The reaction of interest is thus shown in equa,tion (I.32). In addition

to the fact that it is a two body system, np capture is also simplified by the fact that only

one gamma-ray of unique energy is produced per ca,pture.
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,t + p --+ d I -y (2.2 NIeV) (1.32)

Let the angles á"¿ a,ìrd d"¡ be cìefined in equations (1.33) ancl (1.3a) where Ë.', is thu

galnma-ray wave vector, 5-r" is the neutron spin, and k', is the neutron wave vector. 9r¡ is
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Figure 1.3: A summary of current experimental knowledge of 11| [33]. Both axes
display units of 10-7. Shown are results from measurement of: the nuclear anapole
moments of 205T1 and 133Cs; the helicity dependence of p-a scatterìng; the polarization
of gamma radiation emitted from unpolarized excited states of 18F; the directional
asymmetry associated with radiative capture of polalized neutrons on rsF. This
plot uses a differ-ent naming convention: H|: g"wÌvhll\/3z; H2: -grhorf2; Hl,:
-s,hf;lz; Hi : -grhrpl2; H: -- -g"ht 12 The g, are the strong couplings at one
vertex: lnNN :73.45; gp:2.79) g,:8.37 [15]. These plots can be compared
to tlre DDH best predictions of (hl - O.I2hre - 0.18h1) : 4.8 x 10-7 and -(h! +
0.7hX) - i3 x 10-7. The DDH reasonable ranges allow -16 < -(hor+ 0.7h1) < 38

and 0.8 < (hl - 0.lzht - 0.18h1) < L2. There ìs considerable room for improvement
on this current state of affairs.
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a polar angle that is measured from the direction of s', to

10

azirnuthal angle that is measured about kn, from dn to the component of ft., that ìies in the

the direction-of k.r. @"¡ is an



plane perpendicular to kn, as shown in figure 1.5. A system usingthese two angles is not a

pola,r coordina,te system, since both angles ale nleasured froln the sa,lne vector, but is useful

for a discussion of the ga,mma asymrnetry that is obserrable in the NPDGarnma a,ppat'atus.

LeI d,uld,Q, givetr iu equation (1.35), be the probability per unit solid angle 0 for ernission

of a gatnma-ray in the direction (d"¡, ó"x). At is defined as the coefficieut that determines

tlre cosine depeudence of. daldÌ on dr¡, and is illustrated in figure 1.4. Since dø/dO is

an observa,ble scalar quantitv, and since cos(0r¡,) is reversed bv a parity tra,usfolmation, it

follows that a nonzero L., is parity-violating. An asyrnmetry Apç that is proportional to

si,n(Sr¡r), and therefore parity-conserving, is aÌso expected.
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Figure 1.4: The distribution of gamrna energy from the reaction È +p --- d17 is to
a large extent isotlopic but is expected to have small directional asymmetries. These
asymmetries are dependent on the polar angle 9,¡ and on the azimuthal angle /,¡
which are illustrated in figure 1.5. A nonzero ,4" allows for a term in the expression
for duldQ that is proportional to the cosine of 0,*. Such a telm is parity-vioìating
and is illustrated in this diagram. A parity-allowed asymmetry that is proportional to
sin(þ"¡,) (not illustrated in this dìagram) is also expected. The method for measuring
.4" is ìllustrated in figure 2.6.



In tenns of its efl'ect, on known physical interactions, a pa,ritv transformation is equivalent

to a, t'eversaÌ of any one of the C¿rrtesia,n coordinates on its own. This can be explained bv

the fact that either one of these two types of coordinate reversal can be transformed into

the otìrel by including rot,a,tion and translation operations, and by the fact that all known

iutera,ctions a,re invaria,nt with respect to rota,tiou or tra,nslation.

It is impractical to produce an actual parity transformation of an entire a,pparatus. In

order to uuderst¿uld tlte tra,nsforrnation that is carried out in the NPDGalnma experiment,

defille the dil'ection of bearn rnornentum as forwards and then consider that the bearn is

polarized perpendicular to this, in the up-down direction. A reversal is perfonned of the

beam polarizatiou. Since the t,arget is left-right symmetric, this reversaÌ is equivalent to an

intercltange of left and right (single coordinate reversal) of the incident beam and target.

Hence, it is equivaient to a parity transformation.

If a left-right reversal of the ga,mma rnomentum is taken into account, as shown in

the top half of figule 1.6, then sin(rþ"¡,) is conserved while cos(?r¡,) js reversed. However,

a polarization reversal is not accornpanied by a left-right reversaì of the gamma detection

appa,ratus. As such, a left-right reversal of the gamma momentum is not taken into account.

A reversal of both sin(Qr¡,) and cos(0"¡) therefore occurs) as shown in the bottom half of

figure 1.6. Sitrce Aps is expected to be of approximately the same size as A1, an important

part of the experiment invoh'es accura,te positioning of the beam and detectors in order to

separa,te these two components of the asyrnrnetry.

Due to the nonzero exteut of the gamma detectors and target along the bea,m axis, it

would be possible for the garnma signal to contain an admixture of a forward-backward

asymtnetry, if such an asymmetry were to exist. However, a folward-backward asymmetry

cos(?r¡) :

ftf, "u.ó"r.) 
x I -r,4.,-cos(0,t ) * Apcsin(ó,n)

si,n(rb"r) :

s'r, ' frr

ls;ll

(k..',5,,.

k"' 
I

ls",,llft-, x k"l

* rr,r)

2L

(1.33)

(1.34)

( I .35)



Figure 1.5: A visualisation of the angles 0"r and /,¡ that are defined in equations
(1.33) ancl (1.3a). t-, and i,,-ur"the gamma ancl neutron wavevectors respectively. s-,

is the ne_utron spin which, for the NPDGamma expeliment, is alìgned perpendicular
b Ë-. ñt ir the projection of É,", thut lies ìn the plane pelpendicular b Ë,. 0"t"

is a polar angle that is measured from s-, to Ër. d"¿ is an azimuthal angle that is
measured, about k-,", f.o- in b ËL. The rnagnitudes of tlie vectors ìn this diagram
are not drawn to scale.

-k, x kn
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must be dependent on odd po\Mers of si,n (0r¡), and would therefore be parity-conserving.

Since the forward-backward orientation of both the beam and apparatus is maintained

during the measurementT no forward-backward asymmetry can be observed.
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reversal of beam polarization only

Figure 1.6: If translation and rotation invariance are assumed, then a parity transfor-
mation is equivalent to the reversal of one Cartesian coordinate. An example is tÌre
Ieft-right reversal of the NPDGamma reaction that is shown in the top half of this
diagram. The momentum of the neutron, and possibly a component of the gamma

momentum, is perpendicular to the page and therefore unaffected by a left-right re-

versal. The proton has no average momentum or average spin so is not shown. The
recoil of the deuteron and the angular momentum of the final system are redundant so

are also not shown. The bottom half of the diagram shows a spin reversal that is not
accompanied by a left-right reversal of the gamma momentum. A complete left-right
reversal alters the sign of s; . Ä;., but ieaves î". (k, x k,) unchanged. A polarization
reversal that is not accompanied by a left-right reversal of gamma momentum alters
the sign of both.
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7.9 The origin of A^,

The total internal angular momentum J of the bound deuteron is known to exist in a triplet

state (J : 1). It is also known from experiment that the total coupled spin ^9 of the two



nllcleons exists in a triplet state (S: 1). The spin singlet state is empirically unbound.

Angular nlornentLun associa,ted with the relative rnotion of the two nucleons exists prirnariìy

asL:0witha4%admixtureofL:2.Thetotaìintemalpalityofthedeuteronispositive.

For the purpose of what follows, a discussiou on the origin of. A1, the presence of the.L :
2 stat,e is ignored. The bound deuteron is therefore a,pploxima,tecl as the l'"*t¿r):l'St)
state that is shown in bold on the righthand side of figure 1.7.

The uubou-nd np wavefunction cau be expa,nded in terms of spherica,l harmonics. To

a good a,pproxirnation, at meV energies (the relevant energies for this experiment), the

unbouud system is represented purely as a,n ,9 wave. The two ,S states that are in bold on

the lefthand side of figure 1.7 are therefore the dominant states of the initial np systern.

The existence of pality-violating obselvables indicates admixtures of states that are

of opposite parity. For this discussion, only the lowest older adrnixtules are considered.

The existence of P states (negative parity) with J : 1 â,re therefore hypothesized for the

bound deuteron. Similarly, P states that conserve ./ are expected to mix with the ,9 states

of the unbound system. The isospin of each state is determined by considering that the

wave fuuction of the two-fermion system must be antisymmetric with respect to particle

interchange.

The forrnation of a bound deuteron from an unbound np system occurs as a result of an

electromagnetic transition that can be expanded in terms of muìtipole moments oriented

about the axis of polarization. The allowecl components of the transition are shown in figure

7.7.

In deterrnining which transitions should be shown in figure 7.7, Lhe usuai angular mo-

mentum and parity selection rules for electromagnetic transitions apply (see for example

section10.4of [21]). ThusEltransitionsoccurbetweenstatesofoppositeparity,Mltransi-

tions occur between states of the same parity, and both carry an olbitaì angular momentum

quantunr number of L : 1. Only the lowest order transitions that will allow for parity

violation are considered. Quadrupole transitions are therefore not considered.

The following isospin selection ruìes for a self-conjugate (,N : Z) nucleus also prove

to be useful: A1 : 0 El transitions and A.I : 0 l\41 transitions can be ignored (see for
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Figure I.7: A. simplified level diagram of lhenp system, frorn chapter l0 of reference

[35]. States are shown using the convention 2s+1try(1) where ,S is totaì spin, -L is
orbital auguÌal momentum, ..I is total angular mornentum and 1 is isospin. The
bound state of the deuteron before parity rnixing is considered to be purely 3,S1.

The 3,50 state is ernpirìcaìly unbound. The continuum states that are most present
for a low energy system are the ^9 waves. Fligher order partial waves are ìgnored.
Parity rnixing allows for: admìxtures of states with opposìte parity but the same
total angular momentum; and interference between transitìons of opposite parity. It
is the interference between E1 and M1 transitions that gives rise to the asymmetry
41.

bound
states

's,(o) 'p,(o)
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example chapter   of [36]). As a result of this rule, and since only dipole transitions are

being considered, transitions between states of the same isospin can be neglected.

The M1 transitions that can occur between the l3Pt) an¿ Itf") rtut.r are also ignored.

Owing to the fact tìrat they are rnagnetic transitions, they are of smaller amplitude than

eìectric trausitions of the same order. Furthermore, since tliey arise from parity rnixing, they

are of less importance than the primary M1 transition. The transitions that are considered

E1

E1



as contributing to A^, are thus the ones shown in figure 1.7.

The only tra,nsition between the unmixed states (the bold sta,tes in figure i.7) that

survives the aforernentionecl cuts is ItSo¡ 4 l3S1) "rtricn, 
since it is an IVI1 transition, is

of positive parity. AlÌ of the otìrer transitious are E1 and are therefore of negative pal'ity.

It is the presetìce of interference betweeu transitions of opposite parity tliat supports this

plrenomenological expla,nation of the origin of A-,.

Consider a general parity tnixing lS) * lP) that occurs both in the initial arid final

states. Isospin mixing is not explicitlv represented, since it does not affect the qualitative

result of this discussion. For the sarne reason, it is a,lso not explicitly stated that thele are

in reality two different initiaÌ states. The states l/¿) and ld¡) aLe therefore represented as

in equations (1.36) and (1.37). The transition tliat connects the initial and final states is

given by 7 in equation (1.38). The parity reflection of T is shown in equation (1.39).

The probabiÌity of the transition 7 can be detennined by equation (1.29). If a nonzero

difference exists between the rate of ? ancì the rate of its parity reversal rTTn, then an

instance of parity violation can be observed. To first order in e , and neglecting (81) terms

relative to (M1) terms (since the M1 transition is dominantìy present and the E1 tenns are

only allowed by parity violation), tìris difference can be used to represent A":
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lÐ : lS,) +e¿lP¿)

ló j) : l,S¡) + er lPf)

T : I,II+EI

rlTr : MI-EI

Re {(s,l Mrlsr) (.0 (sil illn> + e} (prlølls,))}
(s'n 1I,11Þ'/)r

With knowledge of the wave functions and the potential, it is possible to predict the

size of A" (as relevant to equation (1.35)) from an expression that is similar to that given in

A-rcos (0"¡,) o(
l@,lT lóìl' - l(,þ,1"¡r" lóùl'
I @,1 T ló ¡)12 + | (Q¿l nt :tr ló ¡)l'

(1.36)

( 1.37)

(1.38)

(1.3e)

(1.40)



equa,tion (1..10). A more rigorous ex¡rlana,tion of the origin of. A1, which includes a deriva,tion

of the angular depeurience of tìre asvrnuretl'y, is available in chapter 2 of reference [37] or in

reference 1241.

B¿rsed on t,lte DDFI best value for l1|. the expected size of the asymrnetly is A-,, :

-5 x 10-8 [3S, 24]. The NPDGall-nìla, collaboration pt'oposes to ma,ke a ìlteasltrement of

,4^, with a st,atrstics-ìiurited unceltaintl, of *10-8. As a result of tìre difficulty involved in

such a. rì'ìeasÌìrenlent,. aud tìre requirenlent fol high counting statistics, only oue previous

ìlleasLrrenlent, ìras been urade. This mea.surernent, which was carried out in 1977, yielded

t,he null resuìt Á^,, : (6 + 21) x 10-8 [39]. The goal of the NPDGarnuÌa experiment is to

improve tl-ris r:ncertaintv by a factor of twenty, to within a factor of five srnaller than the

best estiur¿rte of the a.symmetry's size.
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THE NPDGAMMA trXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

2,7 RequÍrernents for a rrteasurernent of A^,

In ot'der to a,chieve the goal of a statistics-lirnited neasurement of A-, at the 10-8 level,

particuiar attention must be paid to maximizing the gamma-ray signal and to eliminating

false systeuratic effects. A brief list of the requirements for such an apparatus foìlows.

1. It is important to perform the measurement of A-, in a reasonable amount of time.

Since the uncertainty of a statistics-limited measurernent Ís proportional to llt/Ñ
where lV is tìre number of detected events, it is therefore important to maximize

lhe rate of garnma detection. This leads to the requirement that the experiment be

run a,t a high flux neutron source. Since pulse counting is not possible at such a

high detection rate, the detection instruments must be designed to operate in current

mode.

Chapter 2
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2. Since A" is measured relative to the direction of neutron spin, the neutron beam

must be polarized. The beam polarization must be reliably measurable at aìl times,

and the method of polarization must not introduce false signals elsewhere in the

apparatus. With these considerations taken care of, the requirement for high beam

polarizatiou must be balanced with the requirement for minimizing beam ìosses during

the polarization process.

The polariza,tion of the beam must be rnaintained until the neutrons are absorbed in

the target. It must aìso be possible to verify that the polarization is not being lost

prior to lhe np capture event.



4. There must be a,u a,bunda,nt source of unpolarized protous th¿lt absorbs thc nra.jolitv

of the neutrou beatn, that does not produce excessive sç¿1t,t,sring of the brraur, and

that does not depola,rize the beam before it is absol'bed.

5. There rnust be a gamtna detection apparatus that efficiently absorbs incideltt, gaultïìa

radiation, that occupies a la,rge solid angle about the target, so a.s to t,a,ke ¿rdvauta,ge

of tlie avaiiable signal. and that is preferably sensitive to tile directional distribution

of the asynìrnel,ry.

6. As a resuìt of the t'equirement to sepa,rate the left-right signal from tìte up-down

sigua,l, it must be possible to align the bearn rnornentum and polarization ¿r,xes with

the axes of the gatnrna detectiou appara,tus.

7. Every aspect of the apparatus must be designed with the considera,tion for eliminating

false asyttrtnetries. False asytnnetries are effects that give rise t,o a beam polzrriza,tion-

correlated up-down variatiou in the garnrna detector signal and tltat at'e not, propor-

tional lo A"r. Since false asymmetries are not restricted bv pa,ritv conserv¿l,tion, they

are easier to produce than ,4., and are present unless very ca,refulìy elirninated. In

order that the mea,surement of A, be statistics lirnited, fa,lse asymmetries must be

maintained well below the target 10-8 leveì of precision.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the NPDGamma experimentaì appara,tus which was

designed to satisfy these criteria. The apparatus has undergone construction a,nd com-

rnissioning (i.e. preparation for data-taking) at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center

(LANSCE). In falì of 2000, au engineering rutr was carried out during which ruost rnajor

componeuts of the appa,ratus were tested. This run is discussed in reference [40] which also

serves as a good explanation of the workings of many aspects of the experirnent. Tlie data

that are discussed in this thesis were obtained during a, commissioning run that was carried

out in February and March of 2004. At the time of writing of this thesis, a,ll cornponents

of the NPDGamma apparatus and beamline had been commissioned, except for the liquid

hydrogen target which was still undergoing construction and safety approval. The elements

of the NPDGamma experimental layout wilÌ now be discussed iu turn.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the NPDGarnma apparatus. The beam monitor upstream
of the polarizer is mounted directly onto the beam guide. The three beam monitors
typically go by the names Ml, M2 and M3 that are determined by their position in
the apparatus. The distance from Ml to M3 is approxirnately two meters. During
the commissioning run in 2004, the liquid hydrogen target was not present (but was
sometimes replaced by other capture targets), and M3 was not always plesent. Not
shown in this diagram is the detector stand and associated rnotion control electronìcs
which allow for the arÌay of gamma detectors to be positioned relative to the liquid
hydlogen target.
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2.2 FlÍght Path 72 at the Lujan Center

The ueutrous for the NPDGa,nrrìa reaction (equation (1.32)) a,re provided by a pulsed

cold neutrou beam from the LANSCE spallation rìeutron source that is located at the

l\4anuel Lujan Jr. Neutron Scattering Center. An 800 N4eV proton beam is produced by

the LANSCE linac. This proton bea,m is compressed into 250 ns wide 20 ÍIz pulses by the

Proton Storage Ring. The pulsed proton beam is directed to a tungsten spaÌlation target

at the Lujan Center. High energy neutrons from the spallation reaction are slowed to meV

energies as thev are scattered fron a liquid hydrogen modera,tor.

A new flight path at the Lujan Center (Flight Path 12 or FP12) was designed and built

by the NPDGamma collaboration and will be dedicated to funda,menta,l nuclear physics

research. Tliis development itivoìved the installation of a new neutl'on guide, the installation

of a frame overlap chopper, the construction of an experimentaì cave, and installation of

the experimental apparatus in the cave. FP12 has the highest intensity pulsed cold neutron

beam iu the world. At 100 pA proton current, neutrons enter the apparatus at a peak rate

of 3 x 1010 n/s at an energy of 9 meV (3 Å¡ ltrom a Monte Carlo calculation [41] based on

the measurement discussed in þZ]).

A large part of the construction of the flight path involved the installation of a neutron

guide. Perpendicular to its axis, the inner surface of the neutron guide is 9.5 cm x g.5

cm square. The inner walls of the guide are coatecl with layers of 58Ni and a7Ti, allowing

for tnore reflection than that afforded by nickel-only guides. The end flange of the neutron

guide is at 21.00 m from the moderator.

Approximately halfway between the moderator and the end of the neutron guide there

is a frame overlap chopper. The chopper has two blades coated in Gd2O3. The gadoliniurn

coatiug ensures that the blades are opaque to low energy neutrons. The blades are rotated so

that a blade passes through the bea,rn once per pulse. TIie phase of the blades is chosen with

the purpose of elirninating slow neutrons that would overlap with higher energy neutrons

from the following pulse. The purpose of the chopper is thus to allow for a one-to-one

correspondence between time of flight and neutron energy. For an illustration of the time

of flight spectrum from the FP12 neutron guide, see flgure 3.17.
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A measuretnent of the brigìrtness a,nd energy spectrum of the rnoderator as seetl bv Flight

Path 12 is discussed in reference [42]. This measurement was rna,de during the beamline

coustt'ttction, wlteu tìre first B ureters of the neutron guide were in place. A neasurenent was

a,lso urade iu February 2004, after the construction of the experimental cave aud iustallation

of the appara,tus had been completed (See section 3.2.1 of [37]). The two measurements

were found to ì¡e consistent.

2.3 The rnagnetíc holding freld

An important observation from figure 2.1 is that the entire apparâtus is immersed in a

uniform vertical static magnetic field of approximately 10 G. This field is provided by four

horizontal HeÌmholtz coils, of equal vertical spacing, which surround the apparatus in a

I'acetrack shape. For this Ìeasoìr, they are sometimes referred to as racetrack coils. This

field is itnporta,ut in holding the poìarization of the neutron beam, and is also essential in

the operation of the spin flipper and of the polarizer. The spin flipper and polarizer were

designed to not require their own static magnetic fields for tlie purpose of avoiding static field

gradients. Such gradients, if larger than a few mG/cm, would result in a false rnea,surement

of A" due to spin-dependent Stern-Gerlach steering of the beam. The gradients have been

rneasured to be less than or close to 1 rnG/crn along the length of the beam [43].

2.4 The beatn rnonitors and bearn flux

Ð.1
L)L

The first component of the apparatus that the beam sees after entering the experimental cave

is a beam monitor. The beam monitors are parallel plate ionization chambers that contain

a mixture of 3He, 4FIe and N2 gases. They efficiently convert low energy neutrons into

energetic charged particles by making use of lhe 764 keV of kinetic energy that is released

during the reaction n+ 3He ---+ \H + 3ø. they have been demonstrated to work reliably as

low-noise current mode detectors. They are a,lso straightforward to use and maintain and

do not create any noise or background for the other components of the apparatus.

During data-taking, the beam monitors are positioned directly in the beam. A photo-

graph of oue of the beam monitors that was taken during installation of the apparatus into



llte experimental cave is shown in figure 2.2.

Figule 2.2: A photograph of a beam monitol mountecl on the end flarige of the neutlon
guide, before most of the apparatus had been installed in tìre expelirnental cave. The
aluminum box wìth a cilcular cover contaìns the preamplifier. The standing fi'ame
that is downstream of the monitor is used to suppolt the beam polarizer'. The black
slab that sits on this frame is poìyethylene witli boron added, to prevent scattered
ueutrons from continuing farther downstream. Seen running immedjately above and
below the neutron guide are two of the magnetic holding fieìd coils. The monitor
shown ìn this photograph is M1 (see figure 2.1).

ó.)

The monitors are useful since, for a given neutron energy) they provide a signal tliat is

proportional to the instantaneous rate of neutrons incident. In this thesis, this quantity is

referred to as flur.. Unfortunately the term fi,ur has rnultiple uses and can sometimes give

rise to confusion. In this thesis, the quantity that is of reÌeva,nce is the instantaneous rate

of ueutrons passing a point in the beam, mea,sured for exarnpÌe in neutrons per second. If
tlre term flwis used, it is therefore this quantity that is being referred to.

Figure 2.3 shows the signal from the prearnplifier of N'I1 as a function of tirue for three
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llight depenc.lence of the signal is visibìe. The shape of the

the time of llight depeurlence of the iucidellt neutron rate; and

mouitor'. wllich also depeuds ou tiure of flight.
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Figule 2.3: The beam monitor signal as a function of time for the first three beam
puìses of data lun 4364. In this plot, a new pulse begins at 0, 50 and 100 ms. Time
of fliglit is the time rneasured from the beginning of a beam pulse. The frame overlap
chopper can be seen to be cutting through the beam at around 30 ms tìme of flight.
The use of the frame overlap chopper allows for a one-to-one correspondence to exìst
between time of flight and neutlon eneì'gy. The dips in the signal near the peak occur
as a result of enhanced attenuatìon of the beam from Bragg scattering that occurs
due to the presence of aluminum in the flight path.
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The frame overlap chopper allows for a correspondence between time of flight and neu-

tron euergy. This corresponence is very importa,nt to most of the analysis that uses the beam

monitors. The bearn monitors are the main area of focus of this thesis and are discussed in

rnore detail in later cha,pters.



2.5 The polarÍzed 3He neutron spín frIter

ShoLtly a,fter entering the NPDGamma experimental cave, t,he ueutl'ou be¿lln is polarized bv

trausurission through a glass cell conta,ining rruclear-spin-polarized 3lIe. The ver]. lalge spin-

dependent cross section for absorption of neutrons bv 3FIe allows tllese ceÌìs to preferentially

transmit neutrons of one spin state.

The 3He cells also conta,in stna,ll a,mouuts of rubidiuul and nit,rogen. The celìs a,re ma,in-

taiued at a, temperatut'e (typically ¡v 160 " C) fol the rubidium t,c¡ t,¿rke vapour fonn. The

rubidiurn va,pout' is polarized by spin-exchange optical pumping using circularìv-polalized

laser light. Polarization is transferred from the Iìb atornic states to the 3He nucìei via a

hyperfine interaction. The 3I{e is polarized verticaÌly so that the neutrons are also polarizecl

verticaily, parallel to the bea,m axis.

3He cells are ideal in minilnizing backgouncl since the n -l- 3IJe re¿rction does uot cre-

ate a,ny products that would contribute to background signals elsewhere in tìre appara,tus.

Furthermore, 3FIe polarizers need not conta,in any nragnetic na,teri¿r,ìs, a,ncl the holding field

that is used to maintain 3He poìarization is the sa,me as the fieìcl tha,t is present throughout

the apparatus. It is thus possibìe to mainta.in the uniformity of the static holdlng field at a

level that does not introduce a false asyrnmetry.

From the point of view of analysis, 3He cells are convenient since the polarizatiou of the
3He and of the neutron beam cau botli be determined using tra,nsmission lneasurements of

the cell (see chapter 4). Such tra,ustnission measurernents are rnade usiug the beam monitors.

The use of 3He ceìls also allows for polarimetlv measurernents to be macle continually, in

simuìtaneity with the gamma a,symmetry measureìnents. 3He spin filters atrd beam monitor

polarimetry are discussed in more detaii in chapter 4, and transmission tneasurements are

discussed in section 3.1.8. A photograph of the part of the a,pparatus that is relevant to

beam polarization and polarirnetry is shown in figure 2.4. A photograph of the polarizer

cell is shown in figure 2.5.

.l lr



Figure 2.4: A photograph of the appalatus upstream of the target. At the left is

the bearn guide. IVlounted on the erid flange of the beam guide is Ml which can
only bareìy be seen. The box clownstleam of M1 ìs the polarizer oven which contains
the 3He cell. The two lound coils upstleam and downstream of tlie oven are not
typically used, but allow for an occasional reversal of 3He polarization using magnetìc
resonance. Circularly polarized laser light is carried by optical fibers through the
black pipe tliat is shown abo.,'e the oven, and thlough a sirniìar pipe that is located
below the oven. M2 can be seen mounted on the frame immediately downstream of
the polarizer oven. Downstleam of N42 is the spin flipper which ìs cylindrical and
concentric with the beam (The spin flipper is discussed on p. 43). On top of tlie
spìn flipper, in an aÌuminurn case, is the spin flippel durnmy load. The section of the
apparatus that is shown in this photoglaph occupies a bit less than a meter along the
length of the beam. This photograph can be cornpared to the one ìn figure 2.2.
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2.6 The para-hydrogen target

Tlre protons for the 'È + p -- d, 17 reaction will be provided by a liquid para-hydrogen

target. The liquid hydrogen will be contained in a 30 cm diameter x 30 cm long cylinder

that wiìl be located coaxially with the neutron beam.



Figule 2.5: A photograph of the polarizer cell and the interior of the polarizer oven.
For tliis photograph, one of the walls of the oven was l'ernoved to obtain a view of
the cell down the axis of the beam. This photograph was taken before the polarizer
was transported to the beamline. A srnall coil around the pìnchoff of the cell, wliicli
is located at the 1:30 position in this photograph, allows for N\4R measurements to
be used to measure 3He polarizalion.

Molecular hydrogen may exist in two nuclear spin states. Ortho-ìrydrogen (aligned nu-

clear spins) exists at 15 meV higher energy than para-hydrogen (antialigned nuclear spins).

Neutrons of less than 15 meV energy remain polarized in para-hydrogerì, but neutrons with

greater energy than this tend to depoìarize by scattering. Neutrons of any energy tend to

depolarize from scattering in ortho-hydrogen. As such it is necessary to have a target that

is composed primarily of para-hydrogen) and to conduct asymmetry measurements with

neutrons of less than 15 meV energy.

For the purposes of NPDGarnrna, liquid hydrogen in equilibrium has a toìerable presence

of ortho-hydrogen. However, it is necessary to verify that the ortho-hydrogen content is

being kept low. Since ortho- and para-hydrogen have significantly different neutron cross-

sections, this objective can be achieved by monitoring the transmission of neutrons through

the target. The purpose of NI3 (see figure 2.1) will be to monitor this transrnission.
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2.7 The garnma detector array

The gamma asymmetries are measured using an alray of four rings of CsI(Tl) scintillators,

with 12 scintillators per ring I  ]. The detector rings are concentric with the beam and

with the liquid hydrogen target. All four rings togethel encompass a solid angle of nearly

3¡- about the liquid hydrogen vessel.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic of an A, measurement. Each detector ring is composed of
detectors measuring 15 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm and the LH2 vessel is 30 cm long. Due
to the cylindrical symmetry of the observable and of the apparatus, 0 is an azimuthal
angle. Due to the finite extent of the target and detectors, the weighted contribution
of 0 tu each detector must be considered. Note that since d remains fixed despite a
change in the beam polarization, I is different from @"¡ that is defined in equation
(1.33). Also, a polar angle must be used to take into account a small effect arising
from the fact that not all gammas travel perpendicular to the beam direction.

Each detector consists of a 15 cm wide scintillator cube. Due to the practical difficulties

of manufacturing complete cubes of that size, each detector in fact contains two separate

15 cm x 15 cm x 7.5 cm crystals. Each pair of crystals is separateÌy housed in a hermetically



sealed c¿ìscì of teflon ancl 1 mm thick a,luminum.

Eacll scintillator cube is opticallv coupled to a vacuLun photodiode and amplified using

a low noise solid state preamplifier [a5]. Each photodiode is powered by its own pair of 45

V b¿rtteuirrs. This ampìifìcation method was chosen since it is negligibly affected by spin-

correl¿rtecì rnzr,gnetic field interference from the spin flipper (as opposed to photoruultiplier

tubes rvhich are stronglv affected by valiations in ma,gnetic fields).

Be¿ltn pulses are 50 tns long. The signaìs flom the prearnplifiers are digitized bv 16 bit

ADCìs, suurtned over each of 100 x 0.4 ms long time bins (there is a 10 ms break during

dat,a taking at the end of each pulse), and stored in a binary data file. Before digitization,

one avera,ge signal and 12 difference signaìs are produced per ring. The average signal is the

¿ìveì'a,ge voltage out of the 12 detectors in the ring and the difference signal is the difference

between each detector's sigua,l and the average. This nethod is used since: 1) the dynamic

ra,ìtge of the ADCs is limited; and 2) the asymmetric component of the gamma distribution

is much sltraller thau the isotropic component. Separate digitization of the difference and

sum signa,ls therefore prevents the parity-violating signal frorn being lost in the bit noise

of the ADCs. To benefit from using this method, it is necessary to ensure that all of the

detector gairis of one ring a,re of similar size.

2.8 Measurernent of the garnrna asyrnmetry
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A schematic of the rnethod for perforrning a gamrna asyrnmetry measurement is shown in

figure 2.6. Consider first the signal in one detector of interest. The angle of a given detector

does not change during a spin reversal. This new angìe is referred to as d and should

be distinguished from the angles á"¡ and @"¡ that were introduced in section 1.8. 0 is an

azimuthal angle that is measured from a fixed direction parallel or antiparallei to the beam

polarizatiort, as shown in figure 2.6. 0 is measured in the same direction about the beam

momerìtunl as d"r.

Wìren considering the method of a,n asymmetry measurement, the lone neutron of equa-

tion (1.35) is replaced by a beam. Assutne a detector of sufficenlly srnali voLume that its

spatial extent cau be ignored. Furtìrermore, assurne that the solid angle subtended by the



detector a,bout the target, is well defined. Only gamrna rays that travel perpendicular to t he

nlomentlrm of the beam will be considered.

Let n1 denote tlte number of neutlous with spins that are iniliaìlv orieuted in the

directiolt 0 :0. Let rz- denote tìre number of neutrons with spins that ¿ue initiallv orieuled

in the direction 0 : ¡r. After some time, the orieutation of all neutron spius is reversed, erloug

with the role of the n,¡ and n- labels. Since a perfect polarization reversal is assumed, both

n1 atÌd n- l'emain coustant despite the reversa,l. A label P is used to record t,he ol'iellta,l.ion

of tlre neutrous such that P :1 before the reversal (when n+ neutrons are iu the 0 - A

direction) aud P:J after tìre reversal (when n+ rìeutrons are in the 0: n dilection).

The gamrna current in a detector is a linear sum of two currents originat,ing separately

from the na a,nd n- populations. This sum is detennined by: the nuurber of capturerd

neutrons that occupy the two populations; by P; and by the iocation of the detector. Since

for this cliscussion i,^, L i,., replacing grr by ry'"¡ has no effect on #(9"r.,@.,i,), as can be

verified by referring to equations (1.33), (1.34) and (1.35). Therefore, ff need onìy be a

function of dr¡.

If P :1, the voltage signal out of a detector located at d is therefore given by equation

(2.i), as follows from the definition of H. g{9} is a constant of proportionality between

incident gamlna rate and output voltage, and is unique to the detector that is located at d.

ð0 is the solid angle that the detector subtends about the target. Florn figure 2.6, il ca,n be

seen that the signal eutering a detector will change with spin reversal as determined by the

transformation (@r¿ - 0) - (ó"r : 0 * r). If P :J, the voltage signal out of the detector

located at d is therefore given by equation (2.2).
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An asymmetry measurement is performed using one detector located at á and another

located at 0 * n, and by perforrning the measurement that is stated on the lefthand side of

equation (2.3). P. is the beam polarization before a spin reversaì and is defined in equation

(2.4). By knowiug the angle associated with each detector, a mea.surenlent, of 4., can be

N('+, n-,1,0) : sWl".ff @ + "-ffite + rl] acr

N('+, n-, Le) : sWl".ff;@ + tr) + "-ffiOl]an

(2.1)

(2.2)



extra,cted.

[N(1,4) - ¡/(1, 0 + n))+ [¡/(J, 0 + r) - ¡/(J,d)l
[N(1, A) + ]v(1, 0 -t 7T)l + [./V(J, 0 + r) + ¡/(], d)l

In principle, it would be possible to lneasure ,4-, using a single pail of detectols located

at sin?: 0 without a spin reversal. HoweveL, since g{d} and g{á+ur} ca,nriot be rnatched at

the level of precision required, pulse by pulse polariz¿r,tion revers¿r,ls are pelfoltned to allow

for comparisou of ga,mma rate in the sa,me det,ector. Both det,ectors ale stilì used, however,

in order to take advantage of the full solid angle available. As a polarization reversal is not

n0 % efficient (see section 2.71), it is tire average va.lue of P,, that is leleva,nt to equation

(2.3).

It is aìso possible that the detector ga,ins or the bearn flux may cha,nge between polar-

ization reversals. In order to ¿rccount for such drifts t,hat wouÌd calrse an otherwise constaììt

signal to va,ry linearlv or quadratically i¡ titne, ea,ch incliyidual asyurmetry measurement

uses a total of eight pulses, with P varying per pulse according to the sequeuce 1JJ1J11J.

Each pair of square bra,ckets in equa,tion (2.3) then corresponds to a sum o\rer four pulses,

rather than to one pulse. Variatiolis with other time dependences wilì average to zero pro-

vided that they are not correìated with the beam polarizat,ion. Gamma, asymmetry analysis

is explained in more detail in reference [37].

2.9 The spín frIter frgure of merÍt

Pn:
'17¡ - t7-

n¡ l'n-

- P,, ('4^,cos0 + ,4pc.sirt?) (2 3)
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The figure of merit of a spin filter is a n-ìeasure of its effect on the statistical uncertainty of

the gamma asymuretry rneasurernent. This consideration arises from the fact that in order

to polarize the beam to make the asymmetry detectable, a spin filter must absorb part of

the beatn, thus diminishing the statistical power of the mea,surement. An explanation of

the determination of this figure of rnerit follows.

The measuretnent of a gamma a,symrnetry ,4 is ca,rried out by first perforrning several

individual rneasuremeuts of a raw a,synnletry A,o-. These individual rneasrrrements are

(2.4)



used to fill a histogram that is fit to a statisticai distribution. For an infinitelv precise mea-

surenent (an infiniteìy na,rrow distribution or a,rÌ infinite number of histogramrned events),

the mean of that distribution corresponds to the true va,lue of the raw asyrnmetry.

Ignoling other effects that add independently (i.e. in quadrature) to the effect from

sta,tistics, the uncertainty in the rneasurement of the raw asynmetry is detennined by the

width of the pa,rerìt distribution and by the number of events N t,hat are used to fill the

ìristogran'r. This is expressed more precisely in equation (2.5) where ô is used to denote the

uncertainty in the mean of the distribution and o is used to denote the standard deviation.

õ¡ - 
ÛAratu 

e.5)rau - ttñ

As stated in equation 2.6, A is related to A,o- by a ploportionality constant C with

lcl < 1:

C is dependent on energy, but constant time of flight is considered

dependence is ignored.

Since only the statistical uncertainty is currently being

equation (2.6) leads directly to :

+:H
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Incorporation of equation (2.5) leads to the determination that ô¡

[o the product CJÑ:

õo: r (oo'"-\
C\_W)

A : C Aro.u.

For a fixed runuing time, the number of events N recorded in the detectors is propor-

tional to the flux of the beam entering the target. For constant beam flux, N is therefore

proportìonaì to the transmission of the beam to the target. Referring to equation (2.3), it

catr be seen that C is just the beam polarization where A: A.rcos? -l Apcsi,n?.

It foilows tha,t, at a given time of flight, a minimurn statistical uncertainty will be

aclrieved by a tnaximum vaìue of. Pn1ffi, where fl" is the transmission of the neutrons

through the polarizer. Since NPDGamrna deals with a range of neutron energies, and since

(2.6)

here, so this energy

addressed, tlie relationship of

(2.7)

is inversely proportional

(2.8)



PnJ-Tn is a, function of neutrou erìergy, this quantitv urust be integrated over the appropriate

tirne of flight range.

For a given achievable 3FIe poìarization, tnaximizing P.Jn correspouds to determining

an appropriate 3He content (according to the theory that is developed in section 4.l). For

the bea,ur polarizations that are releva,nt to the NPDGa,rnma, experiment, a 3FIe thickness

of appt'oxirnately 4 atm.cm is appropriate (see p. 21 of [a6]).

2.70 The spÍn flipper

The spin reversals that were discussed in section 2.8 are achieved using a magnetic resonance

spin flipper. The spin flipper is a 30 cm loug x 30 cm diameter solenoid tha,t is mounted

upstream onto the frame of the detector arrav and pÌaced coaxially with the beam. Current

is directed through the solenoid iu order to leverse the polarization of the beam. When

tlie polarization is to remaitr unchanged, the same culrent is directed to a durnmy coil that

mimics the coil of the solenoid, to prevent spin-correlated interference in the associated elec-

tronics. The solenoid is surrounded by a 40 crn diameter x 40 cm long aìuminum shielding.

The purpose of the shielding and dutntny coil is to prevent spin-correlated interference in

the detectors and associated electronics.

The spin flipper functions by magnetic spin resonance. Spin resonance is possibìe as a

result of the fact that a linear relationship exists between the neutron spin s,, and the neutron

magnetic moment l. The proportionality constant is referred to as 7 and is expressed in

terms of known constants in equation (2.9). The constants are g : -3.82 and ¡-r,¡¿ :
3.15 x 10-8 eV/T.

ú:'vd : n+u Q.s)

For the purposes of this derivation (which is adapted frorn [3]), the vertical holding fieìd,

given by:
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is taken to be in the z direction.

A torque í : rt x És causes the

Bo: Boà

neutron spin

(2.10)

to precess about d6 wiih the Larmor



freqttency ø¡, which is given by:

Tlre prercession occuls in a dilection t,ha,t, is determiued bv /: ddldt where din this case is

the spin expectat,ion valLre (or it is the spin opera,tor in the Heisenberg representation). If

86 ) 0, the neutrort wììl precess in a couutercÌockwise direction (as seen looking frorn the

*z direction).

An oscillating ntagttetic lield Ë, : Blcos.,lt* is provided in the r cìirection bv the

solenoid. This field catt be represented as the following superposition of two counterrotating

fields:

a0: -JBs.

Near resona,rtce (i,.., - ,-,0), and if Bo ) 81 , the effect of the clockwise field is negligible but

the effect of the counterclockwise field rema,ins. This ca,n be visualized by considering that

the spin plecesses in phase with tìle counterclockwise field and sees the rapidÌy aiternating

clockwise fìeld avel'age to zero. For plactica,l purposes, the net magnetic field can therefore

be represented as:

É, : + @osut*.r sirwti) + 
B| 

{"orrt*. - sinati)

Ë : Ëo -F É1 æ Boà + | {rorrt*,. -t si.nut!) .

The Harniltonian of this system is thus given by

H : -Ê,. fi, : _.¡t(Booz I Bj 
{rorrto, r si,natoo})
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where o.x,.a,z aîe the rl,y and z coordinates of the vector operator d:Q/fr)d. Due to the fact

that this Hamitoni¿rn is uot static, it is possible for transitions to occur between states.

The ueutron's tiure-depetideut spin wavefunction can be represented (using the Schrödinger

picture) as an arbitra,ry linear combination of its two time-independent eigenstates of sr.

This is expressed in equation (2.15) where eTtuta+ are conveniently represented time-

(2.11)

dependent probabilit¡' amplitudes.

l,/(¿)) : "-^'cr+ 
(¿) l+) + e*tuta- (¿)l-)

Schrödinger's equation:

(2.r2)

(2.13)

.0r,lL-
at l'l(¿)) : Hlrþ(t)),

(2.t4)

(2. i5)

(2.16)



which govenìs the time evolution of a, qua,ntum system, produces a pair

diflþrentiaI equations:

where

Tlris result cau be verified by expressing the or,o it'r tenns of raising ar-rd

(which a,re explained in popular quanturn mecha,nics textbooks).

Now perfonning the time derivative of equation (2.17) and reusing

elirninate occurrences of fta¡, the result is:

d a-uo al
¿-::Lr+ : i-------:-L¿+ T --:-Lr-,
d,t 2 2 r'

B1
At : -1-.'2

where the frequencv

¿z /f¿\ 2

aro**(rl û+:o,

C) is defined by:

The general solution to equation (2.19) is:

(r+: A+si" (*, t B+cos (*i e 2r)

where Aa and Ba are arbitrary and independent of time. If the condition h/'(0)) : l+) is

irnposed, equations (2.17) and (2.2i) can be used to derive Rabi's formula:

of coupied linear

(2.17)
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(2.18)

ioweriug operatols

equation (2.17) to

e2:(,l- u,s)2+al.

It folìows that to produce a full polarization reversal, such that lçlrþ(t))l' :1, it is

necessary to tune the applied frequency / of the oscillating fleld to be equal to the frequency

of precession about the hoìding field. After a time ú has passed, a full reversal wilÌ occur if

B1 : -2tr/"tt is satisfied. If the solenoid has length l, the distance from the source to the

solenoid is .L, aud the time of fliglit of the neutron is 7, it follows that the time spent in the

solenoid by the neutron ß t : (llL)7. The arnplitude of the oscillating field must therefore

be ramped inversely with tirne of flight. These conditions for a full polarization reversal are

r(- r,i (¿))r, : 
[f +l ,* (ir)]'

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.22)



sumnla,r'izecl as:

For NPDGa,nmla? -86 is approximateìy 70 G, L is approximalely 22 m, I is 30 cm, and 81

is ramped for times between 4 and 40 ms.

2.7L The analyzer ceII

The spin flipper does uot reverse beam polarization with 100 % efficiency. The reasons

for this inciude: 1) ihe oscillating field is not at all locations perpendicular to the Ìrolding

field; 2) The rnagnitude of the oscillating field varies wiih the distance from the axis of the

solenoid; 3) the rnagnitude of the oscillating field varies with time, even for a given neutron;

4) the holding field is not perfectly uniform; and 5) the parameters on the righthand side

of equations (2.23) and (2.24) are known to finite precision.

It is in fact the i,ntegral of the oscillating amplitude over the neutron's trajectory that

tnust be ramped with time, and so it is in principle possible to correct partly for the

nonuniformity of the field rnagnitude. However, the imperfections ca,nnot be corrected for

completely. The polarization is therefore reversed, as in equation (2.25), by a rnultiplica-

tive factor -R that is slightly greater than -1. Ë has been measured previously by the

NPDGamrna collaboration to be 0.98 + 0.02 [40].

,:#uo

"':(ffi)+
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(2.23)

(2.24)

The efficiency of the spin flipper is measured with the use of a second polarized 3He

cell that is referred to as the analyzer ceìÌ. In this case no capture target is used, and the

analyzer cell is placed between the spin flipper and M3 (see figure 2.1). The transmission

of the analyzer cell is measured while the spin flipper is turned on and off (as for regular

gamma asytnmetry data taking). Applying the theory that is developed in section 4.1, the

efficiency .R can be detertnined. In order to do so, precise knowledge of the 3Fie content of

the analyzer and polarizer cells is required. The transmission of intervening lnaterials such

Pn + -RPn (n51) (2.25)



as the ceÌl walÌs must be known. and rnatel'i¿rìs with tiure of {ìight-dependent cross sections

that rnimic tlie presence of 3l-le should be avoided.
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THE BtrAM MONITORS AS FLUX MONITORS

3.7

3.1.1 Th"e'role o.f the bea'm,,monitors

Background on úhe ,füPDGarnrna beam monítors

The beam mollitors play a key role in the NPDGamma experiment by rnonitoring beam

flux throughout the a,pparatus. The iurportance of beam flux (as defined on p. 33) -
to the mea,surernent of bealn poìa,rization; to the rneasurement of spin flip efficiency; and

to the tnouitoring of the ortho- to para-hydrogen ratio in the liquid hydrogen target -
was discussed itr chapter 2. A blief introduction to the construction and use of the bearn

lnonitors was a,lso given in section 2.4.

A uew geuera,tion of fuuda,llrental physics experiments is being made possible by the

developnrent of high flux pulsed lleutron soulces such as the Spallation Neutron Source that

is culrently under coustruction at Oak Ridge in Tennessee (see, for example , [47, 4B]). Many

such experitnents will likely be similar to NPDGamma in that they will be high precision

nÌeasurelnents of parity-r'iolating observables. As such they will have a similar requirement

for high couuting statistics and wiÌl therefore be run in current mode. It is also likely that

reliabìe monitoring of bea,rn flux throughout tìre apparatus wiìì play an essential role in these

experiments. A detailed study of the NPDGamma beam monitors is therefore beneflcial not

only to NPDGarnlna but also to future ueutron physics experiments that rnay incorporate

a similar class of bearn monitors.

3.1.2 The n + 3He react'ion

Chapterr 3
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The beam monitors tnake use of the interaction between neutrons and 3He, which is weìl

understood. A review of studies done on the n * 3He interaction can be found in the series



of articles Energy leuels o,f light nucle'i A : /+, of which the most recent edition is given in

reference [a9]. An importa,nt aspect of this rea,ction is tha,t, for eV energies a,nd lower, the

(n,p) cross section strougìy dorninates. For the purposes of this thesis, tiris interaction can

be cousideled as passing exclusivelv thlough this channel which is given by:

This reaction ha,s a very large cross section as a result of a 500 keV wide 0* resonance

that exists in the aFIe system aI20.2 \¡leV above the 0+ ground state (source: eva,luated

nuclear structure data fi'om [50]). Note that a separated neutron and 3He nucleus a,t rest

exist at 20.6 MeV above the aHe ground state (source: atomic nass data frorn [21]). Since

no intermediate nuclea,r levels exist, and since 0+ -- 0* transitions involving the emission

of a single gâmma-ray are disallowed, garnrna transitions ca,n be ignored. Given the end

products, the 764 keV is not sufficieut for it to be reìeased in any fonn other than kinetic

energy.

Measurements of the total n + 3FIe cross section have given results that show a very

clean Ifu dependence (u hele is neutron speed), as is characteristic of an absorption cross

section. The rnost recent rnea,surement of the total n + 3FIe cross sectiotì was done at

energies between 0.1 eV and 400 eV a,nd is given in reference [51]. The result is stated here

in barns (1 b : 1g-za -z¡ as a function of energy:

n + 3He -* lH + 3H + 764kev (KE).
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The first uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic.

Another measurement, which was done at energies between 0.3 meV and 11 eV, yielded

tlre result orotal : 53271å0 b at, 2200 m/s. Despite having been clone over different energy

ranges, these two lneasurements agree. The continuity of Lhe 7lu dependence over a range

of neutron energies is verified by analysis in this thesis (see section 4.3.3).

At a pulsed cold neutron source, equation (3.2) can be rewritten in terms of time of

flight ú and distance from the source .L as:

(o lt') :

(3.1)

849.77 + 0.14 +1.02
EleY - (1 253 + o.oo13 3Î3)

(o/b):(11750 -^rlml

(3.2)

(3.3)



In analvsjs rliscussed in this thesis, the uncertainty in equation (3.3) can be ignored.

N{easuleurents of the n l- 3lfe elastic cr.oss-section have given results of about B.B b

(independcttt of euergv) [52, 53]. The closs section of the (n,7) channel has been measured

to be onìr, 114 + 6 pb llal.

3.1.3 Th.e r:onstt'uction, of the bearn'm,onitors

NPDGanult¿r ltas a total of at least fir'e bea,m monitols. They were m¿r,nufactured bv LND Inc

[55]. Four of t,hese five monitors were designed specificalìy for the NPDGarnma Experiment.

One of tìre four is a prototvpe that wa,s tested in the falì of 2001 [56] and that has since

been kept oll hand as a, spare. The successful testing of this plototype led to an order

for three lltore monitors of the sa,me construction. These three are the monitors that are

loutirtely used in tlte experittrent and that are referred to as M1, M2 and M3 (see figule

2.1). Thev are visiblv distinguishable from the prototype since they do not have the refilling

valve tha,t the plototype Ìras. Although these three are outwardly identical to each other,

they cont¿rilt difl'erent gas mixtures and ca,n be distinguished by the serial numbers that are

printed ou t,heir ca.ses. Figure 3.1 shows a photograph of one of these thl'ee most cornmonly

used NPDGarnrna, bearn monitols.

The lifth uronitor is one that was used in previous experiments and is slnaÌler in size than

the otìrer four. This monitor is referred to here as the TRIPLE monitor since it was used

in the TRIPLE experiment. Apart frorn the fact that it is smaller in size and contains only
3He gas, it is of similar construction to the otlier four. The exact amount of aluminurn that

it colltains is not knowu. Some details on the TRIPLE monitor can be found in reference

[571.

The drawings that were used by LND Inc. in the construction of the prototype NPDGamma

tnonitor are showtr in figure 3.2. A cross-sectional view of a chamber from the side (top

drawiug in figure 3.2) shows that a neutron passing through the monitor will see five layers

of aluminum (two outer windows and three electrodes) and four layers of gas. The outer

windows are each l mm thick and the electrodes are each 0.5 mm thick. The gas layers are

each 9.9 mm thick.
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F igure 3. 1: A photograph of one of the NPDGamma beam monitors. Thìs photoglaph
couÌd be of any of the three monitors wìtli serial numbers 084153, 084154 or' 084155
and tliat are used as M3, M1 and M2 respectively. Tlie beam monitors are constructed
from aluminum and contain a mixture of 3He, aHe and N2 gases. The neutron beam
passes through the center of the monitor and would travel perpendicular to tlie plane
of this photograph. There is one high voltage input which is applied to two outer
eìectrodes. A BNC connection is used to rneasure the current passing to ground from
the center electrode. The holes in the frame are used for mounting the monìtor'. A
description of the beam monìtors' construction is shown in figure 3.2. An illustration
of the convelsion of neutrons to an eÌectrical signaì is shown in figure 3.3.

5l

A face-on view (bottotn drawing in figure 3.2) shows that tlle active area of the rnonitors

is a 12 ctn wide squâ,re. The beam at Flighi Path 12 rnea,sures 9 cm x 9 cm. Ions from

neutron capture in the monitors that contain N2 arenot expected to travel farther than 1.6

cm (see section 3.2.3). The majority of the deposited energy therefore contributes to the

detector signai (see p. 78).

A thicker fra,me out beyond the 12 cm face provides protection for the chamber. Includ-

ing this frame, the chambers are 2tt wide along the direction of the beam.
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Figure 3.2: A drawing of the NPDGamrna beam monitors, provided by the lnan-
ufacturer LND Inc. This drawing applies to M1 and M2 (botli of model number
LND27528) as weÌl as M3 and the prototype (both of model number LND27527).
The different model numbers in this case only indicate different gas content specifi-
cations which are shown in table 3.1. Dìmensions are sìrown in inches (top nurnber)
and mm (bottorn number). Note that one of the connectors is BNC and not HN as

shown here (see figuLe 3.1).
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Two sepa,ra,te beatn monitor gas mixtures were specified to the manufacturer. These

qua,utities are showtr in tabìe 3.1. The tìrree gases that a,re present in the rnonitors a,re

3He, aFIe and N2, ea,ch to varying a,mounts. Onlv lhe 3He plays an a,ctive role iu captLlrilìg

neutrons.

identifiel

plototype

sN 084153

sN 084154

sN 084155

TRTPLE[57]

Table 3.1: Beam tnonitor gas pressure specificatìons. SN denotes the monitor's serial
liumber. During gamma asyrnmetry rneasurements, monitors with serial numbers
084i54 and 084155 are used as M1 and M2 around the polarizer. For the gamma
asyrnrnetry measulements that were rnade duling the commissìoning lun in 2004,
084154 was used as M1 and 084155 was used as M2. Serial number 084153 is used
as M3 at the back of the appalatus. A cornpany representative stated that the gas
pressures were determined at ambient temperature. The measured contents of the
beam monitors are shown in table 3.9.

3He content

0.50 atm

0.50 atm

0.03 atrn

0.03 atm

I atrn

aHe content

n

0

0

0.5 atm

0.5 atm

Ð,1

The a,mount of 3He contained in a particular monitor is determined by its ìocation in the

apparatus. M1 and M2 should only absorb a smali fraction of the neutrons and therefore

must contain a small amount of 3He. Four centirneters of 3FIe at 0.03 atm and 0 oC absorbs

2.6 % of 10 rneV neutrons (see section 3.1.2). There is no need for neutrons downstream

of M3, and it is desirable for neutrons downstream of the hydrogen target to be absorbed

so that background and radiation damage from scattering is minimized. M3 was therefore

constructed with a higher concentration of 3He. Four centimeters of 3He at 0.5 atm and

0 oC absorbs 36 % of 10 meV neutrons.

N2 plays no role in neutron capture. The N2 is useful, however, for two reasons. First

of all, nitrogen gives rise to a greater ionic stopping power. The distance traveled by ions

N2 content

0.03 atm

0.03 atm

0.5 atrn

0.5 atm

0.5 atrn

0.5 atm

0



of hundreds of keV of energy (the enelgies of interest for the beam monitors) in 1 atm of

gas is cornpara,ble to the 1 crn spaciug between bea,m monitol' electrodes. Tlie presence of

N2 lirnits this range, therefole forcing rnore enelgy to be deposited by the ions before they

exit the cha,rnber. A larger and rnore stable signal is therefore obtained without absorbing

mol'e neutrons from the beam. Secondly, helium has a dielectric strength (the electric

field strength at which breakdown occurs) that is 0.15 that of nitrogen [58]. The presence of

nitrogen therefore alÌows for a higher voltage to be applied without sparking. Use of a higher

voltage allows for a prompt collection time and minirnizes recombination of electron-hole

pairs.

aHe also plays no role in neutron capture. The extra aHe allows for the monitors to have

the same amount of helium, in order for them to have similar properties. Neutron captule

is the only relevant property of the monitors that is dependent on a particular isotope, and

so the four monitors are expected to be tlie same in all other respects. When cornparing

two monitor signals, for example, it is useful to be able to assume that the average energy

deposited by a neutron is the same in the two monitors. It is also useful for the two monitors

to ha,ve the sa,me ion coìlections times when operated at the same high voltage. However,

it was determined from test lnea,surernents that the compositions of the monitors are not

identicaì (see section 3.3.4).

3.1.4 An enpressi,on for the si,gnal from a bearn mon'itor

Ionization chambers make use of the fact that energetic charged particles deposit energy as

they pass through matter. The energy is deposited via ionization, and this ionization can in

turn be collected as an electrical signal. 3He provides an efficient method for conversion of

low energy neutrons into energetic ions, and thus for conversion of a high flux beam of low

energ-y neutrons into an electrical current. Figure 3.3 illustrates how this concept applies

to the beam monitors.

Ea,ch rnonitor has three parallel plate electrodes. The two outer electrodes are held at

a high voltage (3 kV for the measurements discussed in this thesis, except for the TRIPLtr

monitor which was run at 300 V). The center electrode is connected through a current meter
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Figure 3.3: A side view of the capture of a netitron inside a beam monitor. The
ions deposit their energ-y in the chamber through ionization of the gas. Due to the
high rate of neutron capture, current mode detection is used. The current from
ionization is sent to the center electrode by application of a high voltage to the two
outer electrodes. The resulting current signal is converted into a voltage using a solid
state preamplifier which is shown schematically in the lower part of the diagram. T1

is the transmission of a 1 mm aluminum wall of the chamber. T2 is the transmission
of a 0.5 mm electrode and T3 is the transmission of one of the gas gaps.

R=5-350M O

to ground. The charge created during ionization is therefore obscrved as a current signal

that is dependent on the incident beam flux.

r =100ps

voltage
signal
to DAQ



lVitìr this iltfortnation. it is possible to derive an expression for the dependence of the

output signaì on t,he incideut nelrtrorì flux. Tìre ioniza,tiou in the charnber is ma,de possible

bv tile etìergv that, is relea.sed when a rìeutron capture occurs. As such, the average a,mount

of enet'gv deposited pel neutrou into the gas (,8¿"o) is the first quantity to be consiclerecl.

As son-le of t,he energy is also dissipated in the wa,lls a,lid electrodes, E¿", is not the same

as t,ìle anlount, of energy l'eìea,sed iu the rea,ction.

\\¡ìlelt a ìteut,rotì captut'e occlrrs, E,¡u, is distributed o\¡er a nuurber of individual ioniza-

tiou events. Duriug tltis process, electrons can be liberated from different energy levels, and

othel' illtera.ctions besides ioniza,tiou ca,n ta,ke a,way energ-y. For a given -Ð¿"o, the number

of electrotr-hole pa,irs crea,t,ed is therefore deterrnined by the amount of energy on average

th¿rt is used up by tìre crea,tion of one pair. This amount of energy is known as the auerage

erle:glJ rli.sstpat'ion per 'ion pai,r (W) and is not the sarne as the ionizatiorì energy of the gas.

Tlrere is not a, clear consensus in the literature on the precise values of W . However, it is

a,l¡out, 42 eY for He and 35 eV for N2 [59].

The effect of varying the applied high voltage \Mas studied during sorne tests that were

ca,n'ied out on Flight Path 5 at LANSCE. The voltage applied to the prototype monitor

electroders w¿rs varied during a time when the proton current to the spallation target was

stable. Below 1 kV, the sigrlal from the prearnplifier increased with applied voltage. Flom

1 kV to 3 kV, however', the signal did not change. It is therefore believed that the monitors

are opera,ting in tl-re region of voltages where electron-ion recombination is not occurring

(see e.g. [60]). In this region, the applied voltage is high enough that no electron-hole

recotnbination occurs, and thus all liberated charge is converted to a signal. The current

signal out of the bean monitor is therefore determined as given in equation (3.4). ¡/""e is

the totai rate of signal-geuerating neutron capture and e, the charge on an electron, is the

amount of charge liberated per ionization event.
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Ncap can be related to the total neutron flux, l/, that is incident on the

nrorritor with the help of figure 3.3. Tt, T2 and 7s are the attenuations of the

walls, aluminum electrodes and gas gaps respectively. The cross-section for an

t: N.*þe (3.4)

face of the

aluminum

interaction



with 3He is tluee orders of magnitude larger than that for nitrogen a,nd fir'e orders of

uraguitude larger than that for aHe. ?3 is therefore trea,ted as being due exclusivelv to 3I{e.

The probability for a neutron capture is correspondingly given bv (1 - 
"3).

Charges tha,t are accelerated towards the outer walls of the cìraurber ¿r,re not converted

to a sigual, se N"o' includes only those ueutrons that are captured in the two itrner regions

of tlre monitor. A beaur motritor therefore has two si.gnal wg'ions, which are the regions that

exist between the high voltage plates and the signal plate. By taking into consideratiou the

attenuations that the beatn encounters when traveling through the rnonitor to the detection

regions, -ly'"oo can be dete¡rnined in tenns of /y':

The circuit shown in the lower part of figure 3.3 is a schema,tic representa,tion of the

solid state prearnplifier [45] that is used to amplify the current signal and to convert it into a

voltage. The resistor-op arnp cotnbination is a current-to-voltage converter which produces

an output voltage given by:

v : IR. (3.6)

The resistor-capacitor cotnbination is a low pass fiìter that serves to eliminate high

frequency noise. This low pass filter is set to have a time constant of approxirnately 100

¡ls. This time constant was chosen since it is smaìl enough to not have an effect on data

stored by the DAQ (the time bins have a width of 400 ¡rs), and is about the same as the

ion collection time.

Combining of equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) provides an expression for the signal out

of a beam monitor preamplifier:

V : NTtTzTs| -"3)(1 + rzrùþen. (s.Z)

In the case that higher time resolution is required, it will be important to remember that

equation (3.7) does not take into account the existence of the low pass filter. Also, since

Ncap : N\TyT2(1' -ft)
+ NTtTsTzTzTz(I - Ts) (downstrearn reglon)

: NTtTzTz(7 - 
"3)(1 

* T2Ts)

rtjJI

(upstream region)

(3.5)



fi and 72 are due in large part to scatteriug, equation (3.7) is not exact,. I-Iowever, the

attenuatiou frorn the a.lurninuur is small enough that, for t,he situ¿rtious discrissecl in this

tlresis, fi and T2 ca,\ be approximated as unity.

3.1.5 Correction for the low pass filter

Under conditions where higher time resolution is of iurportance, it is possible to ma,ke

corrections to the expression that is gir,'en in equation (3.7). If not tna,ny ìÌleasurenletìts

requiring high time resolution are being made, it can be preferable tci use this nretìrod

rather than to risk damaging the prearnplifier by changing one of ìts con-rponeuts.

The relationship between 7 and u in figure 3.3 can be detemrined by considering the

voltage drops across R and C as shown in equations (3.9) and (3.S) where f is the current

flowing through the resistor and Q is the charge on the capacitor'. Combination of equa,tions

(3.9) and (3.8) yields equation (3.10).
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Given a collection of data points I/¿ which are sufficientlv closely spaced at tirnes f¿, it

follows that V¿ occurring at times 4 can be reliably approxirnated as shown in equations

(3.11) and (3.12). Figure 3.4 shows an exarnple of this correction.
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Figure 3.4: It is possible to correct for the low pass filter that is present in the beam
monitor preamplifiers. This plot shows the effect of such a correction to a preamplifier
with a 0.1 ms time constant. The plot is the signal downstream of a pìece of indium
foil. The data were taken using a digital oscilloscope and have a time resolution
of 0.056 ms. Indium has multipìe absorption resonances of weìl-defined energy that
give lise to dips in transmitted flux. The features are shìfted to earlier times and
become noticeably more pronounced as a result of the correction. The signal at T0
is also much closer to vertical in the corrected data set. That the signal be vertical
here ìs more reasonable sìnce gamma rays and high energy neutrons arrive almost
instantaneously from the source. The signal before T0 is not flat since the frame
overlap chopper was not in use during this measurement.
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3.1.6 Ti,rne binning and di,giti,zat'ion

The voltage signals out of the beam monitor preamplifiers are digitized and stored in binary

data files. Beatn pulses arrive at 50 ms intervals. The first 40 ms after the start of each

pulse is divided into 100 tirne bins of 0.4 rns duration each. A 10 ms break at the end of each

pulse (during which there is not a significant nurnber of neutrons in the bearn) allows for the

electronics to prepare for the following pulse. The NPDGarnma data acquisition electronics

3.5



a,re svnclÌronized with the acceìerator by a signal that is sent from the a,cceìerator control

at the beginning of each beam pulse. This signal is referred to as the T0 pulse, and the

stalt of ea,cìr bea,m puÌse is sometimes referred to as T0 (or T-zero).

Tlie l¡ea,tu monilor preamplifier voÌtages are sampled by 16 bit ADCs at 62.5 kHz and

sutnmed ol,'er each tirne bin. The digitized signal ,S that is recorded from an ADC and

stored in a data file can be expressed in terms of the input analog voltage I/ as shown in

equation (3.13). The signal is created by sumrning N samples over a time bin. l/-o* and

V,¡¿¿n à,re the maximum and miuimum voltages that can be read in by the ADC. Each sarnple

of the analog voltage is converted into a binary integer of 16 bits before being added to the

sum. In a base other than two, the integer that is stored in the data file to represetrt the

voltage over one time bin is expressed ur ,3 in equation (3.13). The average voltage ,g can

be declucecl from ,l using equation (3.14).

For the ADCs that were used for bea,m monitor data-taking, the following values apply:

n: 76, N :25, V,no, : 10 V, aud Vmin: -10 V. When converting tìre digital data into

an average voì.tage, a conversion factor of 81,920 counts/V is therefore used.

3.1.7 The beam mon'itor pedestals

One of the most usefui aspects of the beam monitors is that, as indicated in equation (3.7),

they provide a voltage that is linearly proportional to the incident beam flux. Until now the

discussion has excluded any consideration of voltage offsets. Realistically, tlie signai voltage

I/ in figure 3.3 is superposed on top of an offset voltage (pedestal). Typically the pedestals

are in the millivolt range, and the signals of interest are in the range of volts or hundreds

of rnillivolts. The pedestals are constant over a period of a few hours. Unless the pedestal

is known aud subtracted, it is not correct to assume a linear proportionality between beam

flux and voltage. For this reason, pedestal runs are taken. A pedestal run is carried out in
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the same rna,nncìr' as a, regulal da,ta rLru, except a be¿r,m shutt,el is closed upstream of the

a.ppa.t'a,ttts. The be¿un shut,t,er prerrerrts anv ìre¿ul.l frorn entering Lhe appa,ra,tris. Auy analysis

that lequires a ìinear proporfiouzrlitv betweeu beam flux and voltage is ca,rried out after a

subtraction of the volt¿rge ofßets.

A problem arises frollr t,he fact that a, t,rue voltage offset is not easily distinguised from

backglound signals, such a.s frour act,ivation of the apparatus. For example, it was noticed

that, wheu the fraure overìzrp cìropper blocks the bearn at tÌre end of a pulse (see p. 31), a

signal is present above the pedestaìs (it exists a,bove the signal that is observed when the

shutter is closed). It is alwa,ys present in l\41 br"rt is only present in NI2 when the polarizer is

uot present in the a,ppara,tus. This signal has a level of about 20 rnV, compared to typical

N41 signals of 2-3 V. Since the polarizer is opa,que to slow nelltrons, this additional signal

is consistent with the possibilitv that slow neutrons a,re in the bea,rn, despite the use of the

fra,me overlap chopper. Since the frame overìap chopper was desìgned to be opaque to slow

tueutrotts, the tnost likelv expla,na,tion for this observa,tion is that overlap frorn two pulses

previous is occurring. The aualysis that js ca,n'ied out in this thesis uses regular pedestal

ruus for the voltage offsets. Wheu necessa,r.y, additional uncerta,inties a,re considered.

3. 1.8 A transm.'ission measu,rem,ent

Given their usefuhress for ureasuring bea,m flux, the beam monitors are particularly useful

for perfortning beam transmissiorl measLrì'enÌents. As wa,s discussed ìn chapter 2, they are

thus useful for tnouitoring the ortho- to para-hydrogen ratio of the liquid hydrogen target,

for monitoriug bea,rn pola,rization, and for measuring the efficiency of the spin flipper.

A tra,ttsmission measurement involves mea,suring the change of beam transmission that

occurs when the properties of the a,ppara,tus change. Such a rneasurement is most easily

performed with the use of two bearn rnonitors. One monitor is used to measure the change

in beam transmission that results frorn the a,ttenuation being studied. The other monitor

is used to account for any changes in flux that would have occured if the transmission had

stayed fixed.

An illustration of a tra,nsmission measurernent using the beam rnonitors is shown in
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ligure 3.5. This example consists of ureasuriug the transmission of a piece of attenuating

tn¿rtel'ial. The top half of t,he diagran shows two bea,m monitors without the attenuating

lnatet'ial iu place. In such a, case, the llux seen by the second rnonitor will be less tìran

t,ìtat, seell bv the first uronitol'. The lea,sons for this may include attenuation by absorption,

scattet'ing or collimatiorì; or the possibility that neutrons have suflìcient transverse velocity

1o leave t,he beatn. Allow N to be defined as tÌre flux incident on the first monitor and cr.Ày' to

be defined as tìre flux incident on the second monitor. The neutrons' behaviour is assurned

to be indepeudent of N. a is therefore also independent of N but is dependent ou energy

aud on the positions of the monitors.

The lower half of figule 3.5 shows a measurement that is rnade at a different time.

The bearn fiux seen by the first monitor has changed, and the a,ttenuating material has

been placed between the two mottitors, so that the fraction seen by the second monitor

has beell changed by a factor ? which depends on energy E. Neither monitor-preampìifier

combina,fion has been moved or altered.

The voltage out of the preamplifier in each case can be deduced from equation (3.7)

as sìrown in equations (3.15). Each signal is dependent on the properties of the monitor-

prearnplifier cotnbiuation that il originates frorn and is proportional to the flux incident on

the mouitor. The subsclipts 1 and 2 are used to differentiate the two monitor-preamplifier

cornbinations. /(E) is used to represent the factor of proportionality between incident flux

and voltage. f @) is characteristic to each monitor and is afunction of neutron energy. The

exact fortn of f (E) is irrelevant to this analysis. Since the monitors are located at different

distances frorn the source, the energies E1 and E2 are different for the same time of flight.
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The transmission T can then be deduced by considering a ratio between the pedestal-

subtracted voltages from equations (3.15). This concept is demonstrated in equation (3.16).

Since 7 is observed by the downstream monitor, the energies of any time of flight-dependent

features in ? should be calculated using the distance from the moderator of the downstream

V7:

ñ:

N h(81) Rl

ñ tr@òn,

Vz : aN fz(Ez)Rz

ñ : T@z)oÑ ¡r1nr\n, (3.15)
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(3.16)

Fìgure 3.5: An illustration of a transmission measurerìent using the beam rnonitols.
A measurement is made by recording the voltages from the preamplifiers with and
without an attenuating materiaì in between. Equation (3.7) shows how the voltages
are dependent on: 1) the beam flux (N); 2) the neutron energy (E); 3) the ploperties
of the prearnplifiers (P); and 4) the ploperties of the monitors (M). A ratio of the
four voltages allows for a determination of the change in transmission that arises
due to the insertion of tlie attenuating material, as shown in equation (3.16). It is
important to leave the prearnplifiers and monitors untouched betweeli the two stages
of the measurement, and to calculate the ratìo at a fixed time of flight, in ordel to be
able to assume that the voltage signals are proportional to the bearn flux.
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3.2 A Monte Carlo Calculation of the energy deposited per neutron

3.2.1 In,troduction, to this section,

This sectiou discusses a tnethodologv for finding t,ìre average (E,t"p) and st,audard deviation

(ona"r) of the eneÌgy deposited per ca,ptì.rre of a single rìeut,ron in the bea,rn tnonitors.

Deteruriniug these quantities helps in ploviding insigìrts into the propelties of the beam

nronitors. For example, kuowledge of os¿"r, provides inforrna.t,ion on llow lnuch lloise to

expect abot'e neutron counting statistics. Aìso, since an apploxiura,te value of the W value

of the gas is knowtt, knowledge of E¿",, ca,n act as a test of whet,her the bean rnonitor ca,li-

bration is reasona,ble. Knowledgeof E¿"n was a,lso used in the assessment of the uncertainty

in the 3He content of the bea,m lnonitors.

The initial euergies of the proton and triton a,re determined by knowing the amount of

energy created in the n + 3He rea,ction. The total energv releasecl is known to equal 764

keV and to be entirely kinetic. By cottservation of energy and tnornentum, il, follows that

the triton with a mass of 3.016 u will take away 191 keV and that the proton with a, rnass

of 1.007 u will ta,ke away 573 keV.

With knowledge of the materiaìs and geometries involved, a N4onte Carlo calculation

was used to integrate over the tra,jectories of individua,l ions, and hence to determine how

rnuch of each ion's recoil euergy is deposited in tìre charnber. This calculation is divided

into three stages. Stage one uses data from an external source to determine the stopping

powers. Stages two and three involve a C-l--F calculation tha,t was written using the data

from stage one. The code for this progra,m is ava,ilable frorn the author on request.

3.2.2 Stage one: the stopping powers

The energy deposited by an ion in matter is calculated by knowledge of the l'inear stoppi,ng

pouer,S. This calculation follows directly florn the definition of ,9 which is given by:
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E is the erìergy of the ion and r is its distance traveled.

(3.17)



.S(E) deterrnines the a,llount of energv lost by the ion as it is stopped by the gas. As

such, S(E) is a crucia,ì eletnent in the calcula,tion of E¿", and op¿"r. ,9 is determined by

the ploperties of the gas rnixture, by the mass and cha,rge of the iou, aud by E.

Tire objective of this stage of the calculation was to determine the stopping powers of the

iotis itr the gas tnixtures being studied. This objective was a,chieved using version 2003.26

of the simulatiotr package SRIM that was obtained from reference [61]. SRJM is a, group

of programs that are designed specifically to caÌculate the stopping powers and rauges of

ions iu ma,tter. SRIN4 calculations a,re carried out using a statistical method that takes into

account Coulomb effects as they occur in the forrn of screening, overlapping electron shells,

eiectronic and interatomic bond structures, and the velocity dependent charge state of the

ion. SRIIVI also takes into account stopping from internuclear interactions. A description of

the method involved can be found in books written by the SRIM authors [62].

The SRIM progra,ms output stopping po\Ã/ers for a particular mixture of gases at par-

ticular pressures and stoichiometric cornbinations. However, it is preferable for the beam

monitor Ntionte Carlo to be adjustable so that it appìy to a variety of gas compositior-rs.

In order to allow for this flexibility, the stopping power data were obtained for each gas

individually. The process of rnixing the gases was then integrated into the Monte Carlo

itself.

The method for combining the stopping power data is obtained based on the observations

that: 1) The interactions of an ion with the gas are probabilistic and detenninecl by single

ion-atom or ion-molecule interactions; and Lhat 2) the gas constituents of the monitor can

be treated to a good approximation as ideaì gases. The result of observation 1) is that

the number of interactions leading to energy loss scales linearly with the number of gas

molecules present. The result of observation 2) is that intermolecular interactions cannot

contribute to an ion's energy loss. The energy loss per ion-molecule interaction is therefore

independent of the density of the gas and the nature of the other molecules.

It was therefore assumed that ihe stopping power can be obtained as a linear com-

bination of the individual stopping powers of the constituent gases. The coellcient that

determines the contribution of each gas is that gas's volume density which, for an ideaÌ gas,
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is ploportional to pÌessure I. Ill order to express t.his stat,eulent in ¿r. concise ma,thema.tical

fortn, tìre vaìue of S(E) for each individnal gas at, STP wilì be referred to as So(E) where g

denotes the ga.s. S(E) is then detennined in t,enns of't,ìre Sn@) which are weighted bv the

pressures P, of their correspouding gases. This is ex¡rressed as:

,S(E) : \ enSnlø) : Pzu,Szn,(E) I Pa¡¡,Sa¡1"(E) + P¡vzSNz(E)
s

where P, is measured in a,tmospheles a,t, 0 oC.

Figure 3.6 shows the data tha,t, were obtained frour t,he SRIN,I ca,lcula,tions. Sotne features

are worth noting. First of a,lì, a,t higher energies, the curves for the proton and the triton

are very similar but scale differentlv as a function of euergv. This can be understood by

considering the fact that, for constant ionic charge ¿rnd constant ma,terial properties, the

stopping of energetic ions is determined uniquely bv tìre ion's speed. Speed is in turn

uniquely deterrnined by the ra,tio between kinetic energ)' (T) and rnass (M). It is therefore

expected that the two curves be the sa,nle) if plotted versus T/I,{. Since the triton is three

times a,s massive as the proton, this explains why silnilar features at higher energies occlrr

for T¡ :37, (p - protou, ú : triton).

Secondly, the ratio between the peak stopping power values for heÌium and nitrogen is

consistent with the value that has been ernpilicallv observed [63]. This ratio is different fron

that predicted by the Bethe-Bloch formula 2 since at such energies the velocity-dependent

cha,rge state of the ion becomes importaut. Thirdlv, the stopping power from nuclear inter-

actions becomes irnportant at eV energies where it is one to two orders of magnitude more

important than the electrouic stopping power. This is the only ra,nge in energies where the

difference between 3He and aFIe is noticeable, due to lhe smaller rnass of the 3He nucleus.

Both nuclear and electronic stopping powers were included in the beam monitor Monte

Carlo.

These stopping po\¡ier data were integrated into the Monte Carlo algorithm as arrays
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(3.18)

lThis method for mixing stopping polvers of ideal gases happens to be aspecial case of Bragg's
.Rzle which states that the mass stopping power (stopping power per unit mass) of a material is a
linear sum, weighted by mass, of the individual mass stopping powers of the material's constituents.
zThe Bethe-Bloch formula (accurate in cletermining stopping powel's for heavy ions of gleater

then a few hundred keV energy) is discussed in popular textbooks such as [64].
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with 130 values at logarithmic increments between 10 eV and 900 keV. A routine was written

that allowed to linearly intelpolate the data between array entries.

3.2.3 Stage two: energy de'pos'ited as a functi,on of di.stance

The purpose of stage two was to use the stopping power data in order to detennine the

amoutìt of energy deposited into the gas mixture by each ion separately, as a functiou of its

distance tlaveled (Ea"o@)).

At this stage a sirnplification was made. It was assumed that the ions experience tìo

change in energy except for that ca,used by the stopping of the gas. This assurnption is

incorrect due to the fact that the very functioning of the rnonitors is dependent on the

application of a high voltage. However, since the proton and triton are both of cha,rge e,

and since the voltage is typically 3 kV, this leads to an error on the order of 3 keV per

ion, or I.2% of the average amount deposited. This error is of minimal significance to the

analysis and the approxitnatiou was deerned worthwhile due to the fact that the simulation

would have otherwise been much more computationaìly demanding.

The rnethod for this stage of the calculation follows directly from equation (3.17). The

result is equation (3.19), which relies on the fact that S is determined uniquely by the ion's

energy E, which in turn is determined uniquely by the distance tlaveled by the ion.
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A calculation using equation (3.19) and the SRIM data was done iteratively by alìowing

an ion to travel over small distance increments ðø, thus causing it to lose energy 6E : S(E)ôu

at each increment. In the program, E was updated each time by taking into account the

amount ofenergy lost, until the total energy had been exhausted. A record was thus created

of the energy deposited by each ion as a function of its distance traveled. These data were

stored for later use by the program.

The distance after which the ion's energy is exhausted was recorded as the range of

the ions in the gas. It was determined that for a beam monitor containing 0.04 atrn 3He,

0.46 atm aHe and 0.5 atm Nz, â 191 keV triton travels 0.52 crn and a 573 keV proton

traveÌs 1.64 cm. These calculations can be cornpared to table 3.2, which shows the ranges

Ea"o@) : 
lo" 

s (E(r)) d,r (3.1e)



tha,t were otitput directly bv the SRI1VI progÌa,m for the sa,tne gas rnixt,ure. The snrall

discrepa,ncv between the ranges frour the N{oute Carlo and from SRIN,I rva,s collsidered u'hc,lt

detertnining the uncertainty in the results from the Nlonte Carlo (see section 3.2.6).

eìlergy

(kev)

ranSe

(rnrn)

Eo
rJo2
o.

500

550

600

650

longìtudinaì

stlaggling

(mrn)

13.2

75.2

17.2

19.5

Table 3.2: Proton and triton raììges calcuìated by SRIM for a gas combination sirnilar
to tliat of the NPDGamma beam monitors. The proton and triton ìrave lecoil energies
of 576 and 191 keV lespectively. Straggling is explained briefly on page 70.

ç
a-{¡,

{J

lateral

straggling

(rnrn)

170

180

200

225
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0.56

0.64

0.72

0.80

4.5

4.7

5.0

5.4

3.2./n Stage three: Generation of the E¿", d'istributi,on

0.60

0.66

0.73

0.80

The final stage was a Monte Carlo simulation which generated the product ions at random

locations with randorn directions. The purpose of this simulation was to determine how far

each ion would travel before leaving the detection region. The distance tra,veled determines

the a,rnount of energy E¿"r,¿ deposited by the ¿¿h ion.

An ion is considered as having left the detection region when it lias hit an a,lumiuum

electrode. This is because au electrode, being a conductor, is a,n equipotential surface.

Ionizatiou created in the electrodes will therefore not contribute anv current to the detector

0.36

0.36

0.37

0.38

0.48

0.49

0.50

0.51



signal.

Sillce the beam is 9.5 ctn wide, some protons travel beyond the 12 cm x 12 cul square

alea, defined by the parallel electrodes. It is r-rot initialÌy obvious how to treat these ions since

the electric field at these boundaries has not been determined. However', it was determined

that the plates at'e lat'ge enough for their boundaries to have a negìigible effect on the

ca,lcuìation of E¿"o and oB¿"r. This is discussed in section 3.2.6.

In detennining how far the ions travel before hitting a wall, another sinplification wa,s

made. It wa,s assumed that the ious travel in straight lines. This assumption is not strictly

correct for two rea.sons.

The first rea,son is the very nâture of the stopping by the gas. The siopping of a particle

in matter is a process that is determined by ma,ìly intera,ctions averaged over its entire

trajectoly. The result is a statistical effect that for a sufficiently large particle represents

itself as a drag force. However) a particle the size of an ion experiences an effect a,nalogous

to a ratrdotn walk which causes the ion's path to deviate from a straight line. The same

effect causes the total distance traveled by the ions to vary. For a mixture of 0.5 atm 3He

and 0.5 atm N2, it was determined from SRIM that this effect (which is referred to as

straggling) can lead to deviations that are approximately 5% of the total distance traveled

for the proton and 10% for the triton (see table 3.2).

I{owever, deviations from the average path are expected to not occur preferentially in

any direction. Fbrthermore, the symrnetry of the capture region and of the neutron beam

is assumed to be such that variations in the path of the ions do not alter .Ð¿.o.

The second reason why it is incorrect to state that ions travel in straight ìines is the

existeuce of the eìectric field. It should be noted here that the ion chambers contain a

sufficiently smalì amount of 3He for the neutrons to have oniy an unnoticeable preference

for capture near the upstream wall of the capture region. Deviations in E¿"r,¿ created by

ions that deposit ìess energy by being pulled towards one wall will therefore be equally

compensated by opposite deviations in E¿"o,¿ on the other side of the chamber.

These two effects which cause extra deviations in the motion of the ions were there-

fore assumed to not alter E¿"o. They most likely leacl to an increase in os¿., which is
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itseif a rneasure of such variations, but precise knowìedge of o 6¿", is not importa,ut for the

interpretation of the beam uronitor data.

Once it has beeu decided that the ions travel in straight lines, it is possible to genera,te

trajectories a,nd calculate the energy deposited by each ion before it leaves the detection

regiou. This was ca,rried out according to the series of steps explaiued below.

ran,cJom, num,ber g eneration

Random numbet' distributiolls are generated in the Monte Carlo by starting witìr a uniform

normalizecì distribution p(r):1 with r € [0,11. Numbers from the uniform c]istribution are

mapped into tlie distribution of interest via a method that is discussed in popular texts on

computational methods (see for exampìe pp. 81-82 of [6S]). This method can be summarized

in tlre form of atr equation. A random number z € (-æ,oo) is generated a,ccording to a

general probability density P(e) by use of equation (3.20).

step one: generati,on of random capture locations

Wheri generating a neutron capture, first the location at which the capture occurs is consid-

ered. Where the neutron is captured is a probabilistic process determined by three factors:

1) the geometry of the capture region; 2) the distribution of neutrons perpendicular to the

beam; and 3) the attenuation of the beam paralìel to the direction of the neutLons' travel.

The capture region is a 9.9 mm x 119.9 mm x 119.9 mm rectangular box. Fringe effects

at the boundaries are not of importance (see p. 7S). An energetic ion that exists in tllis

region will contribute to the signal collected at the electrodes.

The beam is 9.5 cm x 9.5 cm square. It is concentric with and perpendicular to the

parallel plates of the monitor. In a plane parallel to the plates, the probability for detection

is assumed to be equally likely at any point in this square. This straightforward distribution

is very close to the actual situation [42]. However, since the parallel plates are wide enough

for the boundaries to be neglected, and since the spacing between the plates is constant,

7L

,: l:* P(z)dz. (3.20)



the areal distribution of the be¿r,m is irrelevant.

Parallel to the axis of the beanr, the densitv of tìre be¿t'rr follows a,n exponentiaì decay

due to attenuation as neutrons uudelgo charge exr:hange with 3lle nuclei. As a result, a

ca,ptured neutrou will have a higher plobabilit,v for being detected uear t,he upstrea,rn wall of

the capture regiou. This eflect is not, of import,a,nce for thin u'ronitors, which attenuate 0.8%

of the bea,ur over 1 crn of 3FIe at 10 meV. However'. t,he effect wiìl be of gleater significance

for monitors of higher sFIe contelil.

The density of tteutrotts along the z axis pa,rallel to the bea,m is expressed as /V(z) :
N(0)ezp(-noz) where z : 0 exist,s at t,he upstream rvall of tìre capture region. The width

of the capture region is l, and the voluure nurnbel density and cross section of 3FIe are n

and o respectively. The number of lleutrons that irave been detected between Z : zt and

z: 22 ) z1 is N¿"t(zt,zz): l/("1) - N(zz).The probability for an event of interest to lie

between z and z I dz is therefore given by equa,tion (3.21).

It is now possible to applv equatiou (3.20) in order to genera,te numbels a,ccording to the

distribution given iu equation (3.21). The result is given in equation (3.22). The number

z e [0,1] is generated according to the distribution in equa,tion (3.21) and r € [0,1] is

generated from the uniform distribution.
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P(z)dz :

,: -J-lrr(1 - [1 - erp(_,nol))r)
no

step two: generati,on of randorn recoil directi,ons

Na"t(z,z I d.z) noerp(-noz)clz
1v"¿(0,l)

Once the capture locatiou of the neutron has been determined, the direction of recoiì of

the ions must be generated. The momentum of the neutron is small enough that the two

ions can be considered as having opposite recoil lnomenta. A random direction out of a 4zr

solid angle is determined for the direction of travel of the ploton. The triton travels in the

opposite direction.

Both an azirnuthal angle / e 10,2r) and a polar angle d e [0, n] rnust be generated every

tinre that a random direction is created. Ihe probability density P(0,/) for a given pair

I - erp(-nol) (3.21)

(3.22)



of augles is deterurined by the size of the corresponding soiid augle elemeut, as shown in

equzr,tion (3.23).

The solid angle eìerneut, df ) is independent of the azimuthal angle d. As a resuit, the

probabiìity density P(o) is uniforrn between the limits of d. The resulting P(ó)dø isshown

in er¡uat,ion (3.24).

The method frir geuerzrt,ing ó frorn the uniform density P(r) is shown in equation (3.25).

r,(0. <b\tlotl.a - 
da 

- sinododÓ
41 4tr

In order for / and 0 to be generated independently, it is necessary that P(0,þ) be

separable ilr ternls of 0 and ó. Frorn equation (3.23), it can be seen that this is indeed

the case. Furthertnore, frottt equa,tions (3.23) and (3.24), P@)d0 can be determined. This

result is shown in equation (3.26).

P(ó\dcb: @
' 2tr

The rnethod for geuerating 0 from the uniform density P(r) follows directly from equa-

tion (3.20) and is sìrown in equation (3.27).

I t)

Ó :2trr

step three: determ,ination of the energy deposi,ted per ion

(3.23)

The following parameters have now been established: 1) the location at which the two ions

are created; 2) the initial energy and direction of travel of each ion; 3) the boundaries of the

capture region; 4) the maximum range of each ion; and 5) the amount of energy deposited

by each ion as a, function of its distance traveled. It is therefore possible to determine how

much energy an ion deposits by knowing how far it is aÌlowed to travel before being stopped

by tìre gas or before leaving the detection region. The sum of the energies for the two ions is

lecorded for each neutron capture. This calculation is repeated for many neutron captures

P(0)d0 : si,n9d0

(3.24)

0 : arccos(2r)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)



so that a meâ,n and sta,ndard deviation a,re determined. It is worth not,ing that, without

the appt'oximation that the ious travel in stlaight lines, it would have been trecessa,rv to

caÌculate the etrtire trajectoly and iuteglate over the energv lost by each ion individuail¡i.

3.2.5 The form of the E¿", cli,stributi,on

tlt e distriltutzon for on,e n,eutron at a ti'me

The above procedure was carried out fol a total of 107 ìleutron captures. The results

were tallied into a histograrn of 500 bins between 0 and 1 MeV. The histogram has several

interesting features and is shown in figure 3.7.

A method of varying the 3He content of the monitors was used in order to understand

the origin of these fea,tures. This rnethod uses a velsion of the Monte Carlo that, calculates

stoppÍng powers for a mixture of 0.5 atm N2 and 0.5 atm He. The 3He content is only

a measure of the probabilitv for a neutron to capture near the entrance window of the

chamber.

Given an infinite amount of 3He, all neutrons ca,pture exactly at the location of the

upstream wall. In this case, either a proton or a triton will deposit energy in the monitor

gas, but not both for a given neutron capture. The distribution corresponding to 2 x 10e

atm of 3He is shown in curve 1 of figure 3.7. A spike occurs in curve 1 at 191 keV, the

energ-y of the triton. The triton has a maxirnum rarÌge that is less than the spacing between

electrodes, and therefore deposits all of its energ-y in tlie detector. A spike also occurs in

curve 1 at 573 keV, the energy of the proton. This spike arises due to the fact that many

protons travel in directions that allow them to deposit all of their energy.

There is also a continuum of energies below the proton energy. This continuum cor-

responds to protons that are stopped by the wall. Since stopping by the wall allows for

a range of distances of travel in the gas, it also therefore allows for a range of deposited

energies. The low energy cutoff of the continuum corresponds to the energy deposited by

protons that have traveìed perpendicular to the electrodes.

The continuum is taller for smalìer deposited energies (corresponding to shorter dista,nces

of travel z in the gas). This phenomenon can be explained in part by the fact that dn/dA
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F igule 3.7: Histograms of the energy deposited per neutron in the beam monìtors.
The histoglaÌns in the upper graph show the distributions that result when only one
rìeutron is consideled per count (Ea"ò. This single neutron distribution is shown for
\¡at'ious (unrealistic) 'H. pressures. Varying the 3He pressure in tliis way serves as an
aid for understanding the features of tlie single neutron distribution. The histograms
in the lower graph illustrate liow the distributio n of E¿¿, per neutro n (ñ¿"ò approaches
a symmetlic shape when the signal due to several neutron captures is consìdered.



increases with 0 (0 is the polal angle measured from the direction of neutron velocity, z

is the dist¿rnce traveled by the proton before hitting the downstrearn wall, and Q is the

solid angìe subtended about the point of origin of the proton). l\4ore protorìs are tlierefore

collected into bins tha,t correspond to shorter dista,uces of travel. If dEld,r is tleated as

coustaut, t,hen it is expected that more protons be collecied into bins of srnaller deposited

c,nergies.

The continttum is taller at larger deposited energies since the proton's remaining elìerg"y

is sn-ralì and so, as visible in figure 3.6, dUldr is also small. Allow N to be the number

of protons that hit an electrode with rernaining energy -8. The probability distributioÌl

dNldE : (dNldr)l@Eldn) therefore increases. This effect overpowers the binning effect

that is rnentioued in the previous paragraph since dz/dO is proportional to 12, r changes

b¡,'a factor of 1.5, and dEldr changes by a factor of 10.

As the amount of 3He in the charnber is decreased, the likelihood of a neutron being

ca,ptured away from the upstream wall becomes greater. It then ìrecomes possible for both

ions to deposit erìergy. Continua begin to form at energies a,bove both spikes. These new

continua correspond to events where one ion deposits all of its energy and the other js able

to deposit some of its energy. A third spike begins to develop al 764 keV, the sum of both

ious' euergies. This spike corresponds to the situation where the ions travel parallel to the

walls and deposit aÌl of their energy.

As the amount of 3He is decreased further, it can be seen that events that were concen-

trated into the lower energy spikes and proton continuum become spread out throughout

the histograrn aud into the third spike. For example, the lower edge of the proton continuum

becornes spread over a range of higher energies. This shift of the lower edge is probably

due to the energy dependence of ^9(E) (see figure 3.6). As the 3He content is decreased,

some events that corresponded to protons sta,rting at one wall and stopping at the other

become replaced by ion pairs that start at the center of the charnber and hit both walls.

Tlie integral of S(E) over the ions' paths is larger in the case of events involving both ions.

The extent of this shift has not been verified quantitatively, but it makes sense to expect

the lower edge of the proton continuum to spread out into events involving either one or
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both ions. Furthermore, those involving both ions shouìd shift to highel energies

the distribution for seueral, captures at a ti,'me

The energy distributions that are shown in the top half of figure 3.7 collespond 1o one

neutron capture per binned event. The beam monitor data for NPDGarnm¿r cont¿lin the

curreut signal frour a,large nurnber of neutrons integrated over atiure bin. It nl¿ì,\' t,lìc,refore

be useful to study the distribution of E¿¿p per neutron in the case where severaÌ ueutl'ons ale

detected at once. For the purposes of tliis ana,lysis, an event of neut,rons detected together

is called a pulse.

A histogram sirnilar to those shown in the top half of figure 3.7 was used as a parent

distribution. A number n of neutrons was created per pulse so that, a,n a,r,ela,ge value

É¿"p,¡ : ÐT E¿rp,¿/n could be detenninecl for the jÚh pulse. A total number of 1ú pr-rlses

was thus createcl, in order to fill a histogram representing the clistribution of ã,¡"r, for a

given value of n. Flistogranls wele filled for va,rious values of n.

At this point a distinction of the different quantities involved is useful fol purposes of

clarity. E¿"o is the energy deposited by a neutron iu the monitor and ca,n vary from neutrou

to neutron. The distribution of E¿", f.or an infinite number of neutron captures ìras avela,ge

va|ueE¿"o and standard deviation oEd.ep.For a single pulse comprising a total of n ueutron

captures, E¿"ohas an aveÌage value of É¿"r. The distribution of E¿", for an infinite number

of puises also has average va|ueE¿"r, but has a different standa,rd deviation of olarp.

The lower half of figure 3.7 shows how the distribution of É¿", takes on a more symmetric

form as n becomes larger. In fact, as n increases, the ,Ð¿.o distribution approa,ches a Gaus-

sian in shape. This is iilustrated qualitatively in figure 3.7 by the fact that the distribution

begins to look similar to a pa,rabola when the vertical sca,le is logarithmic. These plots are

still slightly asymmetric, however, in favor of the higher energy side of the distribution.

Figure 3.8 shows plots of ihe E¿", distribution for larger values of n. These histograms

were fit to Gaussians in order to observe the dependence of the na,ture of the Gaussian on n.

The Gaussian fits were carried out by searching a three-dimensiona,l grid in the parameter

space spannecl by A, ol¿"p and,E¿"o, the pararneters of the Gaussian expressiot'r g(Ë¿"r)
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given by:

The fìt corresponds to the grid point lhat ¿rlìowed lor tìle uriniuruur Y2. The error in each of

the pa,raneters was taken to be tlie va,riat,iou that w-ouìd cause tìre X2 per degree of freedolu

Q2ldoÐ to increase by one (if best, X2/dol < 1) or to doubìe (if best X2ldol > 1). Using

this metlrod it was deterntined that E.¿.u : 491.6 + 0.1 keV a,nd op¿r, :20613 keV,

where the uncertainties are entirely statistical. Not,e ìrowever that this value corresponds to

a mixture of gases that is different flom the lnixturcr preseì1l, in the bea,m monitors. For the

value corresponding to the true mixtule? see page 82.

3.2.6 Sources of uncertain,ty

The unceltaiuties in the calculation of E¿", a,ncì ø¿", li¿lve been until now er-rtirely from

counting statistics. A consideratiou of other sources of uncertainty follows.

9(È¿, p) : $;r,'.,t,1 (*) l

edge effects at the electrode boundaries

The irnportance of the fringe fields at the bounda,ries of the electrodes have not yet been

considered in detail. If signiÊcant, the existence of tìre bounda,ries would alter the effective

value of E¿., srnce charge crea,ted far enough frour the boundaries would see no fielcl and

would therefore not be collected. In order to address this question, two calculations \Mere

done: one with walls at the bounda,l'ies of the 12 cm squa,re electrodes and one without.

Beyond these walls, neutrons were not allowed to deposit a,ny more eììergy. The calculation

witlr walls at 4800 neutrons per pulse yielded Ed,"p : 497.57 + 0.06 keV and o¡o"o : 2.97

+ 0.04 keV (the results stated on page 78 and in figure 3.8 were done wìth walls). The

calculation without the walls yielded E,r"p : 497.96 + 0.06 keV and old"y, : 2.98 + 0.05

keV. The uncertainties are entirely statistical. The difference between these two results is

srnalì in compa,rison to other effects that wilì be discussed, a,nd is therefole neglected.
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Energy Deposited When Several Neutrons Are Converted at Once

Fìgule 3.8: When enough neutrons are captured ilthe monìtor at once, the distribu-
tion for the average energy deposited per neutrorr, E,kp, is Gaussian. Tìre gas pressures
that were used in the calculation that produced this figure are slightly liighel than
the values that were later measured. The values that correspond to the measured
pressures are given on page 82.

300 neutrons per pulse
1 200 neutrons per pulse
2700 neutrons per pulse
4800 neutrons per pulse

475 480
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the hi.gh uolto,ge

490

E¿sp per neutron (keV)

One of the assumptions of this calculation was that the high voltage electrodes do not affect

the energy deposited by the ions. In reaìity, an ion)s energy will be determined by the

electric field. Attempts to calculate the importance of this effect precisely are cornplicated

by the difficulty of calculating each ion's trajectory individually. Such calculations were

avoided since they would have been much more computationally demanding.

The electric field can change the energy of the ions, thus affecting how rnuch energy

ihey deposit. However, due to the fact that the potential difference across the plates is 3

500



kV, and that the charge on ea,ch of the ions is e, the ma,ximum erìergy that eitìrer ion can

ga,itr or lose due to the electric field is 3 keV.

The electric field can a,lso affect the stopping power of the gas, which is energy dependetit.

Flowever, for ions with euelgies that are significaut for this calculation, the stopping powers

can be considered constant for a change in energy of a few keV. The stopping powers cha,nge

urore considerably over the keV range for ions that themselves have keV energies, but such

ions do not have enough energy retnaiuing to be of importance to the calcuìation.

The electric field can also affect the trajectories of the ions, thus determining how far

they will travel before hitting au electrode. Once again, however, ions of significant energ'y

will not be deflected in a significant way by a 3 kV field. This effect was investigated by

computing the path length of an ion's parabolic trajectory in the electric field alone and

using the stopping power to estimate the difference in deposited energy that would arise

from correcting for the different patli length. The result was found to be much less than 3

keV per ion.

The behaviour of the ions is therefore consistent with the Monte Carìo for energies tha,t

are significantly greater tha,n the potential energy associated with the field. The case in

which both ions would change the result by the ma,xirnum amount each is expected to be

rare. The uncertainty inE¿", and oB¿"o from this effèct was therefore taken to be 3 keV.

ion ranges and placement of the electrodes

The distance that an ion travels before being stopped by an electrode or by the gas plays

an importaut role in the determination of E¿"o. The uncertainty inE¿"o must therefore be

dependent on an uncertainty in this distance, which can be broken into two independent

compouents: 1) imprecision in the placement of the electrodes; and 2) lack of knowledge of

the ion's mean range in the gas.

The drawings from LND inc. state the positions of the electrodes to within 0.1 rnm,

which corresponds to a 1 % uncertainty in the interelectrode gaps. The Monte Carlo was

rerutr with the electrode spacing at 0.96 cm and aI 1.02 cm. With the walls spaced 0.96 crn

the result wasE¿"o:485.13 t 0.06 keV and oùd,ep:2A3.29 + 0.05 keV. With the walls
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sp¿ìced 1.02 cnr the result *as ð,¿.o :497.67 + 0.06 keV and oEtrep:202.88 * 0.05 keV.

Tlris gives rise 1o ¿r vari¿ìtion of +0.5 %.

Ar:colding to tabìe 3.2. SRIN,I calcul¿rtes tìre ranges to be 16.2 mrn for the proton and

4.8 urtn for the t,riton. Tìris cornp¿r,res to the N{ollte Carlo which gives 16.4 mm and 5.2

tnur. Siuce tht, t,rvo prograìns use the sa,ure stopping power data,, a,nd since the algorithm

for det,emrining lhe r'¿ìuge is rather straigìrtforward, it is not known why there would be a

discrepancv ill the va,lue for the triton. hr order to account for the discrepancy, the lzlonte

Carlo was reluìì witìr the tritou ra,rìge set at 4.8 mur. Energy deposited as a function of

dist,a,uce was chzrnged by resc¿rling all triton dista,nces linearly so that the maximurn range

was ,1.8 lnln iust.ead of 5.2 mrn.

\,\¡ith the r'¿ìrìges uncha,nged frour their arnounts calculated in the Moute Carlo, the

lesuìt .asE¿.'r,:,191.38 + 0.08 keV a¡d o^'ep:203.11 + 0.07 keV. With the ranges

forced to values that a,re output bv SRIIVI, the result wasE¿"r:494.82 + 0.08 keV and

oldep:203.226 + 0.070. This corresponds to a, varia,tiou in E¿"o of t 0.7 %.

Another uncertainty related to the range of the ions is introduced by straggling. Accord-

ing to the data in table 3.2. the proton's and triton's range are uncertain due to straggling

by about 5 and 8% respectively. This effect wa,s not studied for reasons mentioned on page

70, and since the uncerta,inty in oB¿¿,p is not of irnporta,nce.

uncertaznti,es in. the SRIM data
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Ihe prirnary source of data for this Monte Carlo was the SRIM simulation package. There is

a wealth of experirnental data that have been conpared to the SRIM calculations [63]. For

protons and tritous in heliutn, the average deviation of the calculations from these data is

5.27o. For protous and tritons in uitrogen, the average deviation is 2.9%. These deviations

tend to occur oll both sides of the calculation and are at the ìeveì of scatter that exists in

the data themselves. Furthertnore) a large part of the deviations in the helium data are due

to soure data sets that al'e in gross disagreement with the other rneasurements. From these

ol¡serva,tions, it has been assumed that the SRJM calculations are correct to within 2 %.



gas conterús o.f the m,onitor, neutron. enerqu

The calculations uutil now have been done using a, monitor that contains 4 % 3He, 46 7o alF..e

and 50 % Nz, with a total pressure of 1 afrn a,t 0' C. The actuaì contents of the monitors

diflêr fron-r this, however. It was ìea,rut frorn an LND representative tliat the pressure to

which tlte monitors are fiÌled is detennined by the ambient ternperature. Assuming that the

monitors were filled indoot's, a rnore likely total content would therefore be 0.9 amagats (an

a,maga,t is the deusity of an ideal gas a,t STP). A fluctuation of t10o C could then give rise

t,o a, varia,tion of t3 % in the total gas deusity of tìre monitors.

By keeping a constatrt weighting of 1:1 by number density of helium atoms to nitrogen

tnolecules, and by allowing the total density to valy frorn 0.86 amagats to 0.94 amagats,

E¿"r wãs found to va,ry frorn 459.78 + 0.06 keV to 478.46+ 0.06 keV, a variation of 12 %.

Another possible source of variationsinE¿", is the type of helium that is present. Since

higher concentrations of 3He (or lower neutron energies) have a tendency to cause neutron

captures to occur closer to the upstream wa11, tìre average deposited energy might change.

This effect was investigated. E¿", of a rnonitor containing 0.45 amagats of 3He and 0.45

a,magats of N2 was calculated to be 469.32 + 0.06 keV, using the same seed for the random

nutnber geuera,tor. E¿", of a rnonitor containing 0.03 arnagats of 3He, 0.42 arnagats of aHe

and 0.45 a,rnagats of N2 was also caìculated to be 469.32t0.06 keV. This number corresponds

to calculations of a 10 meV neutron. It was also conflrmed that varying neutron energy to

100 eV had no effect onE¿"r.

3.2.7 The fi,nal result

Cornbining the aforementioned uncertainties in quadrature yields a final value for the un-

certainty inE¿"r. The average energy cìeposited per n-3He charge exchange event in the

NPDGamma beam monitors is calculated to be E,t"p:470 + 20 keV. The standard devi-

ation is oEdep:200 keV and has an uncertainty that is not of importance.
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3.3 Beam Monítor Thíckness Measurements

3.3.1 Introduction to tÌ¿is section.

An irnportant aspect of understanding the NPDGaurma, bea,rn monitors involves knorvledge

of the amount of 3FIe that they contain. The 3FIe content detennines the fraction of the

incident bearn that the mouitors absorb and, if E¿", and I,l/ a,re known. a,llows for ¿rn exact

conversion of rnonitor signal to bea.m flux. A study was therefol'e ca.rried out to n'ìeasuÌe

the 3He content (also sornetimes referred to as the 3 He tlt'ickness) of the be¿r,m ulouit,ors.

This section discusses that study.

The beam monitols can be grouped into three types: those specified at 0.03 ¿rtrn 3He

(the thin monitors), those specified at 0.5 atrn 3He (the fh¿cli rnonitors), aud the TRIPLE

monitor whicli was specified at 1 atrn 3He. These three types of rnonitor were trea,ted

differently when carrying out this study.

3.3.2 The Method

Since the cross-section of the n + 3He reaction is large and well detennined, a rneasLu'ement

of the beam transmission of the monitors gives a good first estima,te of the arnoun[ of 3FIe

that they contain.

However, to determine the 3He concentrations from this tra,nslnission rnethod ¿-¡lone

would itnpose uncertainties due to the unknown transmission of the a,luminuln wa.lls a,nd

eìectrodes. This observation is particularly true for the thin monitors, since a significant

fraction of their attenuation arises from aluminum, but it is not of serious concem for the

other three monitors. Cross-section data were not used to account for the a,lurninuln since

the concentrations of a large number of impurities are not predictable.

Ideally, an extra beam monitor would have been rnade frorn the sarne batch as the others,

and filled with only nitrogen and aHe. Such an extra, nonitor does not exist, so a method

was developed that allows the 3He content to be rneasured without having to correct for

the aiuminum, but which unfortunately still leaves a rather large uncertainty in the case of

the thin monitors.
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Tìris sectiou oll beam monitol thickness ule¿lsureìnents is dividerd into several subsec-

tions. First, the method tìra,t was userÌ to deterlnine t.ìre beaur u"louit,or lhicknesses is ex-

plained iu urore det,aiÌ. This methocl has t,wo sep¿ìrât,e sta,ges which are introduced in turn.

The analysis and results are then c-liscussed. Finall.l'. ¿r second nrethod tìlat detemrines the
3He couteut by correcting for the ahurinum is used ¿rs a consisteuc-v check. The a,lutninum

colrection is carried out nsing the ure¿rsured tra,nsnrissiou of a separa.te block of a,luminum

alloy.

Stag e One : Transmission ful easu"rem.ents

Stage oue consists of simply measuring the t,ra,nslllission of neutLons through the beam

monitors. These nìea.surenÌents wel'e ca.rried out usiug the bea,rn rnonitors themselves, by

the method that was described on page 61.

The goal of this stage of the analysis is to divi<le the tra,nsmission of a thick rnonitor

by the tra,nsmission of a, thin monitor. It is assumed that, the thick and thin rnonitor were

made from the sa,me batch of aluminurn. This resuìt tìrerefole gives knowledge of what

the traustnission of the thick rnonitor would l¡e if everything contained in tìre thin monitor

were to be removed from the thick lnonitor. Since t,he two types of lnonitor are identical in

construction except for differing qua,ntities of 3FIe and aHe, and since aHe has a negligibìe

cross section, the end result of stage one is the transurission of the difference in 3He between

the two monitors.
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Let the prime denote a thick monitor and let tìre unprime

quantity that is determined in this stage of the analysis will

by,

ñ : rl/Tz,

where Zj is the tra,nsmission of one of the 1 crn gaps of 3He of the thick rnonitor, and 73 is

the transmissiotr of one of tìre 1 cm gaps of the thin monitor. A transmission measurement

is performed of the whole monitor, not of an indir,'idual gas gap, but the transmission of

a single gap is more corìvenient for the analysis that follows which makes use of equation

(3.30).

dettote a thin rnonitor. The

be referrecl to as f, clefined

(3.2e)



Stage Two: Relatiue Signal lV[easurements

In stage two, the ra,tio between the signal streugths of different monitors at the sa,me flux

is courpa,red. This courpa,rison is useful since the signal strengtìr has a, known dependence

on 3He concentra,tion.

An expressiou for the signal frorn a bearn monitor was derived in section 3.1.4. It was

detennined that complications from scattering or absorption in the aÌumiuum walls and

electrodes are not of importance when comparing the ratios between monitor signals (see

page 97). The relevant explession for the pedestal-subtracted signaÌ out of a beam monitor

prearnplifier then becomes:

of which all the para,meters were defined in the discussion leading up to equation (3.7).

It is usefuÌ to start by assuming that the 3He content of a thick monitor has already

been determined and that the 3He content of a thin rnonitor rernains to be determined. Let

the voltage signals of the two monitors be normalized to the same beam flux. It follows

from equation (3.30) that knowìedge of the ratio between thick and thin monitor signals

allows for a determination of the amount of 3He in the thin monitor) as expressecl by:

V : NT;TzT2(I +r3)(1 - rùffen,
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The factor r, defined by:

is expected to be close to unity since E¿"o and W are expected to be the sa,me for the two

monitors. When cornparing signals from the two beam monitors, the sa,me preamplifier and

high voltage setting were used.

Equation (3.31) is not useful on its own, due to the fact that the actual transmission,

T!, of the thick rnonitor is not known. It is necessary to introduce the analysis from stage

one in which the quantity f rus deterrnined. Equation (3.31) thus yieÌcls:

"3(1 
- 

"3)(1 
+ re) :, (#) ráG - rá)0 + r¿)

W EL",û---' - W,Ed,"p'

(3.30)

(1 - 
"3)(1 

+ rz) :, (L*) ñO - rrã)e + rsfr).

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)



Frottr equa,tion (3.33), it is possible to a,lgeblaicall.r' solve for Tr2 in ternrs of known quantities.

Tìre positive root of tliat solutiou is given b.t,:

If is therefore possible to determine 73. Once 7i has been deterurined, determination of Zj

is a, lna,tter of applving e<¡uat,ion (3.29).

3.3.3 The Setup

Figure 3.9 shows tl-re setup t,hat was used to nrake the uronitor thickness rneasurements.

Up to three beaur uronit,ors were placed in the beam at once, and data were recorded from

aÌl of thetn. These rneasurements were made iu the NPDGa,mtna experimental cave on

Flight Path 12 at LANSCE. During these nreasurentents, the locations a,nd ploperties of

the plearnplifiers were left ullchanged while tlle bea,rn monitol's were switched in and out of

the three positions.

Since the frame overlap chopper was not in use for tllis analysis, a tliick monitor was used

at position i fol' all of the measurernents. Half of an a,tmosphere of 3He at 20 "C absorbs

90 % of overlapping neutrons at 30 nls a,fter t-zero. Since the signal that is analyzed is

the signa,l from the monitor at positions 2 or 3, this nìeasnre simplifies the anaÌysis at long

times of flight where the contribution from overlapping neutrons is smail.

To convert the monitor signals into 3He concentrations, it is necessary to know the

distance to the source from the monitor that is producing the signal. Measurements were

therefore made of the positions of the molritors reÌative to each other and to the end of the

neutron guide. These neasurement are illustrated a,nd recorded in figure 3.9.

The frame overlap chopper was uot in use for the monitor thickness rneasurernents. As

a result, the correspondence between time of flight and energy is only applicabìe when the

contributiou to the signal from the low energy overlap is small. In order to deai with this

situation, a thick tnouitor was used at position 1 in figure 3.9 at all times. Since low energy

neutrons are preferentially absorbed in the monitors, this rneasure limited the overlap visible

at positions 2 and 3 to short times of flight. The longer tirnes of flight were then made use

Tz: I - r(V lVt)73
+.1

t - r'(V/Vt)Tz
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neutron guide

l/4" plastic

position I

Figure 3.9: The ìnoììitor thickness rneasurements setup. The position of the face of
each monitor was extended sideways using a straight edge and marked on either side
of the hoìding field coils, at the locations rnarked by an x. The straight edge used
was the flat side of a bubble level. The distance from the source to the end of the
beam guide is 21.00 meters. Since the fi'arne overlap chopper was not in use for this
anal"vsis, a thick tnonitor was used at posìtion I for all of the rneasurements.

holcling lield coil

position 3
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preamplifier

of by setting the 10 ms break in data acquisition (see page 59) to occur in the time

flight range from 48.0 rns to 8.0 rns. Data were therefore taken in the range from 8.2 ms

47.8 rns.

Tìre position of each monitor is given by the position of its collection electrode. All

of the monitors (except the TRIPLE monitor, but this is irrelevant to the a,nalysis) are

2 ittches thick, and the collection eìectrode is in the center of the monitor. The monitor

position da,ta cau thus be condeused from figure 3.9 to tabìe 3.3. The uncertaiuties in these

positions a,re assutned srnall enough that they can be ignored without any effect on the final

result.

signal to DAQ

of

to



Table 3.3:

shown are

The bearn monitol
Êrom tlie moderator

monitor

Stage One: Transm'issi,on M easurements

N41

iVI2

M3

Since Flight Path 12 views a pulsed beam, it is possible to measure the transrnission of the

beam as a function of tirne of flight. Given the lneasured transmission of some 3He, it is

thus possible to fit the data to an expected theoretical curve and extract tire total areal

density of the 3He.

The 3He cross section for low energy neutrons js known to be inr,,ersely proportional to

neutron speed u, with a proportionality constant that is experimentally well detennined

(see section 3.1.2). The neutrons that are viewed by the NPDGamma a,ppa,ratus are of

sufficiently low energy for the cross section to show this energy dependence in all time bins

except the first (neutrons that arrive in the second time bin aìready have energies of ìess

than 15 eV). Since velocity is proportional to time of flight ¿, and since beam transmission

7 decays exponentially with increasing cross section ø, the logarithrn of the transmission of
3He increases linearly with time of flight. These concepts are expressed in equations (3.35)

to (3.37).

distance (rn)

position data condensed from diaglarn 3.9. Distances
to a monitor's collection electlode.

2r.04

21.13

21.60
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With the motritors at positions 1 a,nd 3 (see figure 3.9) left unchanged, data runs were

taken with and without the middle tnonitor in the beam. This procedure is carried out

according to the method for transmission measurements that is explained in section 3.1.8.

o a.t

T : erp(-no)

ln(T): -no xt

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)



Tìre a,rrangernents that were used are shown in table 3.4.

run nulnber

1319

1340

position 1

1309

I29T

prototype

prototype

1t1ttùld

1340

posìtion 2

Table 3.4: Data-taking an'angements for stage one of the metliod. Data runs for this
stage were tahen in pairs. The first run of each pail has a rnonitor at positìon 2

for which the tlansmission is being detelrnined. For the second lun the rnonitor at
positon 2 is removed. The signal at position 3 tlierefole changes as determined by
the attenuation of the rnonitor at position 2. TIre positions are as shown in figure
3.9. Thick monitors are indìcated by bold type and thin monitors are indicated by
italìcs. The descriptors 53, 54 and 55 are the last two digìts of a rnonitor's serial
number, as shown in table 3.1. Pedestal runs were also taken. Pairs of monitor
transmìssìon runs (for example runs 1313 and 1309) were also used to determine the
relative transmission of two monitors. The results of these rrìeasureûìents ale shown
in table 3.6

53

53

1289

I29T

prototype

prototype

trt¿4

air'

posit iori 3

r279

1297

55

53

53

89

¿1,ì I'

55

55

53

air

53

53

,54

5/t

prototype

ail

55

55

TRIPLE

air

The alurninum also contains materials that ìrave a,bsorption cross sections, which are

similarly proportional to time of flight. For low energies, the absorption cross sectious

dominate. At higher energies, attenuation in the aìuminum is dominated by scattering,

which is roughly independent of energy. Bragg scattering, enha,nced attenuation that occurs

at specific times of flight, is also present in the aÌuminum tra,nsrnission spectrum.

,54

54

5/t

,54



Stage Two: Relatiue Signal Al[easure'm,ents

lVith the rnonitor at position 1 left unchanged, the rnonitor at position 2 was switched.

The two sepa,rate signals at position 2 were then compared to each otlier by nonnalization

lo tlre sigrral at position 1, heuce yielding VfVt fron equation (3.34). Table 3.5 shows the

a,t'rangements under which da,ta were taken during this stage of the measurements.

run number

1319

1313

Table 3.5: Data-taking arrangements for stage two of the rnethod. Data runs wele
again taken in pairs. The beam monitor at positìon 2 is changed in order to observe the
relationship between the signal in a thick monitor and the signal in a thin monitor.
The monitor at position 3 is irrelevant. The monitor at position 1 is also not of
ìmpoltance, provided it is not changed between the two measurelnents. The positions
are as shown in figure 3.9. Thìck monitors are indicated by bold type and thin
monitors are indicated by italics. The descriptols 53, 54 and 55 ale the last two
digits of a monitor's serial number, as shown in table 3.1.

position 1

1324

1313

prototype

prototype

1309

1289

prototype

prototype

position 2

90

54

53

ÉttJù

53

position 3

55

53

It is important to note that the relative signal measurements, which were made using

monitors at position 2, are viewed at a different distance from the source than the trans-

mission measurements, which were made using monitors at position 3. For a given time of

flight, the cross section that detennines the measured VlVt is therefore different than the

cross section that determines the measured õ.
When analyzing the measurements of 4 for comparison Io Vf Vtvia equation @}Q,f

was therefore acìjusted to the value that would be viewed at position 2.ñ * position 2 is

sliglrtÌy larger than at position 3, as determined by the dependence of o on L that is given

55

prototype

55

55

atr

55

54

5/t



in equation (3.3).

3.3./n The Analysis

St ag e One: Transm'ission Il,[ easuremen,ts

During this stage of the analysis, the transmission of each of the beam monitors was deter-

urined individually.

It is also worth noting that the data showu in all of the monitor thickness measurements

a,re a\relaged over a small nurnber (tens) of bea,m pulses. Statistical variations in the signal

are more important than systematic variations. The error bars shown in the plots of data

frotn monitor thickness rneasurements are therefore entirely statistical.

Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the logarithrn of the measured transrnìssion of one of the

thin monitors. This neasurernent includes the transmission of the aluminurn electrodes and

walls.

Figure 3.11 shows a plot of the logarithrn of the measured transmission of one of the thick

monitors. Shown is the transmission of the monitor as a whole, as well as the tra,nsmission

with the contents of a thin monitor removed.

Similar linear fits were carried out for all of the transmission measurements that are

shown in table 3.4. The results of these measurements are summarized in table 3.6.

Stage Two: Relati,ue Signal Measurements

ñ and Vf Vt havíng been measurecl, it is possible, by assuming a value of r ancl by applying

equations (3.29) and (3.34), to determine the tìricknesses of both thick and thin monitors.

Propagation of uncertainties will now be discussed. Since the uncertainties in ñ, V/V'

and r are uncorrelated, the uncertainty in Z3 can be expressed using equations (3.38) to

(3.42) where S : r(VlV'). Equation (3.3S) follows from equation (3.34), and equation

(3.40) follows from the assumption that r is approximately unity.

9l

6Tf : (#)' õ52 + (#,)' -26Te (3.38)
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Figure 3.10: TIle transmissioll measulement of a thin monitor, from stage one of the
thickness ìneasulernents. Tliis thin rnonitor is serial number 084154. The slope and
intercept aÌe for a least squares fit to the data beyond a time of flight of 29 ms. The
drop iri tratismission al22 ms arises as a result of Bragg scattering from tlie aluminum
windows. The frame ovel'lap chopper was not in use when these data were taken.
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Figure 3.11: The trausmission measurement of a thick monitor, from stage one of the
thicl<ness tneasurements. This thick monitor has serial number 084153. The first curve
shows the transmìssion data for the thick monìtol alone. The second curve shows the
transmission of the thick monitor, divided by the transmission of a thin monitor. This
tliin rnonitor has serial number 084154, and its data used here are the same as those
showu in figure 3.10. The linear fits were for times of flight greater tlian 29 ms. The
fratne overlap chopper was not in use when these data were taken, which explains the
deviation from the stlaight Ìine at short times of flight. Structures common to the
transmission spectra for the two monitors, such as enhanced attenuatìon due to Bragg
scattering in the aluminum, are not present in the ratio, justifyìng the assumption
that the two monitors are rnade from the same batch of material.
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10

time of flight (ms)

f3 arises due to the fact that the spacing of the electrocles might not be uniformly divided

over the width of the monitor. The ratio lVlV'l is determined time bin by time bin, directly

frorn the beam monitor voltage measurements.

The factor r is assumed to be close to unity since the stoichiometric makeup by chernical

element is assutned to be similar for any two chambers (the TRIPLE monitor is not invoìved



itern 1

54

55

item 2

53

53

atr

53

atr

53

prototype

alI

-0.0017 + 0.0009

intercept

prototype

54

0.0076 + 0.0050

prototype

prototype

rr

0.0045 + 0.0014

TRIPLE

0.0059 + 0.0017

Table 3.6: A summary of beam tnonitor tlansmission rneasuÌ'elnents. Colulnns 3

and 4 show tlie lesults of a linear ìeast squales fit to tlie natural ìogarithrn of tlie
transmission. The transmission of item 2 was divided out from the transmission of
ìtem 1. Thick monitors are indicated by boìd type and thin monitols are indicated
by italics. The descriptors 53, 54 and 55 are the last two digits of a rnonitor's serial
number, as showu in table 3.1. Because of tlie quality of the fits, the uncertainties in
these results ale determined from the fits themselves. Slopes collesponding to pure
3He can be converted to a3He areal density usìng equation (3.3), and the N43 clistance
provided in table 3.3.

atr

-0.0056 + 0.0040

5/t

0.0040 + 0.004r

-0.00289 + 0.0000:l

sìope (rns-r)

55

-0.0024 + 0.0044

-0.00327 + 0.000i4

aÌr

-0.0003 + 0.0038

-0.02972 + 0.00004

-0.0099 + 0.0050

-0.02622 + 0.00005

-0.0220 + 0.0073

-0.02578 + 0.00011
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x2 f d.o.f

-0.00140 + 0.00012

-0.02765 + 0.00013

0.6

in the relative signal analysis). However, it is understood that lhe contents of tlie cha,mbers

varv, and as such, r will vary. This variation in r is due separately to variations in lV and

ln E¿"r.

The W value of a mixture of gases can be determined as a weighted average of the

individual values W¿ of. its n constituents:

-0.02477 + 0.00011

2.0

-0.02438 + 0.00015

0.7

-0.05429 * 0.00022

0.5

r.6

w :ÐT l:P.'Yo.
Ð7 loPo 

)

where P¿ is the partial pressure of the i¿ä constituent, and fi is

large contribution to the variation in the gas contents is assumed

i.4

l.5r

r.3

0.2

1.3

(3.43)

a weighting factor [66]. A

to be due to variations in



the ambient tetnpera,ture at the time of filling. Since the dcnsity of an ideal gas at consta,nt

pÌessure is proportioua,l to teurperzr.ture, a chzurge iu t,ernpc+rat,ure will affect the total gas

density but will not a,ffect the fl'¿rctional representatiou of const,itueut densities. As a result,

va,ria,tions iu tetnpera,ture a,t the t,in-re of lilÌin.g ¿rre not, crxpect,ed to affect I,l/ to a large

exteut. I{owever, r'a,ria,tions in I,,I/ nr¿ry be c¿rnsed l-rv inconsisteucies at the tirne of filling.

Assutning the values of.42.7 eV fol He artcl 36.ir eV for N2 that ¿rle given on p. 42 of [59],

assutniug that fi is ou the order of unity, and ¿rssuurjng that va,riations in paltial pressures

are trot greatet'tha,n 5 %, this gives rise to ¿ìn uncertainty ir11,1rfl\tt that is a,round +4 %.

Not all of the ttncerta,inties in t,he -Ð¿"o caìculation need to be considered for an uncer-

tainty in E¿"rlEt¿.p. This is because sonle soì.u'ces of uncel'taintv such as the existence of

the high voltage a,re expected to contribute equally for bol,h rnonitors. Tlie only sources

of uucertaiuty that are rela,ted to va.ria,tious froln mouitor to nronitol' are the placement

of tlre eìectrodes and the tota,ì pressure. The uncertainty \n E¿"rlEtoep wâs thus assumed

to be 3 %. Adding the uncertainties for IYIIïlt and E¿"rlEto"r, in quadratuÌe, the relative

uncertainty õr lr is 0.A4.

The results from application of equa,tions (3.29) and (3.34) are recorded in table 3.7.

Tìre 3He contents are aveÌages that were calcul¿rted over 47 tinie bins from 29.0 ns t"o 47.8

rns. The relative uncertainty over this Ì'aìlge was consta,nt and the variations in 73 and {
were small compared to the uncerta,iuties. The uncertainties frorn time bin to time bin are

not independent of each other so were not reduced during the averaging.

3.3.5 The transrntssi,on o.f alum,inum,

95

The 3He contents of the beam monitors have now been measurecl using a combination of

transmission and relative signal rneasurements. In this second method, the transmission

of an aluminum block Ís used to correct for the portion of the monitor's transmission that

arises frotn the aluminurn, and thus to verify the accuracy of tlÌe analysis in section 3.3.4.

The satne setup that is displayed in figure 3.9 was used for this measurernent, with the

monitor at position 2 replaced by a 1.035" wide l¡lock of 6061 alurninum alloy. The block

had 6061 staurped ott it, by the rnanufacturer or distributor. The widtli of the block was



thin

monitor

3He content

(1022 rn-2)

54

55

rtr

Table 3.7: Tlie 3He contents of tlie NPDGamrna beam monìtors fi'om a combination
of transmission and reìative signal measureìnents. Each row of this table corresponds
to a pair of monitors that was used in one set of relative signaÌ measureìrìents. The
3He contents are areal number densities for one gap between electrodes (specified at
9.9 mm wide). The areal densities are calculated using the transmissions T3 and T!;
the known distance of M2 from the source; and equation (3.3). The slope at M3 is

calculated usìng equation (3.3) and the M3 distance, and is shown for cornpalison
with iable 3.6. Monitors 55 and 53 are listed twice since, as a consistency check, tlieir
sìgnals were compared to more than one monitor (in the case of monitor 55, the resuÌt
ended up being the sarne). Note that one mole of ideal gas at 0 'C has a number
density of 2.687 x 1025 atorns/rn3 per atrnosphere.

1.01 + 0.07

0.99 + 0.07

0.99 + 0.07

slope at NI3

(ms-1)

0.00055

0.00054

0.00054

thick

rnonitor'

53

É.ÐtJù

prototype

3He content

(1022 rn-2)

determined to be unifonn using a pair of callpers. The result of this measurernent is shown

in figure 3.12.

The measurement in figule 3.12 corresponds to a distance from the source of 21.60 m,

the satne as for the measurements recorded in tables 3.6 and 3.7. Table 3.8 shows the

transmission measurernents from table 3.6 corrected for the presence of the aluminum. The

corrected data were arrived at by subtracting a fraction 0.133 of the aluminurn slope from

the monitor slope. The factor 0.133 corresponds to the ratio between the total width of

aìuminurn in a beam monitor and the width of the block.

In table 3.8, the aluminum-corrected data are compared to the relative signal data from

table 3.7. The comparison dernonstrates good agreement between the two sets of results.

It was concluded that the composition of the block corresponds well to the cornposition of

the aluminum in the monitors.

A discrepancy exists in table 3.8 between the second and third columns for monitor 55.

13.1 + 0.1

12.8 + 0.1

t2.2 + 0.7

slope at M3

(-r-t)

96

0.00710

0.00699

0.00664
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Figure 3.12: A transmission rneasurement of a 1.035" wide block of 6061 aluminum
aìloy. A fit to the data at times of flight greater than 29 ms gives ln(T) :
- (0.0047 + 0.0001) (t/ms) - (0.012 + 0.005) with reduced X' : I.7. The frarne over-
lap chopper was not working when this measurement was made. The ìarge dip at
22 ms occurs due to enhanced attenuation as a result of Bragg scattering from the
crystaÌline aluminum. A Bragg edge at the same time of flight ìs visible due aÌurninum
in the flight path, as shown in figule 3.15.
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Due to the fact that its aluminum-subtracted attenuation is bigger, it seems that monitor 55

has a higher 3He content than monitor 54. In such a case, it is still possible for monitor 53

and monitor 54 to have similar flux-normalized signals if rnonitor 55 contains less tritrogen.

The uncertainty associated with excluding 72 from equation (3.7) was then considered.

Using vaiues that have now been measured (Tz : 0.974, Tá : 0.7t1, T2 : 0.991 and

VfVt : A.742 for monitors 54 and 53 at 47 ms), equation (3.31) with ?z included was

solved using Newton's method. The result for 73 differed from the previously recorded

40 50



rnonitor I r'eìatìve signal I alurninunt subtlacterl

54

55

Table 3.8: A comparison of two methods that were usec'ì to cletelmine tìle 3He content
of the beam monitors. The data shown are the slopes seen at 21.60 m flom tìre soulce
(the M3 distance), in units of s-l. The fir'st data colurrn shows the resuìts frorn table
3.7, whìch were deterrnined using the relative signal measurerrìents. The secolld data
column shows the results of the aluminum correction to the transmission measure-
ments. The uncertainties shown in the second data colurnn are entileìv statistical
and do uot take into account uncertainties associated with unlcnown irnpurities in
the aluminum. The agreement is good (except perhaps for rnonitor 55), alld thus it
is concluded that the aluminum block is of similar cornposìtion to the aìuminum in
the monitors. Note that an ìdeal gas at 0'C has a numbel density of 2.687 x 1025

atoms/m3. For a 9.9 mm wide gap at 2I.60 m from tlie bearn solu'ce) this corresponds
to a slope of 14.4 s-l.

0.55 + 0.04

0.54 + 0.04

0.54 + 0.04

rt
Lrù

prototype

TRIPLE

7.10 + 0.05

6.99 + 0.05

0.56 + 0.01

6.64 + 0.05

not applicabÌe

0.66 + 0.011

7.12 + 0.01
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6.76 + 0.03

value by less than a tenth of a percent. This conclusion was verified to be independent of

whether 72 is caused by absorption or scattering. Ignoring 72 was therefore justified.

3.3.6 Summary

Table 3.9 shows â, summary of the results of the beam monitor thickness nleasurernents. In

arriving at this table, the relative signal results were used. For monitor 53, the avela,ge of

the two results was taken, but the uncertainty was not reduced.

The relative sìgnaÌ method was not used for the TRIPLE monitor siuce doing so would

require amore detailed knowledge of Wf E¿"o for the different gas mixtures. However, since

13.41 + 0.05



the TRIPLE monitor conta,ins a la,rge arnount of 3FIe, its transurission is not affected greatly

b¡' the a,lurninuur 1,hat it contains. It is thus possible to use transmission measurements

a,lone to detennine its 3He content. The a,lnount of aluminlìrn was assuned the sa,me as the

aurounts in the other four monitors, and an uncerta,inty was added that corlesponds to the

l,ransurission of this same aìnount of alurninunl.

By cotnpa,ring tables 3.9 and 3.1, it is possible to compare the specified and measured

3Éle contents. Nlonitor 53 and the plotot.vpe have a partial pressuÌe of approxirnately half an

atmosphere of 3He at room temperature, and the TRIPLE rnonitor contains approximately

one atmosphere at roorn temperature. F\trthemrore, variations in the contents of these three

monitors are around what one would expect frorn variations in temperature at the time of

filling. The tirin monitors, however, have a, rneasured content that is 30 % higher than the

specilied corìtent. It is possible that a limitation of the filling valve or pressure gauge does

luot ailow for accurate filling of low presslìres.

If similar bean monitors are ordered in the future, and if precise knowledge of the con-

tents is desired, it is recommended to 1) order an extra monitor of identical construction

that contains only nitrogen and aHe; and 2) explicitly specify the contents to the manufac-

turer ln units of a number density. Also, it sliould be kept in mind that a large portion of

the uncertainty from the relative signal neasurements arises from the fact that the nitrogen

content has not been measured.
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tnonitor

54

rrJJ

ðó

plototype

TRIPLtr

3He content

lelative signaì | aluminum correctecl I specified

Table 3.9: A surnmary of the beam monitor thickness measurements. Shown is the
content of one 9.9 mm gap of gas in units of (1022 atoms 3He)m-2. The first data
column shows tlre measulements that were made using a combination of transmission
¿r,nd r-elative signal measurements. The second data column shows the results of a
separate method that corrected the transmission of the monitors wìth the transmission
of a separate block of alurninum. Except for the entry colresponding to the TRIPLE
tnonitor, the unceltainties in the second data column are entirely statisticaÌ. The
tliird data column shows the specified contents as a number density in the same
units, corresponding to the pressures in table 3.1 at a temperature of 20 "C.

1.01 + 0.07

0.99 * 0.07

12.98 + 0.09

L2.23 + 0.09

not applicable

100

1.03 * 0.02

1.21 + 0.06

13.07 + 0.02

12.41 + 0.06

24.7 + 0.2

0.73

0.73

12.53

12.53

25.7



3.4 Bearn FIux Measurernents

3.4. 1 Beam,'m,onitor calibration.

Given equation (3.7), it is possible to convert a beam monitor signal into a ureasurement

of bearn flux. FloweveL, in older to do so, some of the quantities shown in equation (3.7)

nust be experimentallv verified. By viewing tlie monitor signal under known couditions,

it should be possible to determine these quantities and thus to provide a calibration of the

rnonitor.

The original intentiou was to calibrate the NPDGaìnrna beam rnonitors at a source

of caliblated neutron flux, e.g. at the National Institute of Standards and Technoìogy

in Gaithersburg, Md. However, since a,n absolute caiibration of the bealn monitors is not

important to meet the goals of the NPDGarnma experiment, and due to time and budgeting

constraints, this option was not pursued.

This section discusses an atternpted absolute calibration of M1 using another method.

I\41 is used since it is mounted directly on the end of the beam guide and therefore sees the

entire beam as it exits from the guide, uncoìlimated and unattenua,ted. The calibration is

carried out by comparing the N41 signal to a Monte Carlo calculation of the absolute flux

from the bearn guide. A surprising discrepancy remains, however, between the resulting

calibration and the expected values of E¿"r, W and Ts. This discrepancy is particularly

surprising since a calibration was performed using a ol,i-doped scintillation counter at an-

other beamÌine (Flight Path 11 at LANSCE) in 2001 with the prototype monitor and no

such discrepancy was observed [67].

The neutrons for the NPDGamma experiment are created when the 800 MeV proton

beam, which arrives from the LANSCE storage ring in 250 ns wide pulses at 50 Hz, strikes

a tungsten spallation target. The high energ-y neutrons from this reaction are slowed by

backscattering from a liquid hydrogen moderator. Assuming constant spallation target

cha,racteristics, constant moderator properties, constant beam transport characteristics, and

consta,nt proton energy, the beam flux that is incident on a monitor is expected to be

proportional to the flux of the proton beam that is incident on the spallation target.

The flux of the proton bearn (the proton current or Ir) that strikes the spallation target
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is measured in units of ¡lA. A pulsed sigral of frequencv proportional t,o t,he ¡r'ot,on current

is sent florn a,ccelera,tor controÌ a.nd received by tìre NPDG¿rn.una rl¿rt¿1. acr¡ttisit,ion svstem.

Tlre proton current signal arrives at a rate of 500 I'Iz per ¡tA of prolorì cLulent, aucl a, sca,ler

is used to count proton current pulses for a period of 45 urs perl br:zrut pttlse. Tìre lesult

is a,n integet lro"u that is stored in the data files, beam pulse by L¡e¿rm puìse, fol lat,er use.

Colrversion of Ira,., to a, currentrin ¡t,A is thus achieved bv the folkrrving folurul¿r:

The hypothesis that beam flux is proportional to the prot,on curreut signal from the

a,ccelerator control loorn wa,s tested by observing the depeudence of the N41 preamplifier

voltage Vl on proton current signal 1o over a rallge of data rrurs. N41 w¿is ttsed since it is

mounted directly on the end of the beam guide and therefore sees unattenuated bea,m.

This inr,'estigation is sumrnalized in figures 3.13 and 3.14. Figure 3.13 shows V1 at

particular tinre bins norma,lized to Ip, plotted versus the run nurnber. Figure 3.14 shows

the proton current plotted versus run number. By visua,lly compa,ring fìgures 3.13 and 3.14,

it can be seen that variations in the normalized I\41 signal a,re urìcorrelated with proton

current, indicating a nea,rìy linear relationship between I and 1r. The proportionality

between I and 1o appears to be good at the ]evel of l5%.

Given this linear relationship, and assuming that it is valid in genera,l, it is possible to

compare the predicted flux fi'orn the M1 signal to a previous rneasrlretneut of the beam flux

at Flight Path 12. Figure 3.15 shows the M1 signal from run 2995, a typical data run that

was randomìy chosen for this purpose. l\,tt1 is the monitor with serial number 084154.

Equation (3.7) indicates a linear relationship between the beam flux ly' t,hat is incident

on the face of a monitor and the output voltage V of its preamplifier. For the purposes of

calibration, equation (3.7) is restated as equations (3.a5) to (3.47).

(Ie I pA) :
(500 Hz)(45 ms)

I,n.r,

t02

V : NQRP (3.45)

A : T1T2eE¿"7,f1'V (3.46)

P : 4$-r]) G.4T)

Ç is ideally independent of the beam monitor, P depends on the rnonitor's 3He content,

(3.44)
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Figure 3.13: Shown plotted in this figure is the M1 signal V (aI 21.04 m from the
moderator), normalized to 100 ¡rA beam current ,Io (plotted is VlI, x 100¡-rA), at
four different time bins, over a range of data runs. The same preamplifier was used

for all of these data runs. This figure shows íhat Vf Io is stable to within about t
5%. The different voltages at different times of flight is explained by the time of flight
dependence of the beam flux and of the capture probability in the beam monitors (see

figures 2.3,3.L5 and 3.17). The anomaly in the range between run 4000 and run 4250

is explained by ihe fact that the frame overlap chopper was not working, therefore
giving rise to a greater monitor signal, particularly at shorter times of flight. These

data runs cover the period of time between March 19th 2004 and April 2I"t 2004.

7.8 ms---'1

3000

103

3500 4000 4500

run number

and 1? depends on the preamplifier. ?3 and N depend on time of flight while Ç and Ã

are independent of time of flight 3. A factor of ?z has been ignored in the defrnition of P

since doing so introduces an inaccuracy that is negligible compared to the uncertainties.

5000

3 Edep was determined in section 3.2.6 to be independent of neutron energ-y and independent of
3He content. TtTz is roughly independent of time of flight and differs from unity by less than 2
%, introducing negligible uncertainty.
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A determination of Q, Ts and Ä is thus a calibration of a beam monitor. The monitor-

depedent quantity 73 was determined in section 3.3. The current section deals with the

monitor-independent quantities A and Q.

The preamplifier gain A was determined by applying a variable DC voltage ,rr1 across

a known resistance lQg and the preamplifier input as shown in figure 3.16. By measuring

u1,u2 ã.rrd u3 for several values of u1 with a precision voltmeter, Â: (us - u2)Rgl@t - uz)

was determined to be 5.90 MO, and independent of u1, with negligible uncertainty.

Figure 3.17 shows a conversion of the data fi'om figure 3.15 to beam flux using equation

(3.7). To convert V lo a quantity that is proportional to beam flux, V is divided by RP.

The time of flight dependence of P can thus be observed by comparing frgures 3.15 and 3.17.

However, the conversion betwcen VIRP and beam flux is undetermined since the scaling

factor Ç has not been measured.

704

Figure 3.14: Proton current versus run number.
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Raw Output From M1 Preamplifier

Figure 3.15: Shown plottecl in this graph is the raw voltage signal from the M1
preamplifier, for 100 time bins between 0 and 40 ms after the beginning of a beam
pulse. These particular data are from run 2995. The signal shown is averaged over

10,000 beam pulses, and so the statistical error bars are too small to show. Drops in
the voltage are visible at 2I.5 ms and aI 24.5 ms. These drops arise from enhanced

beam attenuation that is due to Bragg scattering from aluminum in the flight path.
Higher order Bragg edges exist at shorter times of flight, but are only visible at higher
time resolutions. The front of the blades of the frame overlap chopper can be seen to
be sweeping through the beam between the two vertical lines near 30 ms. The proton
current had an average value of 129 p,A and had a pulse-to-pulse standard deviation
of 7 p,A during run 2995.
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As a determination of Ç, the result is compared to a Monte Carlo calculation [41] that

is based on an absolute measurement of the beam flux [42] . This earlier measurement was

performed using a 6Li-doped scintilÌation counter (of which the efficiency for neutron capture

is known) at a time when only the fust 8 meters of beam guide had been installed. The

Monte Carlo calculation uses this result to predict the flux at 100 ¡r,A proton current after

lvr
Jll



Figure 3.16: A preamplifier gain rreasurernent. The pleamplifier of gaìn ,R ìs repre-
sented schematicaìly by the components ìnside the cilcìe. The resistor Ës is of l<nown

resistance. Tlie DC voÌtage u1 is varied and ut, u2, ârlcì rr3 âr.€ rneasured.

preamplifier

the beam has passed through the rernaiuing length of the guide. Q can thus be determined

by normalizing the monitor signal to 100 pA proton curì'ent (bv dividing I/ in figure 3.15

by 1.29), and by then comparing it to tìre Monte Carlo.

A sample determination of Q is carried out here at 15 ms tirne of flight. The Monte

Carìopredicts N :2.8 x 1010 neutrons/s. Equation (3.3) provides o:8380+10 bat

the M1 distance of.2I.04 m. Thus P:0.012+ 0.001 using n: (1.01 + 0.07) " 1922 ,n-2

from table 3.9. V : 2.28 V from figure 3.15 thus yields I : (5000 È 700)e, taking into

account an B % uncertainty in the 6Li measurernent and assuming a 10% uncertainty in the

MonteCarlo. Assuming Ed,.p:470+20keV andTtTz ry0.9BS,thisyieldsavaìueforW

of 93 -| 14 eV. This value of W is in unequivocal disagreernent with the va,lues in the range

of 30-40 eV that are quoted in textbooks [59, 64]. An exa,rnination of figure 3.17 shows that

the discrepancy cornes from an overall norma,lization factor since the shape of the Monte

Carlo and the shape of the monitor flux measurernent agree. The source of tliis discrepaucy

has not yet been determined.
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Figure 3.17: Time of flight spectloscopy using Ml. The triangular data points are

the same data that are shown in figure 3.15, converted to beam flux by application of
equation (3.7), and normalized to 100 ¡rA proton clrrrent. The data points with error
bars are a Monte Carlo calculation [41] that is based on an absolute measurement

of the beam flux that was performed during the commissioning of Flight Path 12

[a2]. The Monte Carlo was carried out at a proton current of 100 ¡-l4. Application
of equation (3.45) to the data from figure 3.15 is limited by the existence of the
undetermined constant Q. Comparison of the two sets of data yields a determination
of Q and hence a calibration of the beam monitors.
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3./r.2 Noi,se i,n a single beam mon'itor

Referring to equation (3.7), the signal from a beam monitor preamplifler is proportional to

several factors that can be represented as separate soulces of noise. The goal of this section

is to predict the signal variations that are expected from these soulces of noise and to

compare this to observation. For the purposes of this section, equation (3.7) is re-expressed



where the new quantity Pca7., will soon be introduced. Contributions to noise will

sented as or to denote the stalldard deviation of a, cont,r'ibut,ing variable z.

The processes that determine the couversiou of zr ploton from the storage ring to a

neutron capture in a beam tnouitor are sta.tistical in rìatuì'e a.nd ¿r,r'e detenniued by the

number of spalÌation neutrons created pel incident prot,on; bv [he plobability for scattering

from the moderator; by the probabiÌity for transmission through the guide and apparatus;

and by the probability for capture in [he monit,or.

As explained in section 3.1.6, the bea,n-l monitor voìt,zr,ge signal is stored by the NPDGamma

data acquisition after being integrated over each of 100 time bins of 0.4 ms duration. Allow

N"o, to be defined a*s the number of neutrons czrptured duling one time bin. The pro-

portionality between 1o and N.np is defined as P.o, = N.orf Ir. \,Vith /p held constant,

op.op/P"op: oNrop/Nrop. While o¡, r'aries frorn ruu to run depending on the conditions of

tlre acceìerator, oproo is thus determined by counting statistics.

The third factor from equation (3.7) to be considered is E¿"r: Ihe average energy cìe-

posited per neutron ca,pture event for one pa,rticuiar bea,rn pulse at one particular time bin.

From neutron capture to neutron capture, the varia,tion in deposited energy is determined

by the geometly of the ca,pture region and was calculated in section 3.2. Since the num-

ber of neutrons captured during one time bin is finite, the a,mount of energy deposited in

the beam monitors over a given time bin varies from pulse to pulse, even at constant rate

of neutron detection. As was discussecl in seclion 3.2, the variation in É¿"o is given by

ald.p: os¿.rlJN."o where oB¿"o is the va,riation in E¿"o from neutron to neutron. The

average values of E¿", and. oB¿", are sta,tecl on page 82.

The fourth factor to be considered is W, the average arnount of energy required to

separate an electron-hole pair in the gas rnixtule. The variation in LV from neutron capture

to neutron capture is diminished as a result of the fact that approximately 104 ionization

events occur per neutron captule (l4z is approximately 40 eV, and E¿"o \s 470 keV). It is

assumed that the va,riation olv from ionization to ionization is not larger than !7 itself. The

v : Ipp"npo#tr.
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(3.48)

be repre-



leleva,nt qLÌaìltity, or4, l(W JM) where N" is the number of ionizations per neutron capture,

is t.lrcrrefore at least a,n order of magnitude sn-laller tltan o B¿"rl Ea"r.

'Ihe final quantity to be considered is R, the gain of the pleamplifier. Contributions

lronr this solrrce of noise can be studied by obsen,ing the pedestals. The standard deviation

in tìre pedestal a,t one time bin fron pulse to puìse was found to exist at the level of less

t,han 1 mV. which. for signals that are measuled in volts, is significantly less than the other

varia,tions that a,re being discussed.

Sutnrna,rizing the sources of noise that have been discussed, tlie total variation in a beam

monitor signal V is given by:

wlrere oNcap is given by statistics to be \F""n It is possible to ignore variations in 17 and

-R for reasons that are previously discussed. This simplification yields:

(+)' : @'.(H#)'.(#)'
/ \ 2 t 

-r 
2

+ ( r Y*zl *¡/-f ov'l'/N"\r_ \@8,_)_\/e; * )
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Using tlre vaìues for E¿"o and oB¿", that are stated on page 82, noise intrinsic to the beam

monitors is expected to exist a factor of 1.19 above counting statistics (i.e. 1.19//N instead

or tl{Ñ).
Figure 3.18 shows the variation in the M1 preamplifier signal over a data run of 10,000

beam pulses. Tlie distribution is visibìy Gaussian in shape, but has a standard deviation

that is larger than would be expected purely from counting statistics and variations in ,Ð¿"o.

This larger standard deviation is most likely caused by fluctuations in beam flux throughout

tlre data run. It is not possible to verify that o¡, accounts for the entire discrepancy since it

was not detennined how 1o is measured before being sent by the accelerator central control.

(+)' : e)'+*('.(ffi)')

(3.4e)

(3.50)
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Figure 3.18: A histogram of the M1 preamplifier signal at the tirne bin that ìies
between 15.6 and 16.0 ms. Each count corresponds to a voìtage that was lecorded
at that time bin during one of the beam pulses. The entile 10,000 pulses fi'om data
run 2317 are histogrammed. Over this data run, the ploton curlent had an a\¡erage
value of 127.7 pA and a reìatively srnall standard deviatìon of 0.7 ¡rA (this standard
devìation cannot be easìly cornpared to the standard deviation on this grapìr since
ìt ìs not known how 1o is averaged before being sent as a signal to the NPDGamma
data acquisition system).
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3./r.3 Noi,se that i,s uncorrelated between two beam moni,tors

By observing the signaì from two monitors that are simultaneously in the bearn, it is pos-

sible to elirninate noise that is

fluctuations in beam intensity.

monitor signals:

.+
ì'nt-. 

_

common to the two monitors, and that is therefore due to

Equation (3.48) can be used to give the ratio between two



If I/r and V2 aîe alwavs observed during the sanre beaur puìse, then IpllIn,z is unity

witlr a standard deviation of zero. Variations in Iì,1/l'12 and RtlRz will be ignored for

reasons tha,t were cliscussecl in section 3.-1.2. Flowever'. ly'.r, and É¿"o will vary inclependentlv

betweelr the two monitors in a signific¿ìììt, way. E¡.,, rìrìrì o6,¡o, t\.r'ê expectecì to be the sa,me

for tlre two mouitors, so the standard deviation ctf V'1 lV2 call be represented as:

(i)': (.;. '"}) (' 
- G#)') :,'n (,.;' 

'}) 
(352)

In this aualysis, the signals of N41 and I\,12 wilì be st,udied during the tirne bin centered

aL 16.2 ms. The prearnp gains of N,f 1 and N'12 were nreasured to be 5.90 IVIfI and 5.85 MCI

respectively. Furthermore, during the reìative signaì anz'lÌvsis, the Ntll and M2 signals were

found to be virtuaìly indistinguishable with the sarìre prearnplifier, beam flux and beam

energy. The beam energy that is observed bv N{2 at 16.2 ms is the bearn energy that is

observed by Ml at a time that is 0.3 ms (less than the width of a tirne bin) earlier. This is

due to the fact t,hat M1 and M2 a,re 35 cm a,pa,rt and tìle fact that M1 is 21 rn away from

the moderator. The bearn flux does not change significantly over 0.3 ms at 16.2 ms (see

figure 3.17), so it is assumed that the following relationship is valid to within 1 %:

o=#:(#)(-.,tr) (#i) (#) (#)
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where .Ày's refers to incident flux.

(3.51)

Over a 0.3 rns tirne period at around 16.2 ms, tÌre ca,pture probabilities in M1 and M2

do not change by more than 2 %. If No is replaced with ly'"oo, then equation (3.53) is good

to within 10 % (due to the uncertainties in table 3.9). With this in mind, equation (3.52)

becomes:

l op\2 1.19 ( . 14 \(F) : **^ (t - ø, (3 54)

Allow the subscript 1 to refer to NI1 and the subscript 2 to refer to M2. Figure 3.19

shows VzlV histogramned from pulse to pulse at the tirne bin that is centered at 16.2 ms.

The 10,000 beam pulses from data run 5639 are histogramrned. Shown also is a, Gaussian

No,r _ Vl

No,z - Vz '
(3.53)



witlr ø - 0.00585 and /¿:0.8.i,1. From this figure, it ca,n be concluded that VtlVz:1.18.

From tlie NIonte C.l¿rrlo that is sltowu in figure 3.17, fi'orn table 3.9, frorn the proton curÌent

of 122 ¡rA, and fronr equat,icin (3.3), ÀL¿p,r is ¡rredicted to be 2.5x105. From equa,tion (3.54),

the pledicted noise is therefore oF/F:0.0032. The observed noise, oFlF:0.0069, is a

bit more tìra,n a, factol' of t,wo l:rrger t,hau this.
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Figure 3.19: A liistoglam showing noise in the ratio between two beam monitor
signals. The M2/M1 ratio at the 13.8 ms time bin was histogrammed for 10,000
beam puìses over data run 5639. During tliis data run, the polarizer cell was not in
the beam, so the difference in Ml and M2 signals arises as a result of attenuation
from M1 and tlie oven walls. Error bars are statistical.
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The obsened noise is therefore larger than that predicted by counting statistics from

the N¡lonte Carlo and by va,riations in E¿"o. If the discrepancy in the value of W thal

is discr"rssed on pa,ge 106 is caused by a lower tha,n expected beam flux, then this would

account for nearly aìl of the extra noise. It is also possible that less charge is being collected

per neutrou tltan expected. This could occur if the rnonitors were to contain less nitrogen
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than specified. Such a discrepancy would not be observable since nitrogen has a srnall

cross section for interaction with neutrons. In such a case, E¿"p would be srn¿rller tìran was

calculated and o B¿", would be larger tha,n was calculated. This situation would aìso give

rise to higher noise and a srnaller obsened flux.

By cornparing figures 3.18 and 3.19, it can be seen that noise inherently in the bearn

lnonitors is srnaller than the noise that is inherently in the bea,m. Furthermore, given the

high beam flux, this level of uoise is ,,'ery a,ccepta,ble.
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BEAM MONITOR POLAR,IMETRY

4,7 Introduction to Polafization Measurements

The neutron bearn fol NPDGa,mma is poìarized using a 3He neutrou spiu fiìter, the concept

of which was introduced in section 2.5. The usefuìness of this type of bearn polarizer arises

from the spin-dependent cross section of the n +3 He reaction.

As was discussed in section 3.7.2,Ihe cross-section for neutrons on 3FIe is very Ìarge and

almost exclusively passes tìrrough the (n, p) channel with 764 keV of kinetic energy released.

Due to the fact that the rea,ction occurs via a J" : 0l resona,nce, the cross sectiou is very

strongly spin dependent. Both the neutron and the 3He nucleus have total internal a,ngular

nromentum and parity of J" : T+ . The n-3He cha,rge excha,nge react,iou therefore oulv

occurs when the two spins are a,ntiparallel.

Due to the tendency for polarized 3He to almost exclusively remove neutrons of one

particular spin state from the bearn, and to leave neutrons of the other spin state virtually

unaffected, polarized 3He is a, \¡ery effective spin filter [68]. One convenient aspect of these

spin filters is that the polarization of an initially unpolarized neutron beam as it exits

the filter can be determined by performing transmission rnea,surernents on the 3FIe cell.

Furtherlnore, for diagnostic purposes, the same transmission lneasurements ca,n be used to

determine the polarization of the 3He.

Consider a neutrorì that wiÌl be found to exist in the l*) state. Tìre probability for

interaction with a 3He nucleus in the l*) state is a,ssumed to be zero while for a 3He nucleus

in the l-) state it is linite. The probability for such a neutron to be transmitted tÌrrough a

volume of 3He is given by:

Chapter 4
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T+ : erp(-n-zop) - etap (-na (1 - Pz) o) (1.1)



where: op : 2o is the cross section for neutron a,nd 3He of opposite spin states; n+s is the

areal derrsity ol3He in the li) state; n3: n+3I n_s: and P3 is tìre 3He pola,rization that

is defined b"y-:

Similarly, the probability for transnission of a neutron that will be found to exist in the

l-) state is given by:

An uupolarized beam is cornposed 50% of neutrons that will be found to exist in the l+)

sta,te and 50% of neutrons that will be found to exist in the l-) siate. Equations (4.1) and

(a.3) vield a simple expression for the transmissiott T3,p of an initially unpolarized beam

through a region of polarized 3FIe:

Pz: n+s - n-s

T- - et:p en+sop) - errp (-ne (1 + fu) o)

n+z * n-z

An expression for the polarization of the beam downstream of the celì

(2.4)) can be similarly determined:
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T3,p:

Equation (4.4) for an unpolarized cell is reduced to:

?a.o : erq(-nso).

T++T_

It thus follows that ø is the cross section relevant for describing the transmission of an

unpolarized beam through unpolarized 3He. This cross section is therefore the one for

which the rneasurement has been quoted in equation (3.2).

Using tlie identity tanh2r : I- sechzn,lhe bea,rn polarization can be expressed in terms

of tlre ratio of transmissions, Ts,sfTs,p:

: erp(-nzo)cosh(qo ft).

(4.2)

Pn.:
T+-T-
T++T-

(4.3)

: tanh(nsoPs).

(4.4)

(P", from equation

(4.5)

(æ)'

(4.6)

(4.7)



Equation (a.7) is useful since it allows for the polarization of the beam to be determined

in tenns of ratios of transmission probabilities that are measurable using the bea,ln rnonitols.

Furthennore, these beam uronitor measuremeuts may be made simultaneously with gamrna

asynmetry measulernents. Despite the fact that the preamplifier ga,ins, the beam flux, the

3He concentlation, the sFIe cross-section and the 3He pola,rization all affect measurerrìents

tlrat are rnade individually in the application of equation (4.7), it is not, necessary to know

auy of tltese quantities to detennine beam polarization. It must only be assured that the

single quantity that changes between the two rneasurements is P3. Furtherrnore, since the

tra,usmissions of any other iutervening materials a,re independent of the sFIe polarization,

only tlre factor Te,olTs,p will survive a ra,tio betweeu transmission measurements 1.

Some limitations of equation (4.7) should be noted. Flrst of all, it cannot be used if

more tha,u one neutron energy is present in the bea,m at once. Also, transrnissiorl rneasure-

metrts can only determine the absolute value of polarization; to determine the sign of the

poÌarizatiou it is necessary to know the helicity of the light that is used to optically pump

the rubidiurn in tìre cell.

4.2 The Method of a Polarízatíon Measurernent

4.2.1 The beam polari,zati,on
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For regular gamma asymmetry data-taking, the apparatus is set up as shown in figure

2.1. Throughout asymmetry data-taking, beam polarization measurements a,re made. Pho-

tographs of the aspects of the apparatus that are relevant to polarimetry can be found by

referring to figures 2.4 and 2.5. A diagram of the materials present in the beam between

M1 and M2 during data taking is shown in figure 4.6.

At a time before a series of gamma asymmetry data runs are taken, an initial 3He

transmission rneasurement is made with the polarizer cell unpolarized. Vtp and V2,s are

the pedestal-subtracted voltage signals that are obtained from M1 and M2 respectively at

this time. Using sirnilar conventions to those used in equations (3.15), these voltages can

llt is true that scattering does not cancel perfectly, but it is shown in section 4.4 lhat this effect
is not of significance for NPDGamma polarimetry measurements.



be expressed as given in equations (a.8) and (.1.9) where À¡ is the flux illcident on i\41; ÍtRt
and f2R2 a,re the gains of the tu'o n-touitot'-pt'earnp combinations: ct wouìd be the ratio of

the two volta,ges in a situatìon wìrere the t,u'o nronit.or-prea.mp courbinations are identicai

and the a,ttenuating ma,teri¿r.ls bet,weeu tirenr arc ronovtd; and ú : Tz?¿ where 72 is the

tra,ustnission of the oven walÌs and 7a is fhe tr'¿rnsmission of tìre cell waìls (see figure 4.6).

At a time after the 3He cell has been polarized, beam polaliza,tion lneasuretnents are

tnade. Let the pedestal-subtracted N,l1 and N42 signals that are obtained at this time be

referled to as I/r,p andV2,p respectively. As the celì is polarized,Ts,s changes toTe,p and N

in general mav take on a differeut va,lue, which is referrecl to as Ñ. None of tìre properties of

M1, M2, or of the polarizer are adjusted during data taking, so 7r,p andVz,p are expressed

as shown in equa,tions (4.10) and (4.11).

Vt.o

Vz.o

,\,ll /11

N atT3.0f2R2

To determine the ratio of transmissions of unpolarized to polarized 3FIe in the cell,

is sufficient to calculate the ratio involving four pedestal-subtracted voltage signals that

given by:

rt7

Vz,o/Vt,o

Vz,p lVt,p

/r.2.2 The 3 He polarizati,on

vt,p

Vz.p

After the beam polarization has been determined, it is possible to determine the 3He polar-

ization as well. At another time before daia-taking has ended, the polarizer cell is removed

from the apparatus, but everything else including the oven is left untouched. The pedestal-

subtracted voltage signals at this tirne a,re given by Iz1 and l//. F]orn equation (3.16), the

product T¿Ts,o can be found:

N ÍtRt

ÑaLT1p,f2R2

(4.8)

(4.e)

Nr,utT3.sf2&zlN hBt

-

NatTs,pf2fuz/N hRt
Tz,o

Ts,p

(4.10)

(4.11)

Vz.o/Vt.o

V{]TC: 'I4r3'o'

it

is

(4.12)

(4.13)



With knowìedge of the properties of the glass that

of 74, it is thus possibìe using equa,tions (4.5), (4.6)

izat,ioll.

4.3 An Example of a Polafization Measurernent

4 .3. 1 Selectin g the. d,ata

The purpose of tìris discussion is to illustrate the rnethod of a

Tìre data runs tha,t will be discussed, and a short explana,tion

table 4.1. All of these data runs were taken at a time when the

in use.

the 3I{e cell is composed of, a,nd hence

and (4.13) to determine the 3He polar-

between N41 and M2
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unpolarized ceìl

Tabìe 4.1: The data ruus that were selected for a sample polarization measurement.
Runs 2995 and 2709 are used to determine the beam polarization. Runs 5632 and
5639 are used to determine the transmission of the unpolarized cell (including the
transrnission of its glass walls). Runs 5517 and 5519 are used to determine the trans-
mission of a 3.5 mm thick window of G8180 glass. These final two data runs can be
used to provide knowledge of the transmission of the cell walÌs which are composed of
GE180 glass. Gtr180 is aspecial type of glass that does not contain boron. Runs 2995
alid 5639 ale ìnterchangeable. Run 2709 is one of many that could have been used,
but was picked landornly as a lepresentative of a typical set of data witli polarìzed
beam. All of the data runs shown above have a corresponding pedestal run that was
taken within a few hours time from the data run itself.

poìalized cell

unpolar'ìzed cell

polarization measurement.

of thern, can be found in

frame overlap chopper was

oven

G8180 glass window

run number

no G8180 glass window

no

oven

cell

oven

2995

oven

2709

5632

5639

5517

55 19



/n.3.2 A 'm,easu're'ment of beam polarization

Figure 4.1 shows fhe signal from l42, normalized to the sa,ne proton curreut, under t,he con-

ditions when: 1) tlìe polarizer ceìl is poÌarized; and 2) the polarizer cell is unpcllarized. The

purpose of this figure is to provide an iìlustration of the polarization-dependent transrnission

of the 3He cell.

The transrnissiou of 3He is dependent on its a,rea,l density and on its polarization (see

section 4.1). The effect of the f¿rctor enp(-nso) fron equation (4.4) canrìot be seen in figure

4.1sitrce it is common to the two plots. However, the effect of the factor cosh(nsoP3) can be

seen due to its dependence on P3. At short times of flight, ø approa,clies zero, so the elïect

of this factor is small. Flowever, as ø increases linearly with time of flight, the effect of this

factor, and hence the polarization dependence of the transmission through the pola,rizer,

becomes more impoltant.

As was discussed in section 4.1, it is the ratio of the flux at N¡12 under these separate

conditions that allows for a determination of the bearn pola,rization Pr. in order to determine

P,,, equations (a.7) and (4.12) wele applied once per time bin to tlie pedestal-subtracted

data.

The result is shown plotted in figure 4.2. A fit is also shown of the function from

equation (4.5). Some general features are worth noting. First of all, the data tend to

deviate above the curve for short times of flight and below the curve for long times of flight.

This behaviour has not been explained, although it should not be due to the curvature of

the ceÌl or interference frorn scattering, as is explained in sections 4.4 and 4.5. Qualitativelv,

this behaviour is consistent with the observation that low energy neutrons from two pulses

previous may be present in the beam. One would expect an admixture of low energy

neutrons to dirninish the ratio TolTp (see figure 4.1), thus increasing the measured value

of the polarization. This effect should be the largest at short times of flight since this is

when the high energy neutrons leave only a small signaì in the monitors, and since this is

when the population of overlapping neutrons is the largest. However, this possibility was

not investigated in any quantitative marurer.

The fit shown in figure 4.2 was determined using the hyperbolic arcta,ngent of the data
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Figure 4.1: Plots showing the polarization-dependent signal in M2. These plots show

the monitor signals averaged over 10,000 pulses, so the statistical error bars are too
small to display. These two plots are normalized to the same proton current and so

can be used to demonstrate the polarization-dependent transmission of the 3He cell.

It is the ratio between these two signals that allows for the beam polarization to be

determined. Note that the normaiization could also have been done using the M1
signal, as is done in the analysis that follows. Normalizalion to proton current or M1
is essentially equivalent for these two runs (see flgure 3.13).
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points shown and a least squares fit to a straight line. A straight line with zero intercept:

is expected, where ??3 and P3 are constants and ø is proportional to time of flight.

The method of the linear fit is explained in fi.gure 4.3. The result is:

noP3 - (0.033 + 0.001 ms-1)t. (4.15)

arctanh (,trH) : nzoPs (4.14)
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Figure 4.2: Beam polarization measured as a function of time of flight, using data
that is shown in table 4.1. The statistical error bars are too small to be shown. The
effects of scattering and cell curvature on this measlrrement were investigated, and

were found to be negligible. The fit has a tendency to be below the data at short
times of flight and above the data at long times of flight. These deviations, including
the specific behaviour of the large deviations at short times of flight, are reproduced
for other data runs, but have not been quantitatively explained. The times of flight
relevant for a measurement of .4., using liquid hydrogen are at greater than 12.5 ms

which corresponds to 15 meV.
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This provides an expression for the beam polarization:

15 20 25

where ú is time of flight, ¿ : 0.033 ms-1 and ôa : 0.001 ms-l. The relative uncertainty

in P, is therefore approximately 2 % and roughly independent of time of flight. This

uncertainty is sufficient for a measurement of. A^, at the proposed precision. If the nature of

the deviation from the fit at short times of flight is understood, then this uncertainty may

Pn : tanh(a¿) + [1 - tanh2 (at)) tõa,

30

(4.16)



decrease considerably.
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Figure 4.3: The hyperbolic arctangent of beam polarization is expected to be linearly
proportional to time of flight (t) as shown in equation (4.14). Two linear fitting
methods were performed of arctanh(P*) versus ú in order to determine an uncertainty
for Pn. The first method was a least squares fit between24.2 ms and 28.6 ms that did
not impose restrictions on the intercept and that yielded o,rctanh(Pn) : 0.033+0.032t.
The second method was â least squares fit between 10.6 ms and 28.6 ms that was

forced to pass through the origin. The second method yielcled arctanh(Pn) : 0.033¿.

The graph above shows these two fits along with the data. As it is expected from

equation (4.14), the intercept was assumed to be zero. The variation in the slope was

then taken to give the uncertainty in the frt. The result is stated in equation (4.15).
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4.3.3 A measurement of thesHe polarizati.on

As described in section 4.3.2, a value for noP3has now been determined. It is thus possible

to determine P3 by measuring r¿. This discussion involves the 3He cell that was used during

the commissioning run, and that is referred T,o as BooBoo.

30



hr order to deternrine r¿, t,he translnissiou of the unpolalized cell was rneasured. The

logarithm of the transurission of uu¡>olarized 3FIe versì.rs tirne of flight is expected to be a

stlaight line pa.ssing lhror-rgh t,he oli¡1in, with slope proportional to n. Tìre propoltionality

constant, is rletenninecl bv the distance I fron-r t,he urodera,tor, a,nd by equation (3.3).

IIowever, the celì has waììs tìl¿rt are r:ornposed of Gtr180 gla.ss, a,ud that therefore also

attenua,te the bean-1. Gtr180 is a s¡recizrl tvpe of glass that does not conta,in boron. This

type of gla.ss is desirabìe siuce boron has a, la,rge cross-section for neutrou absorption. The

presence of borou would thel'efore give rise to unnecessary a,ttenuatioll of the beam. In

addition, since the boron cross sect,ion is a,lso proportional to time of flight, the existence

of an unknown quautitv of boron would introduce uncertainties during the measurement of

the cell's 3FIe content.

In order to extra.ct a, 3lle content from the unpolarized cell tra,nsrnission measurerlent,

the tra,nsmission of the celì wa,lls lnust be corrected for. In order to do so, the transmission

of a window of Gtr180 glass [69] was rneasured using the standard bearn monitor method

of section 3.1.8. The resuìt of thìs tneasurelllent is shown in figure 4.4. The transmission of

the gla-ss depends rnuch less on tirne of flight tl-ran the 3He does, and so a determination of

the 3He content is only slightly aflected by uncelta,inties associated with the glass.

There is a unique linear combination of glass and 3He transmissions that corresponds

to a given transmission measurement. This ca,n be stated as:

t23

where 7s is the directly measured t,ra,nsmission of the whole cell, 75 is the directly rneasured

transmission of the sample glass window, / is a fa,ctor that depends on the amount of glass

in tlre cell ((G)/ : (Ts)2, see figure 4.6), ancl ?3 is the transmission of the 3He aìone.

Equation (4.17) can be taken adva,ntage of in order to determine both the 3He areal

density and glass thickness. This was calried out by performing linear fits of ln(Ts) versus

ln(Ts) - f ln(:15) for variable va,lues of /. For each value of /, four fits were perfortned over

tlre following time of flight ra,nges: 8.2 rns to 28.2 ms, 8.2 ms to 18.2 ms, 18.2 ms Io 28.2

ms, and 14.2 ms to 23.0 rns. The variation of the slope and intercept over these regions

allowed for a detennina,lion of their uncertainties.

Ln(Ts) : Ln(To) - fln(Ts), (4.17)
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Figure 4.4: This transmission measurement of a 3.5 mm thick GE180 window was

carried out using M3 normalized to M2 and so corresponds to a different distance from
the source than the other measurements discussed in this chapter. This difference \Mas

corrected for by ïescaling the time axis of the glass data. It's interesting to note that
the transmission increases stightly at long times of flight, despite the expectation that
smail amounts of absorption would cause the cross section to increase slightly. This
observation might be explainecl by the fact that glass is not entirely amorphous, and

so the transmission may depend on effects from diffraction.
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It was determined that the quality of the fit wâs not affected by the value of /. Instead,

the thickness of the glass was determined by forcing the intercept to be zero. An average

intercept of zero was found to occur for 6.0 mm glass thickness, and the largest deviation

of the four fits from zero corresponded to 0.5 mm. Due to the fact that the composition of

the glass is likety to vary from sample to sample, and since the cell and window were not

necessarily made from the same batch of glass, the vaÌue for the glass thickness is stated as

6 * lmm. This value is consistent with the thickness of 3-4 mm per wall that was estimated

by the builders of the cell [70].
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These data show a remarkably linear dependence on time of flight and are confirmation
of the fact that a varies inversely with neutron speed.
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The slope for a glass thickness of 6.0 mm was determined to have an average value over

the four fits of 0.0714 ms-1 and a variation of 0.0004 ms-l. Another uncertainty that was

taken into account was the lack of knowledge of the M1 pedestal (see p. 60). Using the

offset from the chopper-closed signal as opposed to the shutter-closed signal gave rise to

a difference in the slope of 0.2 %. Finally it was observed that changing the value of /
not only changed the intercept but also the slope. Changing the glass thickness by 1 mm

affected the slope by about 0.4 %. Combining these sourccs of uncertainty in quadrature

and being generous for thc sake of caution gives a slope of

time of flight at 2l.4 meters

15 20 25 30

no :0.0774i 0.0009 ms-l (4.18)



For a distance to the source of 21.4 ureters, this corres¡ronds to nø:.1.85 amagaf.cm (one

amaga,t is the density of an ideaì gas at STP).

It is now possible to determine the 3FIe polarization. Clourblning t,hcì t'esults from equa-

tions (21.15) and (4.18), the 3He polarizatiorl v¿¿15 ¡lp{,ernnined to be 0..16 * 0.01. By using

this method it is possible to know at a,ny tiure during arì asvmnìot,r'v nreasì.n'eìllent whether

the polarizer is functioning at the appropriate level.

This polarization is lower than was expected given bench t,esls that had been perfonned

earlier. Later measurements have shown 3He polarizations as high as 57 t/a 
17I,721. However,

tlre 3He polarization appears to be unstable and vaLies bet,ween 30 % and 57 %. Work is

underway to improve the long-telm stability of the 3I-Ie polarizat,jon.
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4.4 Effects frorn scatterÍng on beam rnonitor polarirnetry rneasurements

4.4. I In.troduclton.

This section addlesses the probleur of ueutrou sca,t,tering in a,nd around the 3He spin filter.

As explained in previous sect,ions of this chapter, neutrorì and 3He pola,rization ìneasure-

rnents are rnade using beaur uronitor l¿l.t.ir¡s to det,ernine the transmission of the polarizer

cell. This rreaslrrerìlent can onlr, be exact ilt,he translnission is determined of the 3He inside

the polarizer a,lone, or if the t,rauslnissiou from ot,ìrer materials cancels out of the ratio.

Ideallv, the solid angìes subtenrlecl bv N41 and N'12 about tire sources of scattering would

be sufficiently small for scatteled neutl'ons to uot contribute to monitor signals. In such

a case, scattered neutrons coulcl be treated in the sarne marìner as absorbed neutrons.

Howevel, in the NPDGaulma, erppara,tus, t.he cell is bracketed between the two monitors,

as shown in figure 4.6 which sllorvs the setup that was used during data-taking in March

of 2004. Since there are sca,t,t,ering rna,t,erials located between the two monitors, it is not

irnmediateìy obvious whether equa,[ion (4.7) can be used without applying a correction to

the result.

In this section, the setup of the a,pparatus a,round the polarizer a,nd M1 and M2 is

analyzed, in order to arrive a,t an estimate of the a,mount of scattering. Applying the results

from sectiou 4.3, values for the beam polarization and cell thickness are assumed. With

knowledge of this infonnation, calculations are done in order to compare the true beam

polarization to the beam pola,riza,tion as it would be measured using the beam monitors.

The conclusion a,rrived a,t fron this analysis is that scattering affects both the neutron and

3He polarization rneasurements bv a negligible amount.

4./n.2 An est'i'm,ate of the effect o.f neutron scattering on the polarimetry n'tez.sure-

m,ents

T27

The matelials (other than 3He) that exist close to the bearn monitors during a polarization

rreaslrrernent a,re: 1) Two 3-4 mrn thick cell walls, made from Gtr180 glass; 2) Two 2 mm

thick oven walls, ma,de of pure silicon, and 3) 3.5 rnm of aluminum inside the monitors



-35cm

Figure 4.6: A diagram that includes consideration of scattering materials that are
present during a polarization measurement. Monitors M1 and M2 are used to mea-

sure the transmission of the polarizer cell. T1 is the transmission of M1. T3 is the
transmission of the 3He inside the polarizer, T2 is the transmission of the silicon walls

of the polarizer oven, and Ta is the tr-ansmission of the GEi80 glass walls of the
polarizer cell.

3-He cell
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themselves. A fraction of the beam is lost in all of these materials, primarily as a result of

scattering.

Flom observations of the ratio of M1 and M2 signals during run 5639 (see figure 3.19),

and correcting for the transmission of M1, the transmission of one of the oven windows

is approximately 0.94. Observations of transmission of a block of aluminum (see section

3.3.5) provide fol the estimate for transmission of 3.5 mm of aluminum to be approximately

0.97. The transmission of the monitors is dependent on energy due to the 3He that they

contain, but for the purposes of this discussion, the total transmission of the monitols will



be taken to be 0.95, independertt of energy. I{ere fi is used to denote the probability for

tra,nsrnission through the whole monitor and 7{ is used to denote the probabilitv fol' not

beiug scatl,ered fron the monitor'. The transmission of a, 3.5 urr. thick window of GE180

glass was measured using fhe beam rnonitors a,nd was found to va,ry (over the euergies ,1

tneV to 50 rneV) between 0.92 and 0.93 (seesection 4.3.3). A summa,ry of allof these results

is provided in table 4.2.

Tabìe 4.2: Estimates of the transmìssion of materiaìs otlier than 3He that are present
in the beam during a polarizatiou measulement (see figure 4.6). The attenuations
from aluminum, silicon and gìass are due to a large extent to scattering.

entire beam monitor

3.5 rnm Al

4 mm GE180 gìass

label

4 4.3 An est'imation of the solid angles

2

12ç)

mm Si

T1

Having determined the extent of the scattering, it is now necessary to determine the solid

angle subtended by the monitors about the scattering materials. The solid angles that are

considered are shown in figure 4.7.

In order to calculate the effective solid angle for a given window, it would be possible to

integrate the contributions from infinitesimal elements across the whole window. Flowever,

the element at the center of a scattering object will contribute the largest a,mount to the

effective solid angle. If the whole window is treated as if it corresponded to t,he sa,rne solid

angle as the center, the result will be an overestimate of the contribution from scattering.

If the result determined from this method is negligible, then the real effect will also be

negìigible. The distances relevant to this calculation are shown in table 4.3.

estimated value

ri
T2

0.95

T4

0.97

0.94

0.91



polarizer oven

Figure 4.7: Each solid angle to be considered is shown labeled in this diagram. r¿ à,rE

the distances that correspond to the solid angles Q¿.
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Each solid angle can then be determined using the following exprcssion:

Q¿ r(. ri \___:-_ t 1 ___________:_ t41 2\ tl"?*(alz¡z)'
where ø is approximately 12 cm, the width of a beam monitor. Using this method, the

following values were found:

&:0.20. &:0.051. &:0.029. &:0.014. &:0.0089.
4r ' 41 41 4¡r 4r

It will later be dcmonstrated that 06 to f¿10 will cancel out of the final answer and can

therefore be ignored.

(4.1e)



florn I Lo I dìstance (crn)

NI1

NI1

M1

M1

first silicon window

firsi G8180 window

second G8180 window

second silicon window

M2

iVI2

M2

M2

Table 4.3: The distances between objects that are considered in this discussion of the
effect of scattering on a polarization measurement. (see figure 4.6).

first silicon window

first GE180 window

second GE180 window

second silicon window

NIl

4 4 4 Determinati.on of the size of the effect frorn scatteri,ng

5.0

13.8

19

28

In order to estimate the extent of the scattering effect, only first-order corrections will be

considered. Here a first-order scattering correction is one tliat treats the second scatter

of any neutron to be equivalent to an absorption. Also, any scatter will be considered to

be isotropic in the ìab. This latter simplification is justified by the low energies that are

involved. Due to the low energies, a partial wave expansion of the neutron-scattering center

system will be prirnarily s wave and therefore sphericaìÌy symmetric.

The observed signal (,S1) from Ml is given by the number of neutrons in the beam before

hitting M1, plus frrst-order corrections due to backscatter and subsequent losses on the way

back to M1. Referring to figures 4.6 and 4.7,lhe expression for 51 can be represented as:

,Sr :I(tN

+ 1(rNn G -rùy
477

-t K1NT1T26 - r¿Þ*rz
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M2
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22.4

L7

8.3

Ðr r
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where A : 1.015, B : 0.0024, N is the number of neutrolm incidetìt on the

and 1(1 is the t,irne of flight-dependent proportioltaÌity between bea,rn flux and

voìt,a,ge.

* ri1NT1T2T¿Ts(r - r,¡ffrrrorz

* IfiNTtTzT,tTzT¿A - rù*TqTeTqTz

i Ii t N T|TzTAT3T4T2 (7 - ril#rrTaT3TaT2

:1(rl/(A + BTI)

Sirniìarly, the signal (S2) in NI2 is the number of neutrons that are transmitted to l\42,

pltts first order corrections due to forward scatter and subsequent losses on the way forwards

to lVI2;

Sz: I{zNTtTzTqTsTtTz

-l I{ 2 N T1T2T¿T|T¿(r - rù*

I Ii 2 N TlT2TaTs (7 -'I-4)fr*
-l I{zNTtTz(7 - Ta)TsTafr#

* I{z NTt (7 - T2)T|nfnfr#

+ ¡(2N(1 - Tl)T2T4r1Tú:rT

: K2NIT3,
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where the functional form of z is irrelevant since it will cancel out before the final

rea,ched.

The ratio between ,Sz and ,91 for a given data-taking run is then given by:

ñ Sz K2NrTst: s, 
: 

KñØ+ E@'

Ø.2a)

face of M1,

prearnplifier

Tlre ratio of ratios 52lSl (unpolarized) to 52/51 (poiarized) is therefore given by:

.Ro r.j.NrrrplKlN(A+ B(rr,of) : ["3,r.l t e+nQr.p),\ (Ã12\RP: : 
L?årJ \T+E artr I \a'L¿)

where N is the number of neutrons incident on M1 at the time that the beam is unpolarized

and ly'/ is the number of neutrons incident on M1 at the time that the bearn is polarized.

(4.2r)

result is

(4.22)



The factor that is in the square brackets is the required result) while the quant,ity on

tlre left-hand side is what is measured. Since Ts,p ) 73,e, and since ,4 and B a,re positive

qua,utities, the correctiou factor will in all cases be grea,ter than unity. If the correction is

uot takeu into a,ccount, tneasnred polarization will therefore be less than actual polalization:

/n./n.5 Appli,cation, to the cond'itions at Flight Path 12

The goal of this analysis is to find out to what extent the correction factor tha,t occurs irr

curly braces in equation @.23) differs from unity. To achieve this goal, the rneasurements

tlrat were discussed in section 4.3 were used. Thus P3 :0.46 and nø : (0.0714 rns-l)t

as seen by M2, where ú is time of flight. These measured values of the 3He polarization

and 3FIe thickness were a,ssurned to be representative of the true vaìues that exist. Using

this assuurption, true beam polarization, rneasured 3He polarization, and measured beam

polarization were calculated as a function of time of flight. These calculations were ca,rried

out using the following set of expressions:

Æo,4.0,0 _
Rp - Tz,p' (#)'

the transmission of the unpoìarized 3He

the transmission of the polarized 3He

the beam polarization

the measured transmission ratio

the measured bearn polarization

the measured 3He polarization

133

(æ)' (4.24)

The results of these calculations are shown in table 4.4.

4./r.6 Conclusi,on

Tlre ratios Pn'lPn and P3tf P3 are all within 0.7% of unity. This represents a srnalì de-

viation conpared to the uncertainty in an actual polarization rneasurement. Considera-

TJ,o - e-"o

T3,P : T3,s cosh(noP3)

.Ro

Rp - [?i,,.1 la+aQz,Ð2\- Lrt.o) ì.r* neu.ù'I

(æ)'

, f :R"vP;: \,lr 
_ ("r/

Pl: arctanh(Pi)lno



tof (lrrs)

6

10

T4

18

22

26

30

34

38

P.

r9.4552

31.7118

42.9934

53.0752

61.8497

69.3124

75.5360

80.64i7

84.7742

P,'

19.4.154

31.6936

42.9795

53.0655

61.8433

69.3084

75.5335

80.6402

84.7733

Table 4.4: Estimations of cort'ections to polarirnet,r'v lneasurernerlts from scattering.
Tliese calculations correspond to a 3He poìarization of P3 :0.46 and a celì thickness
of. no: (0.0714 ms-1)t where I is tirne of flight. P" is tlle true beam polarization.
Pj and P,.,' are respectively the 3He and bearn poìalizations that would be measured
given the assurnptions regarding scatteling.

P,,'/|t,',

0.9990

0.9994

0.9997

0.9998

0.9999

0.9999

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

Pu'

45.9520

45.9716

45.9829

,15.9891r

,1,5.993,tr

45.9958

45.9973

45.9982

45.9988

Pt' lPt

tions from scattering therefore have a negligibìe effect ou bea,m monitor polarimetry for the

NPDGa,rnrna experiment.

0.9990

0.9994

0.9996

0.9998

0.9999

0.9999

0.9999

1.0000

1.0000
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4,5 Effects of Polarizer CelI Curvature on Bearn Monitor PolarÍrnetry

4.5 1 Introdu"ction

This sectiott addressers the effect, of polarizer cell curya,ture ou beatn tnouitor polarimetry

for tìle NPDGallura experiurent. l\,Ieasurements of neutron and 3He polarization have so

fa,r been carried ouf bv emploving beam monitor ra,tios that use the fLrlì width of the beam.

This met,hod nrii¡,' intloduce errors if the cell is of nonuniform thickness over the width of

the beam. Since the pola,rizer cell was of nonuniform thickness, it is irnportant to consider

the effect of the curvatnre of the cell on the polariza,tion measurements.

The problem is a,rjdressed by assuning the 3He polarization that was measured in section

4.3, and by assuming a sirnple model for the 3FIe areai density distribution. Mathematical

expressions a,re derived for t,he true bearn polarization, the measured beam polarization,

and the ureasured 3lIe polariza,tion. As will be explained, a nurnerical approach is used

to deterurille to wha,t, extent the true polarizatior-rs differ frorn the polariza,tions that were

detennined frorn the bea,m monitor ratios. The effect was found to be negligible.

4.5.2 An et,pression, ,for beam, polari,zatzon that takes 'into account cell curaature

Here au expression is derived for the polarization of the fuli bearn after leaving a polarizer

cell of genera,i shape. The beam is assumed to be unpolarized and of uniform density before

enteling the polarizer.

Consider a polarizer cell that has nonuniform thickness. The areal density, t, of the 3He

inside tlre cell can be expressed as a function of the position in the r-g plane, where z is

the beam direction. The total number of neutrons incident on the cell is given by l/6 and

the totaÌ number of neutrons leaving the celì is given by N. This situation is iiiustrated in

figule 4.8.

In order to detertniue the pola,rization of the full bearn after leaving the cell, first consider

some region of the beam that is sufficiently srnall for the beam transmission to be assumed

uniform over tha,t regiou. Allow there to be many such regions (n in total), each subscripted

by the index i, that together cover the whole width of the beam. The i,th region is centered
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at the point

occupic,d by

(r,y)¿. The

t,ìre zlrit region

area occlrpied bv tlie rvhoìe beam is given by ,4

is given by õA¿.

Figule 4.8: The thickness of the NPDGarnma polarizer celì is nonuniform.

while the area
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On leaving the polarizer ceìÌ, the nutnber of neutrons at point (*,ll)o that have spin

oriented in the up direction is then given by

ôNi : ff *, erp(-t(r,ù¿ [1- Pel o)

and the number of neutrons with spin oriented in the down direction is given by

ðN1 : \ *, erp(-t(n,a)¿ 17 + Psl o).

If ¡/+ : Ð7 ô,n/i is the total number of neutrons oriented in the up direction and N- -
ÐT 6 N! is the total number of neutrons oriented in the down direction over the whole beam

downstrea,m of the poiarizer cell, then the polarization P,, of the beam after leaving the cell

is given by:

(4.25)

(4.26)



4.5.3 An er,pression for the neutron poLa'rizat'ion 0,s nt,easured from. the bea'm, m.onil.or

ratios

An expression will now be derived for the neutron poÌarization that is measured using the

beam monitor ratios. This quantity will be referred to as P,j in order to distinguish jt fronr

the true bearn polarization Pn.

As discussed in sections 4.1 to 4.3, the following expression is used to detennine the

neutron poiarization:

where 7¡,0 is the transmission of the fuìl bearn through the 3FIe when it is unpola,rized and

?e,p is the transmission of the full beam through the 3He at the time that the polariza,tion

measurement is being made.

The number of neutrons that transmit through an a,rea element 6A¿ of the cell is

^nr. - 
No

wr..¿ - A6Ao 
erp(-ot(n,y)¿) (4.29)

if tlie cell is unpolarized or

o,- 1, /?å,0\'
'n_ \í '- \?år/ ,

r.)7t..) I

if the cell Ìs polarized.

The transmission of the fulì beam, whether polarized or unpolarized, is given by 7 :
N/l/o where l/: Dô.n/¿. This yieìds

('1.'27)

ôl/,; : * U o, enp(- o t(r, y),¿) cos h(o t(r, a) ¿ Ps)

and

r : +i"'e1-ot(r, v))cosh(ot(r, v)Ps)õ A¿'

i
Therefore, according to equation (4.28), the measured bearn polarization will be:

pr-,lr-( ,"*p(-ot(r,ù)ôA¿ 

-\t
'n' v'-\ )

1fl

ro: i\ern(oL(r,y))õA6
i

(4.28)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)



4.5.4 An. etpression for the 3 He 'polariza,t,ioTt. as nt.casured ,firom. the beam, monitor

ratios

The ureasured 3I-Ie polariza,tion, Pj, is det,emrined in telms of other ure¿rsuretl or knowll

quantities by rise of the expression:

The well-known n-3He cross section is deucit,ed

3FIe over the whole cell, as determiued frour ¿r

Pj can thus be caìculated in terms of othel known or calculable quantities.

4 5.5 The calatlations

Pl" : tanh,(ott PJ)

In order to evalua,te the diffelence between P and P', soure assumptions about the properties

of the ceìl need to be made. First a model of the cell dimensions will be assulned. At NIST,

the thickness at the centel of the cell was determined to be 5.5 atrn.cm [73], and at LANSCtr

Í/ was deterrnined from bearn rnonitor rneasurements to be 4.85 atrn.crn. A simple model

is to assume that the two walls of the cell a,re conical in shape aud rotationally symmetric

about the bea.m axis. The cell would then have a peak thickness in the center of 5.5 Atm.cm

and the slope of the walls would be determined in order to give tt : 4.85 Atm.cm. This

corresponds to the following expression for t:

bv

full

Ts : eÌp(-ott).
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o as usua.l, a,lld fi

beaur t ransrnissiou

(4.34)

is tìre aleal density of

rneasurenlent:

(4.35)

t : 5.5 Atm .cm - (0.172 Atrn)r

where r is the perpendicular distance frorn tire cell axis.

The rest of the required a,ssumptions ale: -L, the distance from the source to M2, is 21.40

meters (measurements of cell transmission a,re made using M2); ft : 0.46; the neutron beam

is 9.5 cm x 9.5 cm square a,nd of constant areal density. lVith these assurnptions in rnind,

t', Pn, PI and Pj were numerically determined for va,rious times of flight. The results are

sumrnarized in table 4.5.

(4.36)



1+.5.6 Con,clusion

According to this ana,lysis, tÌre ratio between true bearn polarization a,nd measured beam

polarization differs from unity bv 0.1 % or less. Similar corrections to the 3He polalization

are 0.2 % or less. These corrections are small enough to have a negligible effect on po-

laritnetry tneasuremeuts for the NPDGarnrna experiment. It is therefore acceptable to use

tnonitor transmission ratios iu the calculation of 3He and neutron polariza,tions.

tof (ms)
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2.0

6.0

10.0

14.0

18.0

22.0

26.0

30.0

34.0

38.0

i' (Atm.cm)

4.8570

4.8554

4.8538

4.8522

4.8506

4.8490

4.8475

4.8459

4.8443

4.8428

Pn

0.0660

0.1952

0.3179

0.4306

0.5312

0.6187

0.6930

0.7550

0.8059

0.8470

Pl

0.0659

0.1950

0.3175

0.4301

0.5306

0.6181

0.6924

0.7544

0.8053

0.8465

Table 4.5: Estimations of
curvature.

P, IP
1.0011

1.0011

1.0011

1.0011

1.0010

1.0010

1.0009

1.0008

r.0007

1.0007

P¿

0.4605

0.4603

0.4602

0.4600

0.4599

0.4598

0.4597

0.4596

0.4595

0.4594

PllPu
1.0010

1.0007

1.0004

1.0001

0.9998

0.9995

0.9993

0.9990

0.9988

0.9986

corrections to polarimetry measurements from polarizer



This thesis has discussed several aspects of the NPDGamrna experiment. The motivation

behind NPDGamrna was discussed, followed by an explanation of the experimental setup.

The principal focus of this thesis was a detailed analysis of the neutron beam rnonitors

which were custom buiìt for the experiment.

The goal of the NPDGamma experiment is to observe the spatial distribution of gamma

rays that are emitted during the fusion of a proton and a neutron. To within eight orders

of rnagnitude, the spatial distribution is expected to be isotropic. At higher levels of pre-

cision, a correlation is expected to occur between the direction of gamma emission and the

direction of neutron spin. It is this correlatìon that the NPDGamrna collaboration proposes

to measure.

In order to conduct this measurement, a high flux poìarized cold neutron beam is re-

quired. Given the high beam flux, detection is run in current mode. The fact that the

beam is pulsed allows for time of flight studies which are useful in performing diagnostic

m.easurements throughout the experiment. To minimize the depolarization of the beam

inside the liquid hydrogen target, the ortho- to para-hydrogen ratio of the liquid hydrogen

must be minimized and monitored. Also, in order to extra,ct a mea,ningful result from the

rneasured asymmetry, the beam polarization must be known.

The NPDGamìra beam monitors are ionization charnbers that contain 3FIe. They func-

tion by application of a high voltage and produce an electrical current that is directly pro-

portional to the flux of the incident neutron beam. As such, they are particularly useful as a

continuous monitor of beam flux, of beam polarization, and of the ortho- to para-hydrogen

ratio of the liquid hydrogen target.

In tliis thesis, some properties of the beam monitors were studied. These studies were

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Chapter 5
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started with a discussion of the n -l- 3FIe interaction, and with a \4onte Carlo calculation

tha,t, w¿rs used t,o delc:rurine t,ììe ¿ì\¡er¿ì,ge a.uronnt of energy deposited into the monitors per

captured neutroì1. It was detenlrined that the elÌerg)¡ deposifed per ueutrou has a,n average

value of 470 +.20 keV altd a standard devia,lion of 200 keV.

B¿rch uronitol h¿r.s a specifìed total 3FIe content that is dependent on its purpose. The

3FIe cont,eut,s of each molritol wele nÌeaslrred using two sepa,ra,te methods that are cìiscussed

iu sect,iou 3.3. The lesults frour the two metìrods \Mere found to be mostly in agreetnent,

but were not in cotrtpÌete agreeìnent rvith the specifications. These results a,re restated in

table 5.1. It w¿is concluded that the urethod of filling the monitors was approximate, at

least paltially due to the fact that they were not fiiled at consta,nt ternperature. A difficulty

of attaining srna,ll ¡rressures t,o ìrigh accuracy is also hypothesized.

rnonitor

54

55

53

prototype

TRIPLtr

3He content

relative signal I alurninurn correctecl I specified

L4T

Table 5.1: A summaly of the bealn monitor thickness measurements, in units of
(1022 atoms 3FIe)m-2 per 9.9 rnm gas gap (there are in total four such gas gaps). The
fir'st data column shows the rneasurements that were made using a combination of
transmìssiou and relative signal measurements. The second data column shows the
results of a separate rnethod that corrected the transmission of the monitors with tlie
transmission of a separate block of aluminum. Except for the entry corresponding
to tlie TRiPLE monitor, the uncertainties in the second data column are entirely
statisticaÌ. The third data colurnn, corresponding to the pressures in table 3.1 at
20 "C, shows the specified contents.

1.01 + 0.07

0.99 * 0.07

12.98 + 0.09

72.23 + 0.09

not applicable

1.03 + 0.02

1.21 + 0.06

r3.07 + 0.02

t2.41 + 0.06

24.7 + 0.2

0.73

0.73

t2.53

12.53

25.r



It, was demonstrated that, the beam monitors work at a level of precision that is on the

ol'der of ttetttron cottntiug statistics. Givell the ìrigh bea,rn flux, this precision is sufficient

for ¿rìl beaur monitor analysis that is releva,nt to NPDGarnm¿r. It wa,s also determined that

the beam monitors provide a, tiure of flight-dependent signal that is in a,greement with the

ener€ly spectrum of the neutlon bean. A discrepancy rerna,ins, however, in the absolute

coltversiolt of bea,ur flux to current signal. This discrepancy does not affect the performance

of t,he beam monitot's and is uot releva,nt to NPDGamma data analysis, but should be

resolr,'ed by further mea,sLrrements. An independent calibration of the beam monitors at a

calibrated neutrotr source would provide a, test of the calibration that was discussed in this

tìresis.

Iu chapter 4, tìre application of the beam rnonitors to beam polarirnetry was demon-

str¿rted. The qualitative observatious frorn polariza,tion measurements were consistent with

what is expected from theory. The quantitative results were somewhat low compared to

what was expected, but it was later observed that the 3He polarization has an unexplained

tettdeucy to drift over a fairly wide range. The reÌative uncertainty in both the 3He and

beatn pola,rization was found to be at the level of 2 Yo, where the uncertainty in the beam

polarization is ror"rglily independent of energy. This level of precision is sufficient for a

uteasurement of ,4t and will decrease significantly when the deviation of the data from the

theoretical fit is understood.

If similar beam monitors are ordered in the future, some considerations should be kept in

mind. First of all, HN connectors are not intended for use with voltages of several kilovolts,

and give rise to sparking if extra care is not taken. For high voltages, SHV connectors would

likely be ideai. If precise knowledge of the 3He contents is desired, it would be worthwhile

to avoid rniscommunication by explicitly stating the required contents in units of volume

density. If precise knowledge of the 3He content is to be determined from experiment,

it would be worthwhile to ensure that at least one extra monitor is rnade, of identical

construction, containing Nz and aHe but no 3He. However, knowledge of the 3He content

is not required in order to provide adequate perforrnance for the NPDGarnma experiment.

The bearn mouitors have been demonstrated to be very reliable monitors of bearn
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flux. They consistently provide a reiiable signal. They were the fir'st component, of the

NPDGamrna, a,ppa,ratus to take da,ta wlien the Flight Path 12 bea,rn shutter was first operred

irt February of 2004, and have beeu iu continuous use during NPDGamma data-taking evrrr

since. They do uot break down aud, during the 2004 commissioning luu, only faiier-l to

ploduce a signal when a prearnplifier wa,s blown by a faulty high voltage su¡:plv. The.r' ¿rre

uot susceptil¡le to garnma background and do not introduce noise or background to lher

surrouuding apparatus. Ouce the liquid hydrogen target is installed, they should prove t,o

be a reliable ìreans of rnonitoring its oltho- to para-hydrogen ra,tio.
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